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interviews. 
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The words screamed at Harry Sinclair from beneath the
wholemeal egg and lettuce sandwich he ate, alone, in the
lunchroom of the office where he’d worked for the past 15 years.

He looked at the property guide image of the unassuming
rectangular building beneath him, knee high grass caught reaching
skyward from the empty carpark and began reading the dark tubes
of neon on the building’s exterior, making them glow pink again;

ⒾⓃⓉⒺⓇⓈⓀⒶⓉⒺ

The grey disappeared.

He tore out the picture and placed it into his pocket.

∷ ∷ ∷

Hello?

Is your mother there?

Mum, its dad.

A Hammer Will Fall

BY MARIS DEPERS

Investment Opportunity!
Unlimited Potential.

Well known Location.
Development Approved.
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Hello. Where are you?

We’ve been worried sick.

Yeah, I know.
I need you to come and get me. 
I’m at Dapto police station.

The police station? Oh my god!

What happened?

It’s a long story.
I’ll explain when you get here.

∷ ∷ ∷

Since the “For Sale” sign was erected a few weeks earlier Harry
had driven by whenever he could. No one ever knew exactly
where he was, especially not his wife, he was always working
back, buying milk, refuelling the car, hiding in the everyday.

Before long, most nights found him retracing the journey he had
taken all those years before, a lonely arc circling toward the empty
skating rink.

∷ ∷ ∷

Harry leant in, his body following the teetering, unbalanced angle
of his head, everything focused on the dark constellation of her
mouth. Their lips pushed together, the unpractised haste trapping
an awkward bubble of air within them. An alien tongue thrust
inside, the punching appendage painting his mouth with stale
cigarettes and post-mixed Cola, every taste bud exploding beneath
the coarse, human sandpaper.

New cavities in time began to open.     One,        two,

three seconds,
four,     five, six…

When should I stop?
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How long is a kiss anyway?

Then he was gone. No longer connected to his body. A resonating,
spectral particle, floating in space. Astronaut, observer. A
possibility. A memory.

The capillaries in his ears tingled with the squeak of urethane on
the polished surface of the rink and he re-entered the awareness of
her mouth leaving. Gasping for air, his eyes opened, she‘d already
turned away. No lingering, no savouring of the moment. It was
done. They found their way out of the darkness and back toward
the rink, holding hands briefly before releasing each other to
return to different places.

∷ ∷ ∷

He couldn’t say exactly when he’d had the idea of breaking in, but
somewhere he’d been told that spark plugs could break a window
without making a sound. Something about the ceramic casing
producing only a hollow breath as it pierced the glass, like the
sound of a candle being extinguished.

Anyway - who would question a middle aged man buying a spark
plug?

∷ ∷ ∷

He tapped the spark plug against the window, on the third attempt
a waterfall of crystals shattered onto the carpet below, a thousand
sparklers echoed in the empty cavern of the skating rink.

He hoisted himself through the window and down onto the
crackling floor.

There it stood - the rink with its carpeted walls, raised DJ booth,
burnt out and covered with graffiti, the ticket window, canteen,
popcorn, hotdogs, soggy chips, air hockey, video games, girls,
dares. The concealed, dark corner near the toilets.
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He stepped onto the rink and instantly felt an urge to move.
Walking dusty circles around the litter strewn floor, the silence
came alive, synthesised with boxy snare drums, a liquid radio
voice over the speakers;

SSSSSSPPPPPEEEEEEEEDDDDD 
LLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAPPPPPPPPP!!!!!!

the harmonic dive of Kickstart my heart,

the unmistakable sound of childhood ending.

Then he heard the security car pull up.

∷ ∷ ∷

The torch light splits into strobes through the barred window, finds
a mirrorball of broken glass across the floor. The beams dance in
the empty space above him. Harry watches as the light begins to
catch the dust, illuminating every suspended particle - an entire
universe collapsing into one small place and time around him.

∷ ∷ ∷

The plans were made in secret two days prior, the hours made thin
with longing and anticipation. Not a romantic longing, there was
nothing Parisian about it, no loins yearning, just desperate,
adolescent desire; spent imaginations, semen drying on socks and
the choking fear of being left behind, stranded and alone.

∷ ∷ ∷

They rode in silence for most of the journey home, every bump
and tonal shift of the engine projected onto the invisible wall
between them.

I’ve never been so embarrassed! Picking my 40 year-old husband 
up from the police station.
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I’m sorry.

What were you even thinking? My god! Break and enter?!

Easy on the melodrama.

Easy? Easy!

Dismay stole the words. They returned to silence.

∷ ∷ ∷

The truth was he simply couldn’t explain it to her. It wasn’t that
he didn’t know exactly why he’d felt such a compulsion to return,
it was more that he felt he could never make another living soul
truly understand this. It would be like explaining gravity with only
the words “things fall”.

After all, it was just a kiss.

How many kisses were happening right at this very moment, he
wondered? How many gentle pecks in time, goodnight, hello, how
many hurried kisses stolen out of wedlock, public kisses sealing
vows, parent/child “it’s ok” kisses. A first kiss is never truly a first
kiss, but the world is changed therewith and a new sun rises at
dawn soon after.

∷ ∷ ∷

He stood in the darkness, lights whirring around him, time
leaning, still. Whatever music there was had become a broken
wave in his ears, his nerves pulsating, a chemical sweat beading
on his forehead urgently offering itself to the world.

I can’t believe this is happening, this is really happening.

He waited, desperate for what came next.
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BY HOLLEN POCKETS

In the wild, the tapir’s diet consists
of fruit and tender growth
tapirs are young leaf-eaters
snuffling greens up and in to
the prehensile snout

except in 1998 in a zoo in Oklahoma
a keeper opened the tapir feeding door
a two-foot-wide panel on a slide
to push in a dish of food and by the arm
she was hauled through the two-foot door
into an enclosure, the Tapir Habitat
the sign outside read that these animals are
inoffensive, retiring and shy

the tapir went to town
hard hooves and proboscis raised
to reveal a herbivore’s broad teeth
with which it took an arm clean off

the zoo director’s name was Wylie
like the Coyote and that is a fact
he said the animals do this in nature too like
he hadn’t read the sign

loose tapirs run and drown themselves
or rather, hold their breath
in the waters that make a half of their home
they hold their breath until the threat is gone

A Name for a Tapir
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Wylie’s answer, under lights and
sweating through his nylons
Unfortunately, Lisa the zookeeper probably knows the answers 
But we haven’t been able to speak with her
directly because she was in surgery
arm failing, despite efforts, to attach

the tapir’s name was Melody
she had a calf
a child, striped like a watermelon
Wylie described Melody after
as still quite agitated
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A Spell to Exorcise a Bad
Housemate

Prepare a cauldron or the kitchen’s largest non-stick pot with no
fixed owner. It’s best if you begin this ritual when your
housemates are in bed.

Activate the vessel with a squirt of floor cleaner on a low heat. In
a pinch, use washing-up liquid.

Add a stolen cup of milk – preferably the last of the carton.

Shred and stir in an unpaid bill.

Turn on all the lights and play Red Hot Chilli Peppers into the
cauldron. The potion should begin to bubble. If not, increase the
volume or choose a live album.

Add the clipped toenail of a boyfriend (not yours) whose ass-
sweat has stained your couch.

If you’re lucky enough to have one to hand, add a freshly caught
live flea or maggot.

Grate in the zest of your last nerve.

In an unwashed Nutribullet, whizz a teaspoon of each shade of

A Spell to Exorcise a Bad 
Housemate • Tonka • 

Musée des Frisson

BY ZENOBIA FROST
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mould from bedroom-hoarded mugs. Thin out this paste with a 
tablespoon of bong water or the wet contents of a condom 
unwrapped in a common bin.

Increase the heat as you add this mixture to the base potion, while 
chanting the names of “lost” or broken household items.

Affix a passive-aggressive note to the handle of a wooden spoon 
and slowly stir the pot.

While you mix with your wand hand, call up your preferred real 
estate blog with the other. Invoke the well-lit corners: the warm 
and untouched homes of northside, east, west, southside, and 
Grand Designs.

Pour the mixture into a rectangular cake tin. Drop in a key to an 
often-unlocked door and bake at 200° until the household 
blueprint sears into the surface.

Allow to cool on a bench in the kitchen. Wait for a slice to go 
missing.

Be sure to safeguard honest housemates with a verbal warning. 
Once cursed, the bad housemate will vanish without collecting 
bond.

Sell, discard or bury their possessions before the next full moon –
this is crucial.

To complete the banishment, lay a generous ring of bicarb soda 
around the house, including windowsills, and block the bad 
housemate on both Facebook and Twitter.

⟰

Tonka
Museum of Tropical Queensland

Superstar of the north – Tonka,
the bare-nosed orphan wombat
hand-raised on the affection of tourists –
was euthanised last spring, at seven years.
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His depression was well documented.
When the park closed for renos, he lost
his steady touch-diet and couldn’t eat,
just slept, and nuzzled lonely through dozens
of stuffed replicas of himself
from the Billabong gift shop.

The papers called it Resurrection: Tonka
rescued from cremation, at the last,
by a kindly taxidermist.

Nine months after death,
the stone rolled back, curtains too:
stuffed like his cloned companions,
posed chewing on his favourite bootstrap.

⟰

Musée des Frisson

museums stalk me best

I fell in love with destruction:
a flexible concept

the real intrigue is robotic
I’m in a hurry

for future mess

deconstructing is totally me

often it was public
deception of memory

eventually I fell apart
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come in: construct another language
in conflicting tones

order and chaos
are intuitive

Remixed from an interview with Tricky Walsh in Overland
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Accident/Injury Report

Was the injury the result of an accident?
I didn’t see it happen. I did not know yet how to reach back and wrench
two people apart by the hips. I did not know what to do with my hands.

When was the onset of the injury?
The South African military dismantled the last of its nuclear weapons.
Bundy got the chair. An ayatollah’s death shroud was torn to relic and
men leapt into his grave. How did the injury occur?
For too long I did not listen to the bees’ nest in my brain. That furious
Latin, spill of syntax. Failure of the tongue.

Where did the injury occur?
In the bathtub. The bedroom. Always inside the house, always close to
windows.

Where on your body?
The marrow. Box cutter in my palm. My thighs. The soles of my feet.

What was the nature of injury sustained?
I can tell you the nature of the symptoms. Heart clenched in the throat or
between teeth. A humming in the hands. Bruised knees. Tongue laved
repeatedly over salt.

When did the symptoms first appear?
Golden toads disappeared from history. The Berlin Wall fell. For the first
time we asked ourselves, if disease is caused by damaged genes, why not
replace them?

Accident/Injury Report • 
Baby Tooth Survey

BY SHASTRA DEO
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Were there any witnesses?
I didn’t see. I did not know yet. I did not know.

⟰

Baby Tooth Survey
for Jini Maxwell

i.
they age us by our fall
teeth: we were born

long after the fissure. hairline lilt of sea
lichen, a mouth full
of benthic parnassus. our bicuspids said

the shoreline, though sheltered,
was not enough to keep us clean.

ii.
millstone in marrow, sponge
-soft, cumbers to sarcoma. its half-life exceeds
our expectancy.

bone seeker,
you never told me
exactly what science took from us.

iii.
someone strips dental consonants
from our first language. someone culls
our syntax to extinction. we

cut eyeteeth on dead coral, amanita gills. your sleight
of tongue trips, treads
empty alcove of my speech.
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iv.
your name incised in wrist of deciduous reef. this is where
they buried them, once-traded: twice

-traded they will turn to gold. this
is where your bones lay

against my bones.
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W
Emily is the author of Girls and Buoyant (Subbed In, 2017). Photo by Tiyan Baker. 

hen and why did you start writing?
Emily Crocker: I guess I always found phrases
and words interesting. As a kid I would write

wn words odo r images or ideas that intrigued me and string them
together into these meandering poems that went nowhere. I think I
really I wanted to write lyrics, but am not musical so that didn’t
come together. Eventually I flopped into the poetry slam
community (shout out to Enough Said in Wollongong!) and that
gave me a place to go, something to write for.

What does poetry mean to you?
I’ve been thinking a bunch lately about why people, other than
poets, read poetry. I think it’s because poetry is consoling. It’s
always had that meaning to me. Even poetry about vulgar things is
consoling. If we accept that poetry works by using a specific
image to convey a general truth, that means that in even our most
particular and unique experiences there is always something that

is knowable by others. A general truth. We are not alone. It’s as if
poetry is always whispering “Yes, me too, I’ve seen that too”. I

"An apricot seems right?" 
An interview with Emily 

Crocker
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find it astonishing.

Writing-wise, there’s also something thrilling about pulling words
together that haven’t occupied the same space before. And chasing
that newness is the biggest motivator for me.

If the year consisted of only one season, which would you choose?
Summer. Definitely summer. As many daylight hours as possible.
Sunlight is such fuel.

When writing poetry, where do you start?
A long internal conversation to convince myself to actually sit down
and get on with it. And then it usually starts with some image that’s
been kicking around the back of my throat lately. I’ll take a few jabs at
it to see where the image can go. It feels very exploratory – seeing what
sticks, what can occupy the same space as the original image. After a
bit of that I usually figure out where to land the punch.
If there isn’t an image already niggling away, then that’s a different
situation. Then I’ll usually try and arrange a palette of images that
correspond with an idea or theme I want to write about, then mix
those things together, see which can occupy the same space as each
other, which resonate together, which disturb each other.

If the core of the Earth had to be one giant fruit, what fruit would
you want it to be?
An apricot seems right?

Can you describe a time when you broke something expensive?One
of my very first jobs was a in a gift shop. On my very first day I
dropped and smashed a $90RRP ornament.

Complete this sentence: _ yoghurt __ wind ___ verandah party.

I was sitting in the front yard, trying to enjoy my yoghurt, when a
sudden gust of wind swept in a baby sea lion from last night’s
verandah party.

What are the first three animals that spring to your mind?Gazelle,
Whale, Tapir

Outside of social media, what is your most visited website?
Does Bandcamp count as social media? If not then Bandcamp. If yes,
then transportnsw.info.
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In terms of writing and art, what are you working on at the moment?
I'm chipping away at a new body of poetry in half-hour slices of time,
usually over a coffee before I clock on at work. At the moment I'm
working on trying to find my way back to the un-self-conscious
exuberant playfulness that I wrote with as a teenager, with a few more
technical skills. And I'm trying to put myself in more positions where I
just have to churn a poem out, rather than treating it like some fraught
thing that needs slow and tender attention. For example, writing a poem
during each Enough Said event, derived from audience prompts, to
read at the end of the evening (check us out, last Thursdays of the
month, at Town Hall Chamber in Wollongong). Recently, I've also been
working on a performance piece responding to ideas of queer listening,
with Campbelltown Arts Center - keep your eyes peeled for the event in
September.

What’s the most valuable lesson you’ve learned from writing so 
far?
That things take the time they take. And that embracing faith over
certainty is extremely liberating.

Recently I’ve also had to come to terms with the fact that part of being a
good artist is refining your taste. But, because of that, chances are your
taste is always going to exceed your skill level (or, at least with where
I’m at in life/my career). So, a big one has been learning to be ok with
producing the best work I can for now.

How do you know when a poem is finished?
When every line/image is pulling its weight – when I can’t slice
anything else off it. Then I’ll usually edit for consistency of voice.
Once the texture is right it’s good to go.

What’s the best or worst advice about writing you’ve ever heard?
“You can’t edit a blank page” - look I don’t know who said this first, the
internet is trying to tell me it was Jodi Picoult, but let’s not get too
caught up on that fact. Truth is, I say this to myself every time I catch
myself procrastinating over an empty document. I’ve also had some
extremely valuable reminders that most of making art requires zero
talent, it’s all work ethic and attitude and social skills.

Girls and Buoyant by Emily Crocker is available as both a book
and ebook over at the Subbed In shop.
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BY YEN RADECKI

The first time I saw a therapist about it, I had just turned twenty-
one. My boyfriend at the time came with me: a tall, dopily sweet 
saxophonist who liked to shorten Adrian to Ad. He was the one 
who’d suggested going in the first place. We sat in the waiting 
room together, holding hands, trying hard to avoid eye-contact 
with the people waiting beside us. It had seemed awkward even 
then, seeing and being seen by other patients.

For my first time, I’d gone with a normal, starter’s kit kind of 
therapist: local, affordable, and with retrospectively alarming 
availability. When she finally called us in, she seemed more 
uncomfortable than we did. I could tell by the way she kept using 
the word intimacy instead of the obvious, better fit: “How long 
have you been having trouble with intimacy?” and “Can you give 
me an example of how your discomfort with intimacy has affected 
your relationship?”

“We can’t go swimming together,” Ad weighed in, nervously. He 
was pallid and sweating visibly. “We can’t take showers. We can’t
—we can’t really have sex.”

“We marathoned all four seasons of Arrested Development,” I 
said. The things Ad had listed seemed obvious, generalisable, and 
I wondered if she wanted something with more personal grit.
“Because Ad thought I might be a never-nude.”

“The correct term would be gymnophobic,” the therapist said. She 
was still eyeing us both like she suspected we were wearing 
pinhole cameras and planned to upload the footage to YouTube as 
soon as we got home. “Usually, the underlying cause would be 
low self-esteem, or sexual discomfort, or even past trauma. Is 
there anything…?”

There wasn’t, that I could think of, if you didn’t count three 
straight years of English Lit. A naked woman, metaphor had

Au Naturel
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taught me, was either a weakness or a strength. She might be a
panther or a worm, depending on the book that you were reading,
but a naked man just was, like a rock pool: as neutral as the Swiss.
The therapist, however, did not seem to find hackneyed similes
suitably traumatic. At the end of the hour, she made me an
appointment for the following week, and suggested I come alone
and prepared for real honesty.

I saw her three more times after that: 180 minutes of something
that felt an awful lot like interviewing for a job, twitching and
sweating through my blouse and jeans while she asked me
question after question. Later, I told Ad that I thought she turned
the AC off before our appointments, to see whether she could get
me to roll up a sleeve. Later, Ad told me he thought I’d made that
up to get attention, and that maybe that wasn’t the only thing.

It was like that one month set a pattern for the rest of my life to
follow. After Ad came Liam and Dr Youssef, after that Nico and a
counsellor named Yuri, but the end result never differed. The men
I dated didn’t like a woman who couldn’t get changed in front of
them. Or they liked her, sure, but not well enough to put up with
it. By comparison, the counsellors were more varied, ranging from
earnest to disbelieving, but therapy was an expensive habit, and I
was trying to put myself through university. In the end, I took to
visiting the library instead: first the research one on campus, and
then the local one over summer break. It was about as helpful as
the therapy, and certainly a good deal cheaper.

For the first three months, I worked my way through the library’s
catalogue aimlessly, from self-help and pop-psychology to history
and anthropology, as much exposure therapy as information
gathering. Then, on my first visit since the new semester, the part-
time librarian whose name I’d eventually learn was Dana paused
for a long moment after I pushed my returns over the counter
towards her; long enough that I fancied I knew what was coming.

“Listen,” she said, “I’m not supposed to comment on anyone’s
borrowing habits, but you’ve been coming here for ages now,
getting out nothing but books on a very particular topic, and I just
thought I should ask—is everything OK?”

Maybe she thought I’d been traumatised in some way; that I’d had
something happen to me, and the books were my way of making
sense of it. I was twenty-five years old and straight, with four
long-term boyfriends behind me, so of course I’d had something
happen, but so far nothing a strong drink hadn’t fixed.
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“Everything’s fine,” I said. “It’s not even, well, sexual. It’s just—”
Dana was leaning forward as I spoke, elbows propped up on the
counter in a way that made it pretty clear I wouldn’t hear the last
of it if I didn’t confess to at least something “—I just don’t like
getting naked much, if I can at all help it.”

Whatever she’d been expecting, I could tell this wasn’t it.

“You don’t like getting naked?” Dana repeated, loud enough that
the young boy waiting in line behind me stifled a giggle into his
wrist. “Who doesn’t like getting naked?”

“Well, the Victorians, for starters,” I said, nudging one of the
tomes I’d been trying to return pointedly, and Dana gave me a
sceptical look over the rim of her purple glasses.

“I see you haven’t made it to the revisionists yet.” She tore a scrap
of paper from a block on the countertop and fished out a pen from
a holder to write with. “Here—these are good ones to start with.”

They were good ones to start with, but like every other book I’d
taken out so far, they didn’t seem able to change how I felt about
anything. The next time I came back, one week later, to swap them
for another set, Dana scanned the pile without comment but didn’t
let go when I tried to take my receipt.

“You didn’t think about, I don’t know, doing this research online,
or something?”

She didn’t say it like she was pissed off about it, like she was
getting tired of re-shelving Philip Carr-Gomm’s “A Brief History
of Nakedness,” but like it was a real question; something that had
occurred to her in the middle of the night and maybe even kept her
from getting back to sleep.

“Oh, I’ve done some of it online,” I said. The notion of potentially
having contributed to the suitcases under Dana’s eyes made me
feel like I owed her at least a bit of an explanation. “Wikipedia,
mainly. I just didn’t want to get too much into it, and have all that
stuff in my search history, you know? Have Sainsbury’s start
sending me coupons for—I don’t know, naked-yoga mats or
something; Amazon recommending herbal Viagra.”

“You’d rather have your name in every library card in Sexuality
and Naturism,” Dana said, sceptically. “Which is a figure of
speech, before you say those don’t exist anymore. I know they
don’t, I’m a librarian.” She paused, as though the thought had just
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occurred to her. “You’d rather have some random librarian know
all about it.”

“I’m not too worried,” I said. The questions were finally starting
to annoy me. “After all, who’re you going to tell?”

For a moment, Dana looked surprised. “You know, it’s an
unpleasant stereotype that librarians don’t have social lives.”

“That’s not—I just meant that you know how to keep a secret.”

“No, you didn’t,” she said, but she suddenly let go of my receipt,
making me stumble back in surprise before she leant forwards and
closed back the distance. “Listen, I break for lunch in ten. Why
don’t you take a break from your research as well, and come try
some ethnography with me instead?”

We went to the bagel shop across the street, Dana humming as we
walked, me with both hands in my pockets, so stiff I tripped
mounting the sidewalk. As we waited in line, first to order and
then to collect, Dana delivered on her promise with an account of
her accidental stay at a naturist resort in Andalusia, three summers
ago during a gap year around Europe. All the while, I could hear
her question building behind her teeth, so bad that I flinched every
time she opened her mouth to speak. It wasn’t until we’d both sat
down on someone’s stoop, and I was mid-bite with my guard
slowly lowering, that she finally asked it.

“How can it not be sex, though? That’s what I don’t get. How are
you so sure it isn’t?”

“Well, because I still have it,” I said. A month ago, this kind of
conversation with a relative stranger might’ve made me blush, but
shelves 306 to 307 and therapist number three had driven the last
of that particular kind of prudery out of me. “Quite a lot, actually.
I still like it, too. So that part’s fine.”

Dana squinted at her bagel as though it wasn’t quite what she’d
been expecting. “Clothed?”

“It’s much easier than you’re probably thinking.”

I could see her trying hard not to ask for details. “Your partner
doesn’t mind?”

“He does. He did. Most of them, anyway. Even if they didn’t say
so.”
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“Right.” From the way she said it, she seemed to know she’d hit a
nerve. “So what do you do when you’re not, you know,
intellectualising your phobia? Student, right?”

“Sort of. I’m…in between degrees at the moment.”

By now Dana had finished eating, and was engaged in
aggressively trying to light a cigarette. “Yeah, tell me about it.
Funding’s a bitch. Hey—what time is it?”

It was half one. Dana took off at a run, leaving me to clean up our
brownbags and napkins. I was just easing open the one padlock-
free dumpster on the street when my phone buzzed in my pocket
with a text from a number I’d saved as HARGROVE LIBRARY. It
wasn’t the automated reminder of due dates I was expecting.

was fun! see you next week xx d.

She was right, of course. She did see me next week, and the week
after that. Some days we went for a drink together at the pub near
the station when she got off; others, we’d just sit around in the
library chatting until it was time for her to lock up. Aside from my
neurosis, and her only partially academic interest in unpacking it,
we didn’t have much in common, but that had been clear enough
from the beginning. All the same, there was something about her
company that kept me coming back to it.

Like me, Dana was a student, also caught in the cycle of a PhD
endlessly pausing and restarting. Unlike me, her field was physics,
and she’d managed to bag herself a scholarship. When Dana
talked about herself, which she did with some frequency, she liked
to give detail rather than context, so that you knew exactly the
shade of her kitten heel and what alcohol she’d been drinking, but
not where she’d been or who she’d been with. I knew she was
turning twenty-eight in June, and had been working at the library
since last September. By her account, when she wasn’t stacking
shelves or avoiding study, she could be found playing the
keyboard or listening to East Coast hip-hop almost exclusively. A
born Londoner, she’d spent most of her summers on the Isle of
Man, where her father had retired unexpectedly in his early
sixties. Her mother, I guessed, was either dead or had never
featured. Unlike me, Dana didn’t spend a lot of time thinking
about the past, or even the future. I knew she liked working at the
library. It was bad pay, and worse hours, but I knew she liked it,
and she liked me.
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“Listen,” she began one evening. She began a lot of sentences that
way, in a kind of confidential librarian hush, as though imparting
some great secret. “Listen, I do modelling for a life-drawing class
after work sometimes, at the college across the road. Nude
modelling, in theory, but half the time they’ve got me wrapped up
in a toga because they want to practice drawing folds or
something. You should come. It’s good money.”

“I don’t know,” I said. I did need the money. My late fees weren’t
going to pay themselves, and my student debt was an abyss that
was yawning wider daily. “I’d only be good for that half of the
time.”

“That’s fine,” Dana said. We had been in the process of closing up
together, and now she started jumping to catch hold of the top of
the shutters. The effort punctuated the rest of her words with small
huffs of exertion. “We’ll split it between us—I can be the nude
model—and you can be the clothed one. They’ve usually—got two
classes sketching at once—anyway!”

Surprisingly, it worked out just as Dana had suggested. More
often, there were two classes present, but when there weren’t, the
class was split in half and we were set side-by-side for contrast
and comparison: Dana stripped to the bone on a stool opposite,
and me stuffed into something dug out of the next-door theatre
department’s boxes. Sometimes, our stools stood facing each
other, by accident rather than design, and though I didn’t mind
nakedness in other people, it was still strange to see her out of the
clean, preppy skirts and blouses I’d always seen her in as she
wrestled the copy machine.

Afterwards, we were ushered into an adjacent bathroom to get
changed again, out in front of the sinks since the narrow cubicles
didn’t have enough space for me to manoeuvre off the complicated
things they had me wearing. The first time it happened, I worried
that Dana might say something. I’d gone to a mixed high school
growing up, so my apprehension wasn’t totally unfounded. I knew
the way I changed was peculiar, sleeve by sleeve, leg by leg;
never more than a limb’s worth of skin bared in any one instant.
By contrast, Dana liked to drop her clothes wherever she was
standing, and then walk over to the sinks to splash her face with
water before dressing. She said it kept her shirt from getting wet,
that it was the same way she washed and brushed her teeth in the
mornings. On the one hand, I couldn’t imagine it; on the other, I
couldn’t seem to stop trying to.

One evening, as I finished changing out of something I imagined a
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British tourist might’ve worn to India during the Raj, a still-
topless Dana looked me over with a beaming smile.

“That’s a new record, you know.” She turned her phone over in
her hand, to show me the screen and the stopwatch she’d had
running. It might’ve felt like a betrayal of trust if it hadn’t been so
perfectly in character. “You’re getting slower about it. Isn’t that
funny?”

Funny wasn’t the word I would’ve used, but it was certainly
something. A therapist, if I’d still been seeing one, might’ve even
called it progress.

“Why do I feel like you’re gearing up to write a paper on me?” I
said, only half joking, and Dana snorted as she shook out her shirt.

“Not my discipline. Besides, you’re far too interesting to waste on
academics.”

This was comforting to hear, and I must have believed it, because
by the end of summer, changing had become easier in Dana’s
presence than outside it. As a result, I started going around to her
apartment in order to shower, to shave—to do anything at all that
required even the minutest fraction of prolonged nudity. Before
long, we had fallen into an odd kind of routine: every other day,
Dana would sit on the toilet lid doing her readings while I stood
under the water behind her polka-dot shower curtain, listening to
her make comments about Eugene Hecht’s “Optics.” By the end of
autumn, I’d learnt more about diffraction than I knew what to do
with, and Dana’s perpetually absent flatmate had surfaced just
long enough to insist that I chip in on utilities. I’d no sooner
agreed than the boiler in Dana’s apartment stopped working for
three long, frigid, early-December weeks.

The landlord was contacted and portable heaters dug out, but with
respect to hot water there was simply nothing to be done. After a
few days of ice-cold showers, rather than shell out for the tube to
my place, Dana took to filling the bathtub by boiling jugs in the
kitchen kettle. It was a long process, and the water cooled quickly,
so we bathed one after the other and flipped a coin to decide who
had dibs. I hadn’t taken a bath since early childhood, but with
enough foam on the surface and Dana’s voice from behind the
curtain, I hardly felt naked at all.

Then one evening during the second week, the temperature
dropped by another three degrees, and a soapy hand appeared on
the edge of the bathtub much earlier than I’d been anticipating.
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“Come on. You don’t have to wait, there’s room enough for both
of us.”

I’d been reviewing the latest list of Research Council
studentships, and my thumb froze against my phone screen. “I’m
not cold.”

“Please, I can hear your teeth chattering.” The curtain jerked back,
just enough so that Dana could sit forward and glare at me. “Come
on, I’ve seen you naked before, remember?”

Although this was true, she closed her eyes as I undressed and got
in, sinking down until the bubbles reached my chin. The water
was cooling already, though still warm enough to be a relief.

“There,” Dana said, opening her eyes again. “Better, right? And
now you can pass me the shampoo so I don’t have to reach.”

It was better, if a little uncomfortable. Like the rest of Dana’s flat,
the bathtub was old and peeling, and though it was wide enough
for two I had to bend my knees to submerge completely, leaning
them lightly against Dana’s shins. I’d seen her naked so many
times before, I suddenly couldn’t remember if I’d ever touched her
the same.

“Thanks,” she said, as I passed her the shampoo bottle. “I swear to
God, I’m going to kill the landlord if it’s not fixed by the end of
this week.”

This didn’t seem likely, but I knew better than to say it. “Well, the
holidays are coming up. If it doesn’t happen soon, it won’t till
after Christmas.”

“Fuck. That’s a month, practically. That’s got to be illegal, right?
Even for London, that’s got to be illegal.”

I shrugged, and Dana scowled. From the hallway came the sound
of the entry door slamming, and then a few minutes later the same
sound again, as her flatmate came home and then left again almost
immediately. Dana leant back to rinse out her hair in the silence
that followed, clouding the water with soap suds around me.

“At least that means winter break’s coming up,” I said consolingly
when she resurfaced. It was rare for Dana to have bad moods, but
she was usually open to cheering when she had them. “Are you
going to do anything?”
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“See Dad, probably.” She slapped a desultory hand at the water’s
surface, like a dog greeting its own reflection. “I have to take,
like, five days off around the 25th anyway, so I figure I might as
well.”

“Does it get cold over there in winter?”

“Not much more so than here. Why don’t you come and see for
yourself, if you’re not busy?” She stood up as she said it, making
the bathwater surge around me. “I mean, if you like, obviously. No
pressure or anything.”

I watched Dana as she climbed out of the tub and stood dripping
on the bathmat, naked and lightly shivering. It wasn’t candlelit,
exactly, but she had dragged one of the portable heaters into the
bathroom earlier, and its three glowing red bars were reflecting in
the foggy mirror like neon through rain. The light made her body
look different, almost organic, like a still from a nature
documentary. “Maybe,” I said. There was something about her
offer that felt weighty enough to make me hesitate, so different
from her usual casual intimacy. “I’m not sure what I’m doing yet,
actually. Can I get back to you in like, a week?”

“Of course,” Dana said. She’d been wrapping a towel around her
wet hair, and now that it was securely in place, she turned back to
me with a hand extended. I stood up to take it without thinking,
and like she’d first done at the library with my receipt, she didn’t
let go immediately. “Whenever you want; there’s no hurry.”

Out of the water, the reflected light hit my skin the same way it
did Dana’s, warm, like a flame lit in the wick of a mandarin. The
glow made my body look normal, anatomical; the Vitruvian Man
at last standing at ease.
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"You could close down Moe’s or the Kwik-E-Mart and nobody would 
care, but the heart and soul of Springfield’s in our Maison Derrière."

– Homer Simpson

The Pink Palace was an oddity and an anachronism.

The building was, in fact, pink, with curved glass bricks that
jutted onto the corner of Palmerston Crescent and Kings Place.
While its exterior was a John Waters film, its interior looked more
like the mansion from The Shining. It felt at times like a haunted
bed and breakfast that should have been in a rural town along the
Hume, but somehow emerged in South Melbourne – on
Wurundjeri Country – sandwiched between sleek apartment blocks
and cafés.

Deep maroon and gold motifs stretched across the carpet and
wallpaper of the lounge area, which contained plastic ferns, a pool
table, at least five vintage couches, and a bar from which you
could be served espresso, but not liquor. Upon entry, clients would
be ushered into a private room or the lounge, and we – the
resident sex workers – would introduce ourselves one by one. If
the client liked what they saw, they would take one or more of us
upstairs. Some working rooms contained a four-poster bed in one
corner, and a glittery spa bath in another. Others contained faux

marble statues of naked women, framed soft-porn photographs, or
mirrors on the roof. When clients left, they could help themselves to a

Brothels, class, and 
gentrification: A eulogy for 

the Pink Palace

BY SADIE SLYFOX
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mintie and a promotional pen.

A few weeks ago, the Pink Palace ceased operation on Palmerston
Street, and the doors have been locked since. I learned of this
through social media, and have not received so much as a text
message to inform me that my workplace no longer exists.

∆ ∇ ∆

The Pink Palace, originally named the Mermaid’s Cave, opened in
the 1980s. It was one of the first brothels to be established after
the Victorian Government had adopted a licensing model as an
approach to sex work regulation.

Licensing models are based on the idea that, if sex work cannot be
abolished, it can be tightly monitored and, of course, taxed. They
are often introduced in response to fears of organised crime in the
sex industry and concerns about the poor health and safety
practices where strict regulatory controls are not in place.
However, they also respond to discomfort among more
‘respectable’ citizens about the supposed unsightliness and
unseemliness of commercial sex, usually by criminalising street-
based sex work – or, more precisely, suspected solicitation in a
‘public place’ – and affording local councils the authority to grant
and deny permits for the development of brothels. Contra the full
decriminalisation of sex work, the approach overwhelmingly
favoured by sex workers, licensing models place conditions and
exemptions over existing criminalisation, rendering legal only
certain forms of sex work, in certain conditions, with certain
people. As Victorian sex work law has exemplified, this approach
can lend to manifold harmful effects for sex workers.

The Victorian licensing model is regulated by four different pieces
of legislation, monitored by the Business Licensing Authority,
gatekept by local councils, and enforced by the Victorian Police.
The national peak body for sex workers, Scarlet Alliance, argues
that this creates a two-tiered system in which onerous, invasive,
and unreasonable compliance requirements force the majority of
sex workers to operate outside of what is ‘legal’. Vixen Collective
(Victoria’s peer only sex worker organisation) asserts that this
model is discriminatory and damaging, highlighting various

aspects that undermine sex workers’ basic rights. These include,
for example, mandatory testing for sexually transmitted infections
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(STIs), the criminalisation of HIV among sex workers, and the
oppositional dynamic created between sex workers and the police,
which inhibits sex workers’ capacity to seek assistance if they are
victims of crime.

When this model was introduced, a license to operate a brothel
was a golden ticket to an exclusive market. Now, with the
profitability of the industry declining, some brothel owners have
turned their attention to another exclusive market: real estate.
Many metropolitan brothels are situated in areas once avoided by
the gentry, but which are increasingly coveted by property
developers whose projects help to turn former ‘slums’ into
respectable, family-friendly communities. In South Melbourne
alone, four brothels have recently been sold to developers, the
Pleasure Dome for $1.55 million, and the Pink Palace for around
$15 million. The Daily Planet, an 18-room brothel that had been
operating in Elsternwick since 1975, was also recently sold for
$12.66 million. Both the Pink Palace and Cherry Blossoms,
another South Melbourne brothel, are expected to become multi-
level apartment blocks, and it has long been rumoured that the site
of the Daily Planet will be used for the same purpose. Likewise,
land formerly occupied by a South Yarra brothel now hosts a 30-
storey residential and retail tower, featuring a restaurant which
invites its customers to ‘Join us for a quickie, or stay for the full
service’.

Brothel licenses are attached to the site for which they were
granted approval. When that site is used for another purpose, there
is thus one less workplace available in Melbourne for brothel-
based sex workers. While the multi-million dollar operation of
redeveloping a brothel site can catch the attention of mainstream
media, numerous other inner-city brothels have silently closed –
by my estimate, at least 10 in the last decade. Like in any other
industry, when a worksite closes, a diaspora is created. Sex
workers fragment and spill into other brothels, sometimes finding
old colleagues, sometimes finding the casualties of other closures.
Like in any other industry, these conditions can contribute to a
heightened sense of insecurity around the terms and conditions of
labour. Under a regulatory model that affords disproportionate
power to the owners and operators of brothels, this can further
weaken sex workers’ capacity to assert their rights and boundaries
in the workplace, or seek recourse when these are violated.

Like any workplace, brothels are social and political spaces,
which hold a unique if underacknowledged place in working class
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history and culture. When they disappear, so too can the threads of 
these histories, which, when tugged at, can enable us to think 
differently about work, class, and solidarity – themes I argue are 
central to the regulation of sex workers’ bodies and the spaces they 
occupy.

∆ ∇ ∆

In the Spring of 2016, the Corkman, an Irish pub built in 1857,
was hastily and stealthily destroyed. Formerly known as the
Carlton Inn, this pub was heritage listed as one of the oldest
buildings in the suburb, and remained a beloved haunt for locals
and particularly the students who studied law across the road. It
had been purchased by developers in August for $4.76 million,
and was damaged by a mysterious fire a week before the
demolition, though not beyond repair. Nonetheless, the destruction
began without a permit, and was completed despite the ‘stop
work’ order issued by Melbourne City Council. Two years on,
sixteen charges have been laid against the developers, and the site
remains a ‘tangled mess of concrete and wires’, guarded by a
barbed wire fence.

One reason the case of the Corkman garnered such fierce public
backlash was because it exemplified a disturbing pattern:
Melbourne pubs on increasingly expensive land being sacrificed
for commercial interest, with the histories and community they
held lost in the process. Dozens have closed since 2010, including
the Greyhound Hotel in St. Kilda which had been operating for
160 years, and the London Hotel, a 155-year-old pub in Port
Melbourne. The increasing disappearance of pubs – that is, public
houses – also reflects the ongoing gentrification of Melbourne,
seen most overtly in efforts to forcibly evict homeless persons
from the CBD, but felt through everyday little cuts, from
prohibitively expensive artisanal groceries to the policing of
where one can smoke a cigarette. The untimely death of the
Corkman was a body blow, and the sheer brazenness of developers
added insult to injury.

In the wake of the Corkman, the Construction, Forestry, Mining
and Energy Union, for the first time in a decade, issued a green
ban. Through a green ban, union members are called on to refuse
to work on particular projects on social and environmental

grounds. During the early 1970s, such bans were frequently
mobilised by the Builders Labourers Federation (BLF) to halt
construction that served only ruling class interests and ultimately 33
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construction that served only ruling class interests, and ultimately
to turn the tide of gentrification, of which pubs were a key
casualty. In the early 1970s, after having watched countless inner-
city pubs morph into office blocks or bourgeois taverns, the BLF
issued a general ban for all inner-city workers’ hotels. According
to the then-secretary Jack Mundey, ‘People don’t want to lose
their local, and their local is part of Sydney’s history.’

When British settlers used stolen Aboriginal Country as a penal
colony they called Van Diemen’s Land, brothels were not unlike
pubs. According to historian Rae Frances, ‘they were, in fact, an
integral part of convict and poor working-class culture’,
patronised by men and women alike as places of social activity, as
well as commercial sex. Brothels were often the first destination
for absconding women convicts, who would find therein shelter,
income, and camaraderie. Conversely, in Victorian era Britain,
many pubs also functioned as brothels, providing a space in which
sex workers rubbed shoulders with both clients and more
‘respectable’ working class women. Likewise, in the mid to late
nineteenth-century, Melbourne’s ‘red light district’, Little
Lonsdale Street, was the site of numerous hotels, some of which
‘were little more than licensed brothels’.

In both Britain and the Antipodean colonies Britain had
illegitimately claimed, the place of sex workers in pubs and
working class culture was indelibly altered by punitive laws and
social norms imposed by the ruling classes. In Britain, the
Contagious Diseases Acts were first introduced in 1864 to address
venereal disease among the armed forces by subjecting suspected
sex workers to mandatory government registration, testing for
STIs, and effective incarceration should infection be identified –
all of which sounds chillingly familiar. According to historian
Judith Walkowitz, one damaging effect of these laws was the
displacement of sex workers from the working class communities
in which they had been accepted. A key driver of this was the
heightened discretionary powers afforded to police, which they
wielded over lower class women more generally, not just sex
workers. This involved closely monitoring the spaces in which
such women might work and socialise – in particular, pubs – and,
eventually, shutting down scores of pubs in particular port towns.

At the turn of the 20th century, changes to legislation and policing
practices further strained sex workers’ relationship with the

working class by, as Frances puts it, ‘increasingly marking [them]
out… as part of a deviant underworld’. Although prostitution laws
differed between the colonies they worked by explicitly or 34
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differed between the colonies, they worked by explicitly or
effectively criminalising association with sex workers: women
caught speaking to sex workers in public could themselves be
accused of solicitation; men who lived with sex workers could be
prosecuted for living off the earnings of prostitution; publicans
risked falling foul of licensing laws for having known sex workers
in their establishments. Both Frances and Walkowitz relate this to
broader efforts to divide and conquer the working class, and to
isolate perceived deviance ‘from the respectable mainstream’. As
Foucault warned, the social and juridical suppression of
‘deviance’ produces deviants; the policing and punishment of
‘criminality’ produces a criminal class. Sex workers, along with
other groups forced to the margins, continue to navigate the lived
consequences of these dynamics daily.

∆ ∇ ∆

Some Victorian brothels operate or have operated in buildings of
recognised historical significance. The oldest known house in
Bendigo, for instance, is also one of the few in the area known to
have been used as a brothel. The Steam Packet Inn, a former pub
in the seaside town of Portland, was rumoured to have had a brief
disorderly period. The Number 100, a current brothel in
Collingwood, falls within the Johnson Heritage Overlay Area,
which comprises a cluster of residential and commercial buildings
constructed during the Victorian era. Finally, Manhattan Terrace, a
Carlton brothel a stone’s throw from the Corkman’s gravesite, is
based in two conjoined terraces built in 1880, giving the site its
own heritage overlay and a heritage grading of C.

One former heritage listed brothel is a two-storey brick house in
Echuca, a rural town on Yorta Yorta land, far from high-rise
apartments and cowboy developers. Built in 1878, this house is
recognised as ‘a rare known survivor of the many brothels which
operated in the nineteenth-century in most towns in Victoria.’ Echuca
rests on the southern side of Australia’s longest river – the Murray –
which settlers marked as the boundary between the colonies of New
South Wales and Victoria. During the late nineteenth-century, Echuca
was a critical site of trade, with seafaring men constituting the
primary clientele of the brothel. The building functioned as both a
brothel and a pub until its closure in 1897, when licensing laws
tightened and the licensee failed to convince authorities that hers was
‘a respectable establishment’. Almost a century later, the house became
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the Brothel Museum, its days of ill-fame recreated with mannequins in 
period attire. When the museum opened, locals responded with 
curiosity and humour, accepting the brothel as a quirky relic of a 
unique industrial and social history.

The memorialisation of brothels is a different matter when the sex 
workers who created those memories remain very much alive. In 
2013, an exhibition called MANORISMS opened in a temporary 
gallery located in a 150-year-old building on Cromwell Street in 
Collingwood. The namesake of the exhibition was Cromwell 
Manor, the brothel that had operated on this site for the past two 
decades. The exhibition sought to capture the liminal space 
between the what the building was and what it would become: 
Cromwell STREAT, a café and hospitality training academy for 
marginalised young people. The sex workers of Cromwell Manor 
were not consulted about its abrupt closure. They were not 
informed of the exhibition that drew inspiration from whatever 
remnants of their lives they left within its walls. They certainly 
did not consent to having their worker files, which contained their 
personal details, used as part of the exhibition, nor to having both 
their legal and working names painted on a shower unit. But then, 
they were never asked.

Like Cromwell Manor, the new owners of the Pink Palace had a 
photographer document the brothel prior to its demolition, so that 
it may become the focus of an art exhibition housed in the 
building that takes its place. Similarly, when the Pleasure Dome 
was listed for sale, owner Ivan Gneil expressed his hope that its 
site would be used for a community centre or arts space, and a 
potential buyer has proposed that it be renovated into an art 
gallery. The area surrounding the building, once populated by 
factories, is set to become a ‘revitalised’ commercial and 
residential precinct, as per the Fisherman’s Bend Urban Renewal 
Project. As such, Gneil has appealed to authorities to revoke the 
brothel license, as he does not want his legacy to be another 
brothel established ‘in the middle of the beautiful new school, 
park and apartment towers area.’

In 2007, the Campaspe Shire Council voted unanimously to deny a 
building permit for what would become the only operating brothel in 
Echuca. Having received over 170 objections from locals who 
believed ‘a brothel would bring down their town’s good name’, the 
council sought to amend its planning scheme to introduce a permanent 
ban on the development of brothels in its municipality. Undeterred, 
the applicant took their case to the Victorian Civil and Administrative 
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Tribunal, and the Council s vote was overturned. The Mayor of 
Campaspe criticised this ruling as an affront to community will, and the 
council, begrudgingly, issued a permit. I have found no evidence to 
confirm that this brothel was ever actually built, nor could I confirm 
whether the Brothel Museum remains accessible to the public. That the 
old Echuca brothel is one of the three buildings that will be 
‘rejuvenated’ for a new arts precinct suggests that it is not.

∆ ∇ ∆

I mourn the Pink Palace as a workplace which, like any other, holds 
memories, relationships, habits and comforts. I feel its death as another 
little, though not shallow, cut in the slow march of gentrification. I 
lament yet another reminder that sex workers are increasingly 
unwelcome in the very urban spaces to which they were exiled in order 
that they could be more effectively controlled. I despair for the absurd 
fact that while, in Echuca, we are acceptable only as mannequins, in 
South Melbourne, we can be visible only as artefacts and ephemera: an 
edgy aesthetic for commercial interests; a past we actively exclude 
from the present. I grieve publicly to disrupt a failure to acknowledge 
the lived effects of gentrification on a community that has always been 
one of its guinea pigs, and to resituate sex workers in the working class 
histories and communities in which they remain largely excluded.

This eulogy is about which bodies, spaces, and histories are deemed 
worthy of sustaining and remembering, and whose interests 
memorialisation serves. Histories of social control, fuelled by ruling 
class anxieties and values, are interconnected. The disappearance of 
brothels is related to the effective criminalisation of homelessness in 
the city. It is related to the callous destruction of sites rich in working 
class history, like the Corkman. It is related though by no means 
equivalent to the fact that we leap to outrage when colonial pubs are 
lost, but, as Tarneen Onus-Williams points out, not when sacred Djab 
Wurrung trees are marked for destruction by the settler colonial state. 
Accepting this interconnectedness means acknowledging the ways in 
which we have been turned against one another, being accountable to 
our implication in this, and working to address the consequent 
limitations of solidarity. Listening carefully to the communities and 
collectives at ground zero is a foundational, indispensable, and 
ongoing part of this.
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A marvelous dumping ground of cheddar thoughts, carrot windmills and the theoretical limits of the zeitgeist.

Editor
Felt Cabbage

Contributors
Argyle Tramp Blaze Fondu

A note from the editor

As I write this on a Tuesday afternoon at 3.30pm, I take a survey
of my studio. It reveals discarded cut offs, bundles of torn fabrics
and illegible journal notes that have attempted to capture urgent
artistic notions. A week-old neon pink enamel paint slick rests on
a neglected concrete floor; black plastic paint palettes are stacked
next to atrophying brush bristles submerged in green water; these
sit alongside a soggy SOLVOL soap bar, its volcanic rock contents
- disfigured and eroded by overuse. This scene is where I jettison,
dump and recycle new information, visual cues, and cultural
forces into tangible art objects invested with research, critical
thought, and creative curiosity. Join me now as we excavate the
possibilities of our condition and the inaccuracies of our world.

-Felt Cabbage

✺✺ ✺✺ ✺✺

Burrow of Peridot and 
Sunshine Magazine

BY MELISSA  HAMLYN
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Loom
A retrospective of landscapes with a focus on the tundra of hot
springs. Winter Earthquake’s work explores the relationship
between concrete forms and the tyranny of distance. With
influences as diverse as Michael Jackson and mandala making.
New variations on the traditional understanding of the universe
are explored through a synergistic blend of spaghetti remnants on
corrugated picked cat fur.

Braised Thoughts
Spatial replicas become a metaphor for urban gentrification and an
attempt to translate the boundaries of academic practice and
personal hygiene. Pin Marrow’s influences span bird-watching and
anime from which new insights into frozen hymns spring. A
powerful and dynamic installation that incorporates tennis racket
strings and cubed watermelon on a sharehouse bath mat.

Futile Dialects
Summer heat trapped in a goldfish tank! With influences as wide-
ranging as Miles Davis and that guy who drums on plastic buckets
in the Pitt Street Mall, Futile Dialects push the hypersensitivity of
the decomposition of sound aided by the symbiosis of flint and
cotton to create a fog of lobster tartan. It just goes to show that the
disturbance produced by a work of art displays shimmering
thoughts though they crack under a midnight sun.

Apricot Chicken Dinner
An amalgamation of childhood memories and pink flamingos on
parched seaside cement is the latest offering from Vodka Tulip.
Her influences include time spent meandering through Balkan
bookshops and Viking techno. As a result, her poetry — combined
with radio static — aims to eliminate the distinction between
stylistics and linguistics. The audience is left to observe. Like
thick chewy sheets, the treacherous flight of the golden frypans
releases droplets of petrified smoke: only to be celebrated then
buried by plastic realities awash in inky rebellion.

Velvet Spider
Ocean Quiver’s newest bespoke designs fuse hard-edged
abstraction with vacant stares. Think fashion of the Russian Czars
circa 1720 meets Vivienne Westwood! A bold exploration of
digital embellishments paired with Jute vests makes for an
unexpected yet stunning departure from his signature ribbed
pantaloons and gauze stilettos. Inspiration came when Ocean
asked his Instagram followers ‘What kind of architectural malaise 39
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would Siya wear to a recently opened Dadaist Nightclub complete
with 3D Soviet textile and poetry printer?'

Parasitic Antidotes
Woodchuck Mushroom has some new poetry out with independent
publishing house, Snake Sleigh. His newest offerings are a mash-
up of overheard conversations in the vacant mist paired with the
change of direction that a ray (of light) undergoes when it enters a
transparent medium.

Titled Parasitic Antidotes, the book contains personal ephemera
stuffed into draws, folders, and stored on hard drives. It also
includes notions of locale embedded in landmarks, scribbled on
train seats and seared by the sun into horizons and skyscrapers. A
sentimental cache of saved emails and bookmarked Facebook
memories all convene into a non-linear chronology that push and
pull themselves into view. Akin to a parasite: they corrupt the
purity of a memory and clarity of an experience. In its place is an
abstract symphony of curated Spotify playlists, forgotten status
updates, and mouldy love crushes.

Reggahoy
Vapor Bath, an avid teapot collector dips her foot into the tepid
pool of pirate reggae! At times this noise is an intrusive and
inconvenient interloper conjuring up toxic nostalgia and
congealed ideas. At others, it is a site of transformation working
in unison with you to overthrow rigid and regulated ways of
relating and observing.

Her debut performance at Carrot Meat’s open mic night last
Friday was well attended and got the attention of Indie reviewer,
Balsam Jacket. Jacket observed, ‘Vapor’s monotone and repetitive
buzzes, clicks and pops activate the stage. A gravel courtyard
punctuates the space; burnt umber pebbles fill a hollowed out
square that people walk over to get close to the action. This acts
as an accidental accompaniment for those who choose to dance on
the crushed rock. An audio storm builds as the dancers jutter and
pound on the gravel.’
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City Exchange

BY BRIANNA BULLEN

I order my eyes off Amazon, my spine off eBay
and a cochlear implant straight from Coles.
Falling apart in reverse has never been
so seamless. We talk about moving to the city
(permanently, in parenthesis:
city as a homogenous w/hole
because we can’t see the specific suburbs yet)
but it’s crumbling in its own catharsis, a release
from structure and history. I’m nostalgic,
neurotic and in the process
of learning semiotics, signifying nothing and searching
for home and meaning in a postcard, the latest
neurochemical upgrade and failed relationship. The advertisement 
on the high-rise
for GMHBA glitches to a teaser trailer flickers to Coca-Cola: 
the duality of (hu)man.
I take
The Frankston line between Southern Cross and Flinders
train rides my liminal stage
where I can watch people yawn in the latest fashion
and flick through a book page or two on the commute
which won’t be remembered. I turn
twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-five
Body machine the old biological clock running in analogue 
and cellular death. Not a teenager, or a young adult:
am I a human yet? I now feel
the cynicism I only used to perform
now too apathetic to bother expressing
the dissatisfaction in vogue. I flicker in industrial space,
vague.
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I
CW/TW: Suicide 

love it when the trains are fucked and I arrive at the
company late but with an excuse that is easily verified by
local travel updates. I have just about enough time for a

coffee and my morning shit before lunchtime comes around. So, I
was overcome with happiness when someone threw themselves on
the tracks this morning and I didn’t get in until after 10:45.

Trailing a cloud of dog hair in her wake Louise is printing pictures
of her twin chocolate Labradors, Baby Tina and Princess Grace.
She’s using the high quality paper stock ordinarily reserved for
termination letters. There was a fresh delivery of the paper on
Monday, in preparation for what Bradley calls ‘the rolling of
heads.’

Louise calls Baby Tina and Princess Grace her fur babies. Louise
had tried to marry their father, Monsieur Cuddles, but this was not
legally possible. It seems there’s just no way to really know if a
dog agrees to that. And how do you even begin to explain the
concept of matrimony to a dog? The answer is you can’t. She was
very disappointed, of course. She said she knew in her bones that
Monsieur Cuddles loved her. About a week after she had
scheduled the wedding to take place Monsieur Cuddles died.
Louise claimed it was of a broken heart but I think it was cancer.
Do dogs get cancer? I think they do and it’s an awful shame I’m
sure. Still, you’ve got to admire their brief but brilliant lives.

Louise is entering Baby Tina and Princess Grace into a
competition called PERFECTLY PRETTY PUPS run by a local
newspaper with a dwindling circulation. It is true that print media
is dying and that’s another awful shame too. Regardless of its tiny
and admittedly apathetic readership it’s still very important to
Louise that Baby Tina and Princess Grace win the prize, hence the

Dog Hair 

BY VICTORIA MANIFOLD
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risk she’s taking by stealing company property in the form of the
expensive company paper used to tell people they are no longer
employed by the company.

“You see the thing is” Louise says “I can’t have children of my
own, can I? Insides are all torn up, ain’t they?”
Dog hair falling from her cuffs Louise rubs the place where she
thinks her womb is and stares aggressively at me.
“Ain’t they”? she insists.
“Well I suppose so Louise.”
“Not that I ever met the right man anyway. There was only ever
Monsieur Cuddles.”
She stares into the middle distance and pretends she’s crying.

Natasha from Accounts comes by to say that the termination paper
cost a pretty penny and in order to recoup the costs someone will
have to be terminated. By this time Louise has used in excess of
50% of the paper printing pictures of Baby Tina and Princess
Grace and the pile of dog hair around the printer reaches my
ankles.

Of course as luck would have it Bradley is allergic to pet hair.
When he touches the printer his hand swells and starts to look like
the sort of novelty foam hand I’ve seen Americans wear in films
where they go to sporting events. After touching his face his
eyelids swell closed, the last thing he sees being the depleted
stack of termination paper.

“Where the fuck is the paper Nicole?”
“Where the fuck?”
“Nicole”
“Paper, Nicole, paper?”

He’s screaming at me but as it turns out my name isn’t Nicole so I
just stand there looking at him as he flaps his giant hand in the air,
causing a draught that upsets Louise’s stack of Baby Tina and
Princess Grace pictures. Obviously panicked, she gathers up the
fluttering pile of pictures and neatly places them on top of the
remaining termination paper, giving the impression that none of it
has been used and that what Bradley saw previously was an
optical illusion brought on by a severe allergic reaction to the
printer.

Bradley’s PA Paula rubs anti-histamine cream into his eyes and,
judging by the screams, it does sting somewhat. Amidst his cries 43
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and wails she leads him back to his office where he falls asleep on
his bespoke leather sofa for the rest of the afternoon, desperately
trying to suck on his oversized thumb.

At the end of the day, wearing protective gloves and mask,
Bradley hands me an envelope. When I open it I can feel the paper
is very high quality. I rub its creamy thickness between the index
finger and thumb of my right hand. Looking down I see I am
rubbing a picture of Princess Grace sniffing at Baby Tina. Turning
it over I can see written on the reverse, in Bradley’s barely legible
script, the legend: YOU ARE NO LONGER EMPLOYED BY
THE COMPANY. I suppose the trains will be delayed tomorrow
too.
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Dream boat

BY HANNAH JENKINS

One day I will own a boat – a wildly expensive luxury boat, to be 
exact. My 500-footer steel-hulled superyacht will be custom-made 
and brand new, combining the retro soviet design of a Blohm + Voss 
Motor Yacht with the functionality of two helicopter pads and a laser 
security system.

Once, I bought a boat in the game Grand Theft Auto V, and it felt 
very liberating so I can only assume I will be transcendently 
ecstatic when I buy my real boat. My dream boat will be sleek and 
curved, just like a hi-res computer model where sunset light hits 
its perfectly rendered polygons at all the right angles.

I will enjoy throwing money at financial auditors from my dream boat, 
like Leonardo DiCaprio does in the hit 2013 film, The Wolf of Wall 
Street . I will also start wearing boat-shoes, gold chains and Ralph 
Lauren polo shirts just to really show visitors to my yacht that, yes, I 
am living the dream boat life.

Following Summer around the world will be such an inspirational 
way to live. So much so, that Chasing Summer will be the name of 
the Vanity Fair article written about me and my dream boat lifestyle, 
with a double-page photo of me looking down at the camera from my 
sun deck, so the reader knows I am superior.

When I arrive at the Venice Biennale on the bow of my dazzling 
dream boat Russian oligarchs and their children will nod stoically 
at me from their own helms. They will invite me upon their 
superyachts and we will exchange boat specs and brag to each 
other about our mini-submarines, and anti-paparazzi shields.

As per the laws of many countries, I will retain a permanent crew 
on my dream boat including a fine dining chef, an expert 45
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navigator, and a public relations professional who will, of course,
be in charge of liaising with the number of Russian oligarchs that
have decided to follow my lifestyle of drifting away from society,
sea-roaming.

In fact, many people will be swayed by my compelling case for a
boat-only life and a flotilla of superyachts will gather around me
as my message spreads. I will observe my devotees from my main
deck Jacuzzi, throw them a smile, lift my diamond-encrusted
megaphone, and say, “forget land, transcend yourself.”

Whole groups of people will pool money to buy a boat just to join
my sea-cult. I will secure my place as an ocean-guru, demanding
donations from the wealthy so that everyone may buy their own
boat, participate in the dream boat lifestyle and have everything
they could ever need – including a half court on the aft deck.

From my star-gazing platform and lounge I will direct the dream
fleet where I please, ignoring my navigator’s harried pleas to
avoid the monsoon-like weather. A storm will linger above the
horizon ahead, promising unforgiving choppy water but I will be
dream-drunk on ideological boat-power (and boat-champagne).

Leading my dream sea society onwards, towards the bourgeoning
electric storm I will be convinced that my post-land, post-capital
clan will survive the squall. I’ll marvel at the bolts of lightning,
illuminating the sea like fingers from God, as I step onto the bow
and hold my hands up to the angry clouds in defiance.

I will smell the cleansing cloying ozone as purple lighting strikes
my dream boat. My human flesh will be atomised – no slow
deterioration, just instant total loss as my dream boat sinks, and
waves crash through my feature stained glass windows and the
water from my infinity pool melts and merges into the turbulent
sea.

A coral reef will form over my dream boat, fifteen metres down on
the ocean floor. Pilgrims will flock to the reef, but alas, I will
receive no benefit, being dead. A behemoth marble monument of
my dream boat will be built to immortalise me, reading: “It ended
here. Disintegrated at sea in a wildly expensive luxury boat.”
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████████████████

you wake up blind like in so many lit scenarios
(as in a room w/in a room (as in a treasure-house of darkness))
but you’re not blind exactly & not blind drunk either
(although it’s not too dissimilar) it’s that
you cannot see the morning in front of you
’cause your eyes are still in webs
(surfeiting the dream) & they’ve been there all night
(like sinkholes with no smell among innocent
& not so innocent people (some of whom tragically died while
trying to take a selfie (some of whom needed to
ejaculate (some of whom found new personal vistas (or
sisters or misters) (some of whom went on & on
thru epic expeditions of listicles (of fad diets
(of memes (of film-blooper supercuts
(of the latest trends in intersectional social activism
(of celebrities you can’t believe look like this
now (or of celebrities who won the internet (w/ perfectly timed
tweets that summed up what most people felt
about the latest trends in intersectional social activism)))))))
& even more peeps in other rooms (some of whom
migrated there for good (or was it food?)
(some of whom claimed to have travelled back in time
from the future (some of whom whipped up
a set of avatars to be friends w/ across all social media platforms
(each w/ their own burner accounts & larger sets of
friends peddling alt news) (some of whom started a start-up
started bullying you (some of whom can’t even
but then began to like you (or the filtered holiday snaps of you)
(some of whom just needed the affect of freedom
& the cat w/ a golden gun riding a flame-breathing unicorn

█████████████ 
███ • Occupy the Sky

BY TOBY FITCH
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(thumbing thru great blue sites awash in rainbow flags
it’s as if your eyes are in on the double dream
of spring (as if your eyes could hop from
dimension to dimension (as if your eyes are in cahoots
w/ the dream of the room w/in a room w/in a treasure-house
of lightness (wave upon wave of it))))))))))))))))
& so when you step out of bed to get dressed
(sense your way thru the mirrored door
& into your wardrobe (discovering a brand
new feeling for fashion (as you do)) step outside
thru the back of said wardrobe) you believe you can
stare straight into the sun but
it’s a black hole & it sucks you in

⟰

Occupy the Sky

it has come to our attention that you have not
paid your death for some time as a result
of the lost world you eek out or about in
we would like to offer you the app to opt back in
to the opera____s we funnelled you thru
you don’t need to run it by or around your shelves
there are underlings available to shoulder the boredom
at a discount height they can dwarf & branch
stack your aggregate in a safe haven
just say the word & we’ll pass mustard to you
pass words to you pass the castle again
thru the sky pass wind / you can occupy said Cloud again
get to know how technology works the ozone
sure l’Azur is here to stay if you don’t
pay the agreed settlement amountain by the due date
this offer is w/drawn & you will have no other hopetion
but to live your own life accordingly once
cleared funds have been received you may then (or in august)
resurrect your excess gain access to our coffers
outsource your wife pay off the dog send your kids
to Upper Echelons Inc. /// can’t settle?
call our orifice to concuss your hopetions
w/ one of our operatters & a void
any further contact w/ your account ants 48
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Farmville

There’s this pub near my house called the Hotel Rozelle. The first
time I passed it on the 518 I dug my fingernails into my palm so
hard that when I reopened them again my hands were red and
bloody. Now, it’s fine. Now, I just exhale, put on my sunglasses,
and try not to think about why the pub couldn’t have been called
the Hotel Rotelle, or the Hozel Rozelle, or some other
combination of consonants that actually matched.

A couple of other strange things happened that first time I saw the
Ho_el Ro_elle (consonants omitted for sanity). One, this woman
about 2 rows away from me on the bus took her shoe off and lifted
it to her ear, as if she was Steve Carrell using his shoe-phone in
the 2008 movie Get Smart, or Don Adams using his shoe-phone in
the 1960’s TV show Get Smart. Two, I found a 50-cent coin on my
street that, on closer inspection, was not 50 cents at all, but rather
a cardboard cut-out shaped like a 50-cent coin that someone had
painted silver and glued to the asphalt. Three, I saw mum crying
through the front window as I got home, but when I went into the
living room to check, she had fallen asleep — or pretended to —
on the sofa. When I asked her later, over dinner, about whether
she had been crying, she didn’t respond but merely said: my crops
died today. I didn’t know our backyard was large enough to hold
crops.

Later on I realised that she had been talking about Farmville, an
online game where you pretend to be a farmer tending to virtual
produce and livestock. I thought the concept was laughable; why

Farmville • Avocados • 
Demi Lovato

BY MICHAEL SUN
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would someone actively choose to be a farmer, I thought, when
they live a comfortable life surrounded by so much privilege?
Why not play SecondLife, and pretend to be a college football
player, or an alien royal?

I heard her crying again in her bedroom that night. It was different
this time — small, contained sobs muffled by pillow and lace, not
the endless weeping that I’d seen earlier. I thought she must have
lost another set of crops on Farmville, or maybe she had been
equally as perturbed by the Ho_el Ro_elle as I had.

After a while, perhaps after she thought I’d fallen asleep, I heard
her quiet, carpeted footsteps shuffle down the hall before stopping
at my doorway. She stood there for maybe 10, 20 minutes like an
apparition while I tried as hard as I could to count the rhythm of
my heartbeat. By the time I’d deduced it was going at 120 beats
per minute, she was gone.

She never mentioned Farmville again after that. Not the next day,
when I saw her tapping away on her phone. Not the week after,
when I finally acquiesced to the flood of automated Facebook
invitations begging me to drop everything and become a simulated
farmer. Not years later, when dad accidentally let slip at a
barbecue that “the only reason she played that bloody game was to
stop her offing herself, y’know”, and then kept turning sausages as
if he’d said nothing at all.

⟰

Avocados

It’s 1997. Against all odds, you’ve survived your mother
accidentally taking an indigestion medication that should’ve left
you at best deaf and at worst dead and now you’re finally reaping
the rewards of your stronger-than-average immune system.
Suddenly, all around you is bright, and you’re being cradled in
sheets so soft that they’re the softest sheets you’ll touch for the
next 7 years. “He’s got a big mouth, this one,” a nurse says, and
she laughs. Your mother cries. You cry.

It’s 2009. You read a novel by Ben Sherwood called The Man
Who Ate The 747, about a man who ate a 747 and won a Guinness
World Record for it. There was also some love subplot involved
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somewhere, but you don’t care about that as much, because no one
cares about love or subplots when they’re 12. When you watch the
Guinness World Records TV show you see a man gyrating with no
less than 109 hula hoops around his body. Then you see a dog with
a glass of water on its head walk 20 steps back and forth. Then
you see a woman eat 19 avocados in one minute and you think, if
a man can eat an entire plane then you can eat 20 avocados in 60
seconds! So you train. The first week, you eat an avocado at
breakfast, and one at lunch, and one at dinner — sometimes two if
you’re feeling peckish. The next week, you double that amount.
And soon enough, you’re guzzling overripe avocados with all the
fervour of the man who ate the 747, except you have no love
subplots weighing you down. “Everyone always said you had a
big mouth,” your mum says, and you want to ask “who?” but your
mouth is too full of avocado to respond. Suddenly, all around you
is bright, and you’re being hustled on stage by Grant Denyer, and
a minute later you’re surrounded by 20 avocado seeds. The crowd
goes wild. “How do you feel?” Grant Denyer asks. Your mother
cries. You laugh, through teeth stained green.

It’s 2017. The restaurant has those red and white checked
tablecloths you see in old Italian movies, and unlit candles in little
coloured cups of plastic. You stare at the doorway for too long in
case you miss the person whose face you’ve only seen once,
pixelated, on your screen. You still swiped right, though, and
when they finally arrive you’re relieved to find that they actually
resemble their photo. It only takes 4 minutes this time before they
say “hey, aren’t you the guy who ate 20 avocados once?” You
sigh. At least they’re being direct. Sometimes they skirt around it
for an entire date, even let you pick up the bill, and then ask. That
night, you sit on a dark couch in a dark apartment, only
illuminated by the glow of your aimless swiping. As you wait for
midnight to tick over you call your mum; you haven’t spoken to
her in two weeks. The line purrs for a while — long enough that
you think she’s asleep — before she finally answers. In the
background you think you can hear sheets rustling, the echo of a
man’s voice. “Is everything okay?” she asks. The sound of lips
smacking against skin. More rustling. “Yeah,” you answer, and
trail off with a hurried promise to talk later. In the distance, your
mother laughs. You cry.

⟰
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I was four and hungry when I saw them collapse for the first time.
A lot of people my age like to say things like: “Oh, I was four, but I
knew something terrible was happening”. I didn’t. I only watched the
footage for a few seconds before I remembered my hunger, and went to
the kitchen in search for snacks.

Exactly 14 years later, Demi Lovato tweeted: “About to put this
airline on BLAST”. Minutes later she followed up with an apologetic
reply — “Omg wrong wording... I’m so sorry.” She was nine when it
happened. Maybe after a few glimpses, she also went to the kitchen in
search for snacks.

Sometimes when I’m at a crossroads, or in an awkward conversation,
or sometimes even when I’m struggling to fall asleep at 3AM doing
nothing of significance at all, I let Demi Lovato guide my life choices.
What Would Demi Do — like a Disney Channel version of that
catholic-school adage What Would Jesus Do, sans the moral high
ground. Would Demi Lovato watch another episode of Riverdale or go
to bed? Would Demi Lovato order the Vietnamese noodle salad or the
chicken and asparagus pizza? Would Demi Lovato congratulate her
Uber driver’s new baby or would she simply smile and look out the
window?

Truthfully, I don’t know what Demi Lovato would do in any of these
situations. I don’t think Demi Lovato would know, either.

Lately instead of thinking about what Demi Lovato would do, I’ve
also started wondering what Demi Lovato was doing at certain points
in my life. For example: when I was at work this morning, Demi
Lovato was practising vocal trills (I know this, because I caught the
last seconds of her online live-stream). Or even better: when I was at
Frankie’s, and this guy was telling me about a terrible taxidermy shop
in London where the walruses were so overstuffed that they had no
rolls of fat, I like to imagine that Demi Lovato was thinking about her
9/11 tweet, and all the ways she could have rephrased it. Or better
yet: when I went to the kitchen in search for snacks, maybe Demi
Lovato was doing the exact same thing, 15745 kilometres away.

It’s an unnerving concept — me and Demi Lovato performing the
same action simultaneously — although I have no doubt it’s happened
more than once. Perhaps years ago, Demi Lovato ate a bagel at the
same time as me. Perhaps she and I sat down on the toilet together at
one point.

Demi Lovato

Perhaps she’s thinking about me right now as well. 52
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BY KAI SCHWEIZER

I purchase my first penis at fifteen. A week later, it falls out from 
under my skirt and into the toilet bowl. The silicone shaft sways 
like a sea creature and no amount of flushing sends it to the 
sewers. Water spills out onto the floors.

“Oh no,” I mutter to myself.

I’ve imagined every angle of my coming out in classroom back 
corners. I’ve written the speech every night in my head to 
entertain my insomnia. There are good ways to come out as 
transgender. The discovery of my dick in the stalls of my all-girls 
school is not one of them.

I roll up my sleeves and reach in. The penis emerges in my grasp 
and the waters recede with a final flush. I wrap it in toilet paper 
and stash it behind the embroidered emblem on my pocket.

⋯

My boyfriend is about the same size as me. He keeps his clothes 
folded neatly by the side of the bed. When he leaves for work, I 
steal his shirts and lock myself in the bathroom.

Bras are abandoned for bound chest. Long hair is hidden beneath a 
backwards cap. And for a few hours, I recognise my reflection. 
Before he returns, I repeat the process in reverse. I shower with 
eyes shut tight. Shirts are returned to the bedside, smelling a little 
bit like me.

Flushing Frontiers
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He never notices.

⋯

It’s quiet in the unisex staff bathroom. The customer complaints
are muted by the stall walls and replaced with the hum of
plumbing.

This was the best job I could get; getting flipped off by angry
tourists while I flip their burgers.

My manager allows us three bathroom breaks per day, so we’ve
learned to loiter. I unpin the badge from my chest and play with it.

A smile tugs at the corners of my mouth. In bold lettering it
carries my new name:

“TRAINEE: KAI”

I’m wearing a brand new prosthetic penis that can be used at a
urinal. The only problem is that I haven’t put it on properly. When
I break the seal, the stream runs straight down my leg.

I finish work and waddle home with warm, dark patches between
my thighs. On the train, no one seems to notice the smell.

⋯

Sydney’s gay district is flying rainbow flags from every window.
The sun sets on Oxford Street, but the party is only beginning.
Every Facebook feed in the country is filled with the news that our
love is finally legal.

“We did it! We really did it! We won!” Two men scream. They
skip hand in hand in their golden hot pants. It’s the gay equivalent
of Christmas; with everyone acting authentically for this one day
of the year. The crowd around me hug and cry with joy, but
marriage has never mattered to me as much as other issues.
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I just want to pee in peace.
I just want to feel safe on the street.
I just want my body to be my own.

I find myself in the Stonewall Hotel. The club is too crowded with
sweaty bodies. It takes three gin and tonics to calm my
claustrophobia. I try to retreat to the toilet, but there’s so many
people inside that the door won’t even open.

I head for the deli downstairs.

The next thing I remember; I’m face first in an alleyway.

“Faggot.” A man slurs between punches.

Blood pumps to my bruises.

⋯

Equality never came.

My Facebook feeds offers links to endless articles about bathroom
bills and gay bashings:

Another homophobe puts a kid in the hospital.
Another Pride turns to riot in Russia.
Another trans woman is killed on her way to work.

I’m acutely aware that 38 percent of the population still hates us.

The bigots still spit on me in the street.
My parents still talk about me in past tense.

The TV tells me to use the women’s room, so I do. With short
cropped hair and shoulders hunched, I wash my hands in the
shallow basin. A woman walks in behind me and stiffens.

“You’re not supposed to be in here.” She glances back to the sign
on the door. 55
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“Oh. Sorry,” I whisper. She softens at the sound of my voice.

“No, I’m sorry,” she laughs, “I thought you were a boy.”

I am, I want to say.

⋯

The Court is Perth’s grimiest gay establishment. The venue is
slippery with spilled drinks and sweaty bodies. My brain is
bloated with gin and my bladder is screaming for release.

I make my way to the men’s room. All the stalls are occupied, so I
wait. Multiple sets of knees and feet move under each cubicle.

A door unlocks and three men emerge, adjusting zips and wiping
mouths. One grabs me by the crotch as a form of greeting.

“Well, hello there.” His eyebrow arches at the size of my bulge.
He doesn’t need to know it’s a rolled up sock.

His hand glides up to my chest. It’s bound so tight to my body that
I can hardly breathe, but his hand still finds a curve. He jerks
away, lip hooked upward to reveal bared teeth.

“Ugh. Fucking freak!”

I am, I think to myself.

⋯

“Are you ready?” The doctor says. I nod.

He unwinds the bandage and peels the dressings from my chest.
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“Thank you,” I say. Tears sting in my eyes.

It’s 5 steps from my hospital bed to the bathroom.

I undress in front of the mirror. My chest is finally flat. I will 
recognise myself for the rest of my life.

I shower with my eyes open.

⋯

The youth centre toilets were designed for someone shorter. From 
the sinks, anyone over 5’9 can see into the stalls. I’m careful to 
keep my eyes averted.

My manager doesn’t count my bathroom breaks. The only thing 
that matters to her is that I’m helping people.

I’m washing my hands when the kid comes in. He freezes at the 
sight of me. I hunch to hide my chest out of habit.

“Sorry,” I say, “I’m almost done.” He doesn’t move. His eyes are 
fixed on my feet.

“You have rainbow shoelaces,” he says.

“Yeah.” All the blood in my body rushes to my cheeks.

“Are you gay?”

“Not quite. I’m bisexual.”

“What’s that?”

“I like boys and girls.”

“Oh,” he looks up at me with glossy eyes.
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“Are you okay?” I ask. He charges at me. I expect his tiny fist to
hit my face, but he wraps his arms around me and sobs into my
shirt.

“I’m bisexual, too,” he croaks.

I pat him on the back. “You’re gonna be okay.”

“I thought there was something wrong with me.”

I push him away gently to look in his eyes. “There is absolutely
nothing wrong with you. I promise.”

“Am I allowed to get married?”

I laugh, “Not until you turn 18.”

A smile tugs at the corners of his mouth.
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BY FRAYSTON BOND WITHERGOON-LEATHERSKIN

I am pantless and shirtless and beflabbed between unwashed 
sheets in the drudgery of the vague morning sheen. Circadian 
rhythms have improved inside the cocoon of current carnivorous 
jaunt und gymnasium bent. I am warmed but I am late, for date 
imperativ.

Personal Training with Fate today. Timetabled public transport is 
nigh.

Sigh.

I wallow under blinding linen skin as the kookaburras chase away 
magpies who chase away sparrows who chase away worms who 
chase away the local White baby boomers concerned about their 
investments that their privileged children do not even live in 
because Oops! Didn't Know That Was a Thing.

I am a vagabond, a vagrant - indelibly, incredibly stained by the 
only true, virtuous skin I’ve ever known.

Pillow Hiltonopolous..

Euroclassic Pedestaline of my misshapen, undernourished heart.

socket squelch

Expelled, I am free of the shallowness, free to outfox the day, 
unless I am dragged - back to that Sherwood, Castle Peak - by a

FRESH COLD BERSERK
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morbid, bestial power-shriek that is what I cannot shake, that is
always present, socks made of coal and of potato the solitary gift
the annual Sack Do affords mine man-cloak that I always seem to
wear, unlawful identity.

This^.

Shower, exfoliation. This is my contemplation nation as I hippy-
skippy to the nearest train station. Glower, abomination. The
Sydney train is late.

Shun.

I live Out West - in beauteous exile from suburban defilement -
but I am summat-quite-thing fond of this Tiggr mess of a system.
It glistens ridicurrous. Boing, boing, herp!

IT

‘Saemson - Pummel O’Dreadlockson? Is that you?’

Jayzus, mate. I just.

Cannot.

Shun.

These^.

Old Mate eats a puffy, fluffy creamed-corn pie atop a cream cake
atop a muffin top: ‘I could really use a big spork right about now,
Pummel, old pal.’

Old Mate’s done it now. I am beskinned in names of his and Fate’s
previous choosing (as in destiny, not my PT. Sigh.) We used to
choose life together before that fateful summer’s storm come and
torn our bits into even shardier nano-style, pictorial pieces. Pillow
invited Old Mate and The Normies to the carnival but I only
received a late, token, second-hand invitation.
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Glint, asunder.

Assumed Jealousy and Brokenness rather than standard annoyance
at weird, unnecessary rudeness.

Shit. The Remains of Personal Training Day. Missed calls.

3 Missed Calls: Fate (PT - not destiny. Sigh)

‘You probably haven't heard. About The One We Called Pillow?
You missed our graduation reunion dewaxing anti-hazing
excursion - your ears must be so cloggo right now, champ? But I
digress, deliberately, to erase Pillow, momentarily, while speaking
of her, so as to maintain blissful selfhood, future-proofing my
past, erasing it slowly, being present…’

Old Mate’s talk, familiar yet distant, to thine, unmedicated me
without asking, corralled me into an enclosure that this
Zuckerman’s famous durable pig would endure willingly, and only
then was This Old Pig forced to endure the unendurable, vague
elliptical chaotic-prosaic-mosaic of Charlotte’s Exit-Web.

Pillow, ya gawn. Can deal. Yawn.

Traffic noises. Morning bougie footpath clops.

Pillowww.

‘She is locked in dread - grieved and shocked and schlocked with
a medical condition.’

Pillowwww. Vulnerabllllloooow. Like youuu - finally. And will
understand. The. Shape. Of. Water. Or. You. Or acute, non-
whimsical non-merperson pain.

‘The Probbo Past Remains Groundhoggy for my Decisionny
Baddiness too, not to worry’ said Old Mate. ‘Ego repetition yields
power to previous reputation.’
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Again? Oh yeah, haunting ay bro...

Fixed alternate-pronoun beleaguers my non-actual man-cloak, the
boyhood, so problematic and tight and rigid, like the overstarched
briefs of a 1950s-style cis-het American office worker who blames
his cis-het-female life partner for life’s every fresh ellipses-
analepsis outsourcery.

Misericordia. Mise-en-scene. Man and his dirty bed.

The Case of the Lost Comfort.

Pillllooooooowwwww. Noooo.

Grew. Apart. Grew. Up. Too. Soon. Despite. Extended.
CHILDHOOD.

‘Oh, O’Dreadlock?’

Relapse. Solitary. Apartment. Midnight. Oil. Lyrics. Foundational
insomnia caused by…
Raycie...head-whispery...plaintive...whimsical...itis.

I used to conch in this stream.

‘Oi, Dreddy, bringing tree-change nostalgia World War Two?’

Rewound tape hallucination from pornographic trauma: Old
Mate’s face.

Pure cream-corn sans pastry-ness and human parts. Regals me. IT!
I forget my dignity forever - no resume, no relationships, no
ability to reflect and learn.

And plough backwards.

Back towards Castle Peak again. Towards the fresh, cold void of
climactic berserkitude.
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Except, I baulk at the Sisyphus Hill.

I hear a bus blistering, engine-like, industrially, recalling ham
sandwiches in modest, pre-Howard-Era Castle Peak underbelly
tuckshops.

Split. Mango. Dingo. Infinite adjectiv.

‘Sorry Mister Poltergiest, you're one pus-ridden blisterhand I will
neither pick nor shake.’

The summer climate steadied to comfortable, light breeze
hairdryer and I could not help gazing backwards, a blissful
alternative, moment-sojourn.

‘Bit harsh? But - Pillow - I figured you'd want to know - she
almost croaked. Of lung cancer - that spread, from toe cancer.
Remember all Dem Durries? Dose Bevvies? Dat Pepsi Max Diet?
Da Fat-Free muffins baked on her Sickies? Our volatile figures in
the light that are now only shadows to box only when constantly
mentioned. Mate?’

‘Manchild - please,’ I said with unclenched, skyward palms hiding
the caramel-latte melanin product knuckle-glaze. ‘You don't even
have to mention Mauritius, but kindly Shove off, Old Mate.’

‘Suf-fer!’ said a gleeful student in Adidas singlet, Kappa pants,
bent-legged in one Nike shoe and one New Balance shoe, all
hanging out the bus window by a rope of school ties.

At least I’m not the only one.

I board - sit down, humble but brittle, on the M54 bus, which
humdrums to the shopping centre that you’ll know if you’re in the
private-know. It stands upright and forthright amidst mild, bristle-
bustle sprawl that bears my birthname. I contemplate Old Mate
contemplating public human rights battles in private. Because he
gets it now.

Understood
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IT

Mr Unplough, that name again, somehow, though I never
inexorably uttered...

IT

Before

‘God, so wish I was Chinese - anything but This^!’ I volunteer, as
I once did with my time, with children who were not my own, but
were my own self-childhood erasure - except this was not sneaky-
cheese metaphor, it was aloud, to the wrinkly bronze baby boomer
bus driver’s knowing, inviting, lolling grin in the mirror of the
empty metal carriage.

His old Golden Retriever doggo hiss-whined like bad brakes. Only
then did I notice the lovely mutt’s frosty froth next to its head on
the rubber-lino-whatever floor.

‘The next stop is Real Hart Lane. It’ll be busy, chap. The festival
is on. In Australia, best be avoiding the cool quick-stickery you
might not understand. Be not offended in my upending of ya -
yeah, boi?’

The bus driver toothed a giant custard apple, gripped with vigour,
spat out the juicy, coloured skin into a scrunched, brown paper
bag as I somehow read my latest text by unverified osmosis while
staring at him, sweating everywhere but especially in my
unexposed pits and on the hair on my temples:

‘I can no longer train you, Sameson. Must cancel indefinitely. My
cat’s grandy is unwell and needs my full, undivided professional
attention...forever! Rgds, F.’

Thank you

And Fffff
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I...

‘*Saemson. Soz! :)’

...T

Aftershock

Entire culture is

Alternate, deflection? Pontificating procrastinator...matez? Uncle
Leo Un-Hello-ers?!

Agony Nana Pure, bigoted microaggression or Impure, Papa
indignant macroaggression?!

Let thou art be in-between and
left lean, cringing
culturally;

Togethie

Recognis-epiph
Siesta-steeled commute
Heart-graffiti
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BY OMAR SAKR

Galaxies of Road

My foot is trying to communicate with the stars.
I rub the hard arch, feel the harsh static heat
of distant burning. My grandmother
used to terrify my siblings and I with feet
made of bark, bigger than our bodies.
She never thought herself lost.
Her language made a country of her mouth,
it scorched the air, a whiplash snagging
ungrateful kids to work to ease her
work. I tried to knead the factory out
of her muscle, small fingers bending into
ache while she whispered och, och, och
Ya Allah, building into a chorus of praise to pain.
She was still alive, then. In the ground
she is buzzing, talking to the stars who know
what it is to have to walk so far
to be with family, to travel beyond themselves
in order to live a paler life some mistake
for fire. I don’t know if I have anything to say
to those galaxies of road, the blessed country
reserved for she who knows herself
without shame, who does not worship
suffering but accepts its burden
be it on her back or in a butcher’s garden.
Whenever I think myself lost, my unworked foot

recalls hers, tunes in, a struck bell to loss &
history itself begins to ring.

Galaxies of Road • No 
Goldblum, No Matter • 

Supposition
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No Goldblum, No Matter

I want you to know I have seen a thousand dinosaurs
on a barn floor, most of them an outrageous yellow,
while some were black and all of course newborn,
shifting from thick talon to thick talon chittering
in anticipation of a stranger world than they knew.
You will say, they are not dinosaurs anymore.
You will say, look at their bodies. The body knows.
And it’s true, they were small and fluffy
and Jeff Goldblum was nowhere to be seen
and the place swam in waves of oily heat
and I could walk the dimensions of their universe
and the walls would be so easy to knock down—
walls always are—but bodies do not know
anything. They remember, and they imagine.
The day I saw a thousand dinosaurs, I knelt
in the soft mulch and whispered their history
and saw a raptor light come into their being,
which is to say, emerge from forgetting
as I once did. I know from whence I came.
I tore the stuffing out of a bus seat with my teeth
when the memories first transformed me,
and after that I saw the borders of my world
and laughed at their crude lines thinking
they knew the limits of my flesh.
Only carnage can come from such certainty.
I am never what I expect myself to be,
one day a man, the next a prehistoric dream.
If this is true of the cosmos, we must worry
what ours recalls, what it might still invent,
what was lost. It could be legendary,
a vicious animal or something small
enough to survive whatever is coming.
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I said I would study the world and all
its subtle variations of which I am one
deviant, one devotee of disasters & small
triumphs like waking like swallowing
anger as it angles up the throat a hook
to spear flesh, to yank another into void.
I want an ode to the mundane only glory
keeps veiling even my mother’s ash
tray, a cracked slab she either stole
from an ancient temple or was gifted
by a man bamboozled by a boutique store.
It is a glory that flickers. A glory ghosted.
Sometimes I lick around the coffee cup
lapping up the omens before they’re read
and summon onto my tongue the sorrow
that made everything possible. I suppose
I sound religious. I suppose I am doomed
to finding angels on my shoulders anyway
I struggle to shield them from the rain.
Nobody needs my hands raised as shield
yet I keep raising them. The expected blow
always hits exposed bone. I leave the city
where beached angels gleam enormous,
blowholes sputtering a final fitful prayer.
I would have spared them the suffocation
of faith once, but no longer, bodied
as I am with everyone I forgot to look after.
I said I would study the world, not love it.
I walked away from the landed celestials,
who even dying were so full they could explode
and at any minute feed generations of bird, fish,
crab. This is the measure of holiness, I suppose
how much we can give at our last.

Suppositions
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BY ELOISE GRILLS

I ♥♥ bad mothers

I love bad mothers they are
So special like pandora bracelets
They are so much rarer than bad dads Because
what do you call a bad father?
Just dad or you don't
Call at all

Good mums are mcdonalds
Dotted along suburban freeways
Plucked eyebrow raised arches
In the rearview as they answer soon
We’ll be there soon sweetie

No, I prefer bad mums, a delicacy like bad hens
Who sit on their bad eggs or cows who
Let their milk dry up, shells and split
Yolks trailing through their arse hair Presented on
a platter
Udder-up, legs akimbo
Tits untouched by gravity or mouths

I love bad mums how Ibsen did
I love bad mums I love to
Watch them go walking out that door
To see the tail-end of them

Kissing their family goodbye
Inviting dear Torvald to pucker up
Kiss my bumhole through my mom jeans
You worthless fucking cuck!

Good, clean feminine 
hygiene suite (feat. Rex 

Hunt)
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When I was born
The midwives nicknamed me Jaws
I screamed nightly
For years I didn't sleep

One day my grandmother came to the door
Saw mum’s eyes blank, my jaws clenched
Vice-like around her breast
Her mother said
That child will be the death of you
That child will be the death—
I wonder if I drove her to it
Or if I pulled her back

⟰

Ode to Rex Hunt

When I was a kid I heard him on talkback
Men would call in and if they said something good
He would award a voucher for the lobster cave
Which I assumed was the height of elegance

Examples of things he thought were good to say
In his renowned commentating style
Were calling a footy player with the last name wojcinski
“Monica” as in monica lewinski
Because a man taking advantage over his female staff member Was
topical and inclusive because
There were pretty much no women
Involved in footy at the time

Another thing he did was when he thought the game unwinnable by
one side
He’d sing ‘IT’S OVERRRRR’ in an operatic voice
To be like the fat lady singing
Which is another example of his lifelong advocacy

rex hunt had a board game named after him
My friend’s nan kept her photo with him in the box
There are two genders in rex hunt’s universe:
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Two stacks of cards called “yibbda yibbda” and
“maaaaaagnificent”

rex hunt has other things that he has done
Like when he had an affair with a thirty-year-old beautician Called
Robyn Hood, but I think her name sounds made-up and like
Who would want to buff the hands of the rich
And then give hand stuff to rex
He did this right after his wife had cancer
Because I guess he wanted to
Lighten the mood

rex hunt knows how to have fun
He pummelled a cyclist (allegedly)
He also got into a fistfight with some teenagers (allegedly)
And tried to take a metal fork onto a plane to prove a point about
terrorism???

Rex hunt went on fishing adventures
In his television show rex hunt’s Fishing Adventure
He would catch fish, give them a kiss and throw them back Because
just like women
Fish like to be kissed without permission
And thrown to their deaths

When I think of rex I always picture
His fingers clasped on their throat
Their lips gasping their
Skin doing the australian crawl

⟰

Every plastic bag ever made
still exists and so do you

Every plastic bag ever made still exists
And was assembled for the casting call
For that dumb movie with the sex predator
And also so do you
Exist that is
I’m not insinuating that you were a sex predator
You were a really nice guy for about four months
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You wouldn’t fuck me on my period
Or with a condom
You don't like the way condoms feel
And you don't fuck on periods
For reasons you never specified

What if I had my period on my birthday
Or my death day, which was coincidentally
My birthday too
If I was dying from a venereal disease
And all I wanted before I left the mortal coil
Was a roll in your damp soil
Would you throw me
A shrink-wrapped bone?

⟰

Sexy female murderesses

Let me tell you about
All the sexy female
Murderesses of yore
And also not of yore

Aileen was a high beam
Glinting in the eyes of truckers
Those fuckers coming up on her

She was so much hotter
Than charlize was in that movie
She was the kind of crazy-hot
Men talk about liking:

You fuck crazy
You don’t marry crazy
You fuck crazy you don’t
Put a ring on it till you
Pull a loop around its neck

Death is life cumming
And death by a murderess
Is the female climax: 72
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Slippery, elusive, and
By the time it finally comes
You’ll wish you were never born

Women also fake their deaths better
Because like feigning pleasure we do it
So well we don’t get caught
We’ve got the most to lose
If we leave a mess so
We soak our bloodstains overnight
Like our mothers taught us
Turning wine into oblivion

We do it with fluency, years of
Rehearsal, swan-diving into
Obsolescence like silent movie stars

Badly written love interests
We shed our motivations like leaves
Let them bob up to our shallow surfaces
It’s like men forgot to pen us souls

It’s like—here I am talking about men
When there are so many sexy
Female murderesses to discuss
Before the end of this poem!

There is a murderess of my family name
The other prisoners called her “aunt thally”
Wikipedia says ‘Grills who was
a short dumpy woman who wore
thick-rimmed dark glasses,
commonly served her friends
and in-laws tea, cakes and biscuits’
She mixed rat poison into the tea
Because homeliness and servitude
Are key powers of the sexy female
Murderess

When I go out in a barrage of bullets
In my sexy bullet bra, make sure
My mugshot’s hot and the media
Gets my measurements:

66-66-66
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I’ve started taking zoloft
Become placid as a stoned wolf
Wrapped in mutton
Swaddled in lamb’s wool
Can’t even feel my pulse

Like a character in a soapie who is
Played by another actor in the next episode

Like a fox-fur coat lined
With the sharpened canines
Of pups found in her paunch

My resentment lies supine, like
If mary poppins used a spoonful
Of sugar to take out the whole family
And they keeled over the banister
In one fell swoop

My shopping list on the tip
Of my tongue, I come home
With bags of bodies
I don't remember wanting

I keep having nightmares
Where I’m already nine months pregnant
And there’s nothing I can do about it

I keep having nightmares
Where I kill my baby
Squash it somehow like a
Mango, or put it in a basket
And forget it for a week

Babies are so helpless and I
Am in control for once

I     am      in     control
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I’m fanging for another #GothSummer oh shit!
only just realised that cigarette emoji
is right above coffin emoji

it’s midnight
my sister is doing my makeup and pauses to say
: “well… I once made a prosthetic eye while driving…”
um…
hell yeah, girl!
that’s goth AF!!!
like how my partner’s black cat won’t stop eating cobwebs

A L L    G O T H    E V E R Y T H I N G
but hey, honestly, I can’t stop thinking about how
being trans* is so fucking metal
like sometimes I get shot in the face with a fucking laser!

also btw:
salad is cool now
flowers are the only art
and fruit contains the earth’s tasty blood
don’t forget to stay hydrated
and look after the ones you love
(hail satan)

Goths Just Wanna 
Have Fun

BY HEATHER JOAN DAY
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I’m excited for all the small things

like wearing a floral dress outside
in the summer for the first time

and I’m not going to let something small
like a penis stop me from being a woman

that’s a joke
I have that big dick energy

my girl dick is so big
the first time I wore a skirt
to my therapists office
he asked me if I wanted him to teach me
how to tuck

All The Small Things

BY HEATHER JOAN DAY
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BY LILY GOLIGHTLY

I wanted something sweet so I thought I would buy a bunch of 
grapes and I walked home and I ate them on the way home and 
although eating grapes is about the most good for me thing I could 
ever do, I forgot to wash them and every time I ate a grape I felt 
bad for not having waited till they had been washed. And I 
remembered articles I hadn’t fully read but had almost fully read 
that said how pesticides were invented by the same people who 
invented Agent Orange. By the time I had made it home I only had 
half a bunch of grapes left but I washed them twice, I washed 
them so that they were sitting in a pool of water inside a bowl and 
I had grape and water soup and I lay back on my bed with one 
finger inside the soup but I didn’t burn my hand because the soup 
was cool.

The cool breeze came through the window and I felt sweat sitting 
in between my elbows making me feel as if I were still walking up 
the hill to get home and as if I would sweat forever until my room 
was an ocean and the grapes were in a soup and nothing could 
ever be dry again. Like if everything had a thin layer of water on 
it, applied with one of those brushes you use to put egg yolk on 
pastry. I think about the thin layer of egg that coats everything on 
my desk, the cups and the scissors and the paper and my elbow 
leaning onto it. Everything in my room is made from filo pastry, 
except me. My house is an oven and everything I own is a hot 
spinach pie. I have spinach pie chairs and a spinach pie bed with 
spinach pie cushions. I remember how once you threw out a 
drawing of a snail you had done, and on the back of it there was a 
shopping list for ingredients to make spinach pie. 400 g of feta, 12 
sheets of filo pastry, 2 bunches of spinach, 1 bunch of dill, 1 
bunch of mint, 2 cloves of garlic, butter and 2 eggs. I kept it and 
have always thought that if we never speak again at least I can 
make a pie. Maybe you can make a meal out of the remains of a

Grape Soup
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friendship. It starts to rain outside, the way that it rains after it has
been very hot. The rain comes in through the window and hits a
couple of my books and plants and turns everything back into
things and nothing is ever a pastry again. If you lightly poke the
side of your eye you can see a black spot moving around. If you
lightly poke a pastry you can see hot steam float into the air. If
you look into the air you can see nothing. If you lightly poke
someone who is sitting in front of you and ask them to move their
head a bit you can make a new friend.

I walk past a building on my street each morning, which I have
always liked. One day I walk past and there is scaffolding up
around it. I lean on the fence looking closely at the insides of the
house and the place where the roof has been lifted off the top. I
wonder where old houses end up, if they turn into land fill and if
somewhere there are many empty house parts lying in the middle
of a field. I wonder if you could build a new house from all the old
pieces of house that have been left behind, if houses can be like
collages or lego towers, or if everything takes a lot more work
than it seems. I lean against the fence and notice a sign that says
asbestos removal taking place. I put my shirt over my mouth and
try not to breathe, and try to un-breathe the breathing I have
already done. I can smell the rosemary bush that my neighbours
have planted and I know that there is so much inside of the air that
we cannot see. Standing outside alone can feel claustrophobic.

My phone rang and it said mum but I wondered if maybe it was
actually you calling and if you had changed your name in my
phone to mum. The phone rang through and I didn't know if it was
you or mum and I wondered if every call I had ever missed had
actually been you calling with something very important to say to
me. I told myself that I shouldn’t reach out to you because what
you are going through is really hard. You probably need a lot of
space, you probably need to lie down on a sports oval by yourself
with sunglasses and headphones on for a whole afternoon, or even
for a whole week or even for months and months.

If you lay down on a sports oval for months and months, I would
take up running just so I could run around the oval and I wouldn’t
talk to you or ask you how things are since it happened, but maybe
I could just run around to make sure that you didn’t dig a hole in
the earth to live inside or become too sunburnt to move.

You have olive skin and tan easily and I am freckly and red so I
would have to be careful not to get sunburnt myself, and 78
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sometimes someone else’s thing turns into your thing without you
realising.

We might have to stay like that for years with you lying in the dirt
and me running in circles and sports teams negotiating their way
between us and the space that holds all of the anger and warmth
we feel towards each other. The sports teams would win and lose
their games and you and I would always just be passing the ball
playing snap rolling the dice scissors paper rock kicking and
throwing and not winning or losing ever. My phone rang again and
again it said MUM and I wondered if I got the letters m and u and
m and I uncurled them into straight lines I could get it to say your
name instead. Or better yet I could get the letters to say something
really good and clever and appropriate and a bit cutting to get my
point across. I could say something I really wanted to say and just
call you and not the MUM that is you but the real you. I never call
you because it is easier to pretend you are calling me and not
answer than to actually call you and hear your voicemail. I poured
a too tall glass of milo and sipped the crunchy chocolate bit off
the top of it and called my mum back who said that she wished I
would answer when she called and she wanted to know if I had
read the magazine article she had sent me. It makes me sad that
everyone wishes someone else would treat them better. Sometimes
I daydream about pouring cold drinks down your neck.

I sit across the road and watch the roof being rebuilt on the house
around the corner. It is slow to watch and I can hear the loud radio
and chatter of the builders. The sign which said asbestos removal
taking place has been taken down. I hold air inside my hand, and I
look very closely and try to see what is inside of it. I try to find
the thing that I would like to say to you. Every time we do talk I
can never remember how I feel or what I think about you, and yet
afterwards I am stuck feeling something that feels a bit annoying
unfinished irritated itchy and red like something to apply lotion
onto. I ask the air for a way forward, knowing that everything that
is possible exists in the nothingness and clearness of the air. Air is
dense with pollution with sun with asbestos with rain with
humidity with words with friendships with the end of friendships
with little things that fly around with sand in sand storms with hail
with bees and flies with songs stuck in my head. I wonder how air
can look the way it does and be the way it is. I went overseas for
the first time and when I came home I realised how clear the sky is
in Sydney and how different the water tastes. I tried to describe
what the water tastes like and you said it tastes like metal and
what I was noticing were the different elements inside the water.
You said that once someone on the street had stopped you and
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tried to talk to you about the fluoride in water. I ask if fluoride in
water is the same fluoride that is in toothpaste, and you say that it
is and that fluoride free toothpaste tastes like coloured pencils. I
agree and say that natural deodorant makes me sweat more. We
wonder if anything works and if anything is really better for us
than anything else.

I reach outside my window while it is still raining and I hold a cup
to collect rain water. I get bored trying to fill the entire thing up so
I fill it up about half way. I fill another glass up with tap water. I
drink one and then the other and accept that two things that are
different can also be the same. My phone rings and it says MUM
but what it actually says is YOU and it is the real you not the fake
you that is mum.

I hear a song on the train and it becomes stuck in my head. While
we talk I keep accidentally singing it and you keep singing it back
to me. I know that if you are singing that means that things are
becoming easier. I sing out and the air catches some of my singing
and scoops it up and squishes it into the phone so you are able to
hear it. Soon the air is sending words towards you that have come
from my mouth that have come from my brain, and then the air
around you is sending words back to me. A phone call is a gust of
wind and can knock over a cup and disrupt an entire feeling.
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BY CLAIRE CAO

Motherland stories abound
valorising the act of return, of
tasting char siu streetside &
recalling the score-toned tongues
of forefathers when asking
for the wi-fi password. But

revelations are easily lost
in air travel. Here      powdered
milk trickles sweet, frog meat tough
between molars. Commuters push
hard, the piqued buzz of mmmhgoi
radiating from creaky windpipes.

It’s in our blood, baba says. As
his corneas mist             seeing
gutted bike trails, pastel boba
stands caressing antique corners that
were once lovers. He turned away

to squeeze honey from
foreign dishcloths & their affections
grew buoyant. Outsizing us.

Guangzhou
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BY MIRA SCHLOSBERG

T his girl…her mouth was like…so big and her teeth
were so big. I don’t mean that in the cruel way men
talk about women’s mouths but in the gay way like

her smile ate me up there was a surge of light inside my body and
I was in big trouble. I was always talking about the way her face
looked like she was so beautiful but you couldn’t tell why. Every
time you looked away and looked back something different was
standing out as the Most Beautiful Thing, like something under
her skin was shifting like her eyes and nose and mouth and
eyebrows were all little creatures scuttling around so you couldn’t
get a steady image. I was always trying to explain this and people
were always telling me it was grotesque. One time I ran into her
on campus she was sitting there eating an apple and it was like a
Byzantine painting with the gold halo around the head and also
like getting hit in the stomach. This was before I knew these
feelings were gay feelings so it was just…unexplained godliness.

Sampson killed a lion and then bees built a hive inside its body.
He made it into a riddle about sweetness coming from strength. A
good butch metaphor for toughness and tenderness maybe, but
Sampson was kind of a bad guy who did a lot of killing for a lot of
not really murder-worthy reasons. Like Sampson went out and
gathered 300 foxes and tied them together by their tails sounds
impressive but isn’t so nice for the foxes. Anyway.

My heart’s encrusted with little wax hexagons crawling with the
larvae of 300 past crushes. Like one girl smiling on the beach and
another one making oatmeal in the morning and that really bad
time in high school when I got called into the principal’s office
because someone had accused my best friend of being in the KKK
but I didn’t stop being in love with her for maybe four or five
more months after that. One girl putting on her sunhat and one girl
taking off her earrings and one girl cooking me scrambled eggs.

Honey Heart
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Crush my heart like a hamantaschen in your fist, sick clots of
blood running down your fingers like plum jam. When you kiss
me on the neck it feels just like when I dreamed you kissed me on
the neck.

To call on the Archangel Metatron to reset your body’s geometry
you have to imagine a cube of light situated in the centre of your
chest and then you imagine your heart which is like the sun of
your body shining with light and then the light bursting up
through your skull into heaven. Honey heart oozing too much
feeling, sacred heart on fire, sun heart shooting light up through
the top of the head.

Dip me in honey and throw me to the lesbians ha ha
ha.
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BY SANTA CLAUS

1.

Florence Biogoreus – Author of A small and tender liminality 
unfurling

I rise at 4am every morning and start my day by having rich 
parents.

2.

Eddie Steamtrap – Author of The Wind Belongs to the Bulls

I usually aim to write 69 words per day. I work best just after 
everyone else goes to work.

3.

Minel Longpocket – Author of Jenolan Muse

I had never written a single word before moving to the Blue 
Mountains after accruing a moderate amount of wealth from 
working full time since I was 20. I’m 59 now but I write like a  
horny 19 year old man pretending to be on drugs at a location 
absolutely anywhere in the United States in 1969.

I forced a bot to read over 
1000 listicles detailing 

the routines of successful 
writers & then asked it to 
write a listicle of its own. 

Here are the first 26.
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4.

Mary Vaucluse – Author of A Little Wharf at the End of a Long 
Life 

I don’t often not write but when I don’t not write it’s because of my 
vertigo.

5.

Timothy and Valery Cremorne – Co-authors of You, Me, and the 
Shaman

I aim to write 2001 words per day. I know that sounds like an 
oddly specific amount but as my financial adviser (and gardener) 
says: every amount is oddly specific if you think about it. I set my 
alarm for 5:45am and usually rise by 5:45am much to the horror of 
my sea monkeys who have usually spent the night complaining 
about the rent and devising ways to convince me climate change is 
real. It is at this hour that I am able to vibrate the most words onto 
the page. I am also the leader of a clandestine cult, which helps.

6.

Franklin Quick – Author of The Ghost Who Wore A Shin Pad On 
His Face

I used to think I was a morning writer—how wrong I was! Well, 
sort of. I rise at 6.30am to walk aimlessly around the house for 15 
minutes eating cold slices of soccerball ham while my sister 
prepares my kids for school (my wife is in Prague). My sister is 
cool and I have nothing against her.

7.

Olga Fairboyle – Author of Eat, Pray, Exorcise

Too often, one awakes one mere minute before the alarm; the sunrise 
conducting a kind of celestial midwifery as it delivers a new day; 
clutching one’s smartphone at 5:59am, I am aglow in touchscreen 
light—screaming. Then silence. But—and it is a big but—but it isn’t 
an audible scream that shakes one to cereal. No way. Mouth agape, 
the light coming in—soundless and high pitched blue. It is the merest 
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minute tickled by ghosts where tonsils once dangled. At the back of 
one s throat. Spectral lymph nodes inspo. One can feel where they 
haven’t been since the autumnally senseless summer of 1979. 

8.

D.W. Mediumflog – Author of Thinktank The Pain Away

Every morning I wake to the sound of father julienning credit 
cards into the toilet. When he finishes, I shower until either the 
waters turns cold or I feel as though I might pass out from heat 
exhaustion. After that I never check my bank account and if 
anyone calls the landline I am to tell them that my parents are 
living overseas between Stockholm and Kuala Lumpur. I then write 
until somebody with whom I can get drunk finishes work.

9.

Ferris Joyce – Author of The Day My Dreams Went To Prison

I begin my day at 1:36am by calling up my best friend, Craig, who 
is my parents living in New York. I tell him that I hate his guts and 
I hope the back of his knee itches for a full hour and that his gout 
returns on the day of the big awards ceremony. Craig responds by 
sending me money, which I use to pay the rent while using my 
days to apply for grants, read, and work on my next novel.

10.

Jamie Mulletcutter – Author of The Saint Only Ate Sand

I keep fish near me. Cooked fished, sphered up into spheres fish. 
At all times: onions, don’t forget the fish!

11.

Rick Thompson – Author of Left Wing, Right Wing, Chicken 
Wing

I used to think I was a failure but then I started having heaps of 
money due to steady wage growth and asset accrual since the 
1960s.
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Mirriam Corne – Author of Swathed In Membranous Goop Until 
Death Do Us Part: How Living With Frogs Saved My Marriage, 
Twice

I walk around for days until the sentences just come to me. I aim to 
write one sentence per day but if I don’t I try not to dislocate a 
starfish from the stone to which it clings; punished daily by the 
luciferous purple ribbons of the undertow. Also I was born 
heterosexual.

13.

Deb Gilcox – Author of My Brother The Triceratops, My Father 
The Flea

I have an investment property which I subdivided into two separate 
addresses and charge two different households rent. Housing bubbles 
are cute and can melt snowflakes. My middle name is George.

14.

Danny Drysdale – Author of Crowdfund My Bird’s Funeral

I guess what works for one person might not work for everybody. 
Having said that, I often fill a football sock with my least favourite 
cable (usually from my phone charger), swing the sock high above 
my head in a circular motion. Not unlike a lasso (yeehaww, etc). I do 
this with a steadily increasing velocity. Rituals such as this help me 
get into a literary headspace. If I’m experiencing writer’s block, I 
might spin the sock for up to six or seven hours or until I order Uber 
Eats for most meals.

15.

Ruth Gleeson – Author of Sawdust Avocados

If I start writing about my writing habits then the writing is dead. 
Which is just as well because … I AM A HORROR WRITER!! ! Did 
the caps and destabilised exclamation marks unnerve you? Here’s 
hoping!! ! The alleged undead are central to all my books and, as 
such, metaphysical deaths are imperative. To achieve said oblivion, I 
find myself on twitter A LOT and reading wikipedia pages detailing 
the sad (albeit tantalising) histories of megafauna extinction events. 
These are conditions in which I am best equipped to do my writing.

12.
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16.

Michael Valentich – Author of Raised By Rude Plants

First I rub my hands together: if it’s cold day I’ll blow on them and 
keep rubbing; if it’s a warm day I’ll spit on them and rub rub rub. 
Next I pound the keys of my Lenovo ThinkPad until my fingertips 
are numb. It is then that I suck on each finger (two minutes per 
fallange) before returning to the keys. The investigative journalism 
flies out of me like a shiny jeep reverse parking into a catchway on a 
Saturday in the Inner West of Sydney. 

17.

Tony Cunnell – Author of The Earth is not flat but also it’s not 

perfectly spherical either

I live with my parents and my parents employ servants who also live 
at our house.

18.

Crumble Trembath – Author of 20 Years of Chalk

I wear special gloves to write.

19.

Michelle Piper – Author of Flightless Bird, Random Hearse

When my heart has dried up and my brain is rapidly trashing, I go 
down to the food court and don’t read.

20.

Sally Biltong – Author of Water Hammer

Within a manmade rockpool built in the mid-80s as a local ‘sealife 
enticer’ designed to attract the marine population of the area, I write. 
The rockpool also serves to guard the local sea ecosystem from the 
nearby sewerage pump. Somebody keeps throwing their bad cabbages 
into the bay and for that they will be … in my next book! Be careful 
what you do near authors ;)
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21.

Rhiannon Bint – Author of The Great Australian Bite

Citrus is ... devastating. Mango is … death to the corners of my 
mouth. I take what I can from … the people around me. I get ... on 
the roof every electrical storm … and wipe citrus on every single 
thing. Citrus is … devastating.

22.

Gene Sundry – Author of Cognitive Beer Therapy

I lick my halo. I am a driverless vehicle! My heart is hairy 
bunting??

23.

Daniel Ductless – Author of The Bitcoin Farmer’s Wife’s Cousin’s 

Daughter’s Boss’ Daughter

I turn my body. 2 minutes. Then I go fishing and catch a fish. I 
knock the fish unconscious with a copy of Infinite Jest and weep. 
Four hours. Then the words come in bursts like tectonic plates 
subdividing. Five minutes.

24.

Audrey Pockle – Author of How Do I Say Baguette Hell?

First I make it rain by shooting salt-and-mineral-filled bullets into 
the sky. When the downpour begins so, too, does the majesty of 
the written word.

25.

Jared Willis – Author of Suck The Fossil

I suck on fossils I find at the base of these big sea cliffs near my 
uncle’s property portfolio. The fossils make my hands big and 
powerful. So much so that I have to use a very big pen to sign 
contracts.
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26.

Ash Asley – Author of At The Stroke Of Midday

Freud is dead, baby. Grand characters in psycho-history aren’t the 
only vortex from which I draw inspiration. If you’re a writer like 
me, you probably find yourself in the apartment your parents 
bought you instead of enjoying the view of the food court. I begin 
every personal literary epoch by torching a 44-foot Wicker Man at 
a secret location. Non Omnis Moriar. 
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If Austin Powers were 
God

BY ELOISE GRILLS

If Austin Powers were god
when you died you would walk through
a pearl necklace and the clouds would be
lined with chest hair and bad teeth
they would jangle with our rumpy-pumpy
and every time a miracle happened
god would rain down penis enlargers
while the wind cries “yeah baby yeah”

If Austin Powers were god
then Dr Evil would be the devil
and Fat Bastard would be a sexually aggressive
scottish alternate to the devil
holding blood sacrifices and settling posthumous grudges
around a tartan pentagram
doling out indifferent violence as rulings
dressing the defendants in a fat-suit then setting them alight
snort-laughing while bagpipes drown out their screams
& they drip down like snowflakes onto the
bad neighbourhoods of hell

If Austin Powers were god I would
know what Mike Myers is up to these days
without having to google him first

Making your own meaning is a shag-pile exhaustion speeding
in on a Union Jack Beetle from the 60s to the 90s to whatever
eras past the 90s are called
(maybe the Naughties, the Very Naughties)
a dull splitting of hairs between Liz Hurley and a femmebot
Liz Hurley Heather Graham and Beyoncé
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I am so bored I could cry
I am so bored I could shag myself all the way
to the top and back down to the bottom
to pass this garish extended remix of an afternoon

I don't believe in god regardless
but if Austin Powers were some divine being
directing the universe in a purposeful or uncaring or Lovecraftian
manner
perhaps the world would be more full of love or immature
sketches
to do with shit or crude nudity or Russian models called Ivana
Humpalot
maybe one bajillion dollars would mean something
maybe one billion dollars would mean something
to billionaires like “give me away!”

Ivana do something with my life
besides waiting for all its events
good and bad and neutrally charged
to happen to me
with the added benefit
of my never actually having to do anything

Ivana be a success
write my book without ever lifting a finger
and then ask my fans to recount
what it was all about

In my dreams these fans shag me dead
and then as posthumous pillow talk,
whisper:
“your life’s work was shagadelic, baby
yeah!!!!”
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Angela Garrick has a chat 
with MP Hopkins about 
writing and their book of 
poetry, Upright in the Field 
(released by Sydney small 
publisher, Ruin Press).

Upright in the Field recalls a 
series of recording events, 
read as absurdist memories of 
the artist's negotiations, 
triumphs and pitfalls of 
attempting to capture the 

aural qualities of various environments. Through a series of 
ascending vignettes, the reader encounters descriptions of the 
author’s investigations of a space and time indeterminate. The 32 
pieces that comprise the book intermesh all kinds of performance, 
sounds, measurements and absurd objects, bringing to mind 
playful elements of Fluxus, Georges Perec, Kenneth Goldsmith 
and Anne Garetta. 

MP: I like the way you described Upright in the Field as a 
logbook or field notes.

AG: It’s like field notes meets a worker’s log. A botanist or a 
scientist or a geologist would have a small journal or book to jot 
things down—observations and thoughts. They would have these 
little books that they would put their notes in after they have 
investigated their ‘field’.

In conversation: 
MP Hopkins & Angela 

Garrick
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When I started writing these I was doing them as very short 
pieces—just a few lines for each entry about each ‘field’ 
experience—with the idea that they would all combine into one 
long piece; an ongoing log of my listening/sound recording 
activities in the field. 

Like a stream.

Yeah, but as I was writing more and more it didn’t seem to flow 
as one long work. So I decided to break it up into individual 
pieces and concentrate on each entry as a specific experience of 
the ‘field’. Once I’d written several and had them together the 
link became about how they all seemed to have a similar sense 
of time passing, a shared waiting for something to be heard. 

Well I think condensing it into these short stanzas or bracketed 
pieces initiates a feeling of the passing of time.   

I think the feeling is of time passing, and waiting—waiting for 
something to sound, but not really knowing what. The notes 
were written mostly when I was making field recordings, so 
most of this work was written outside. When you are engaged in 
an activity of waiting for something to happen, time passes in 
odd ways. 

You know how they all start with ‘Upright in the Field’? At one 
point all the notes began starting like that and I’m not sure 
exactly why, but now I see that as the recurring beginning for 
the waiting. The only constant, the only certainty was that I was 
there, present, ready to record—upright in the field—then the 
words that follow–

Are describing words?

Yeah. It's necessary to set the scene I think. So then the 
following few lines after the standard opening can simply set the 
scene for waiting in a particular environment, then the rest of 
the piece deals with what one might be waiting for in that 
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environment (the sounds). This waiting is sometimes banal and 
other times strange or impossible. 

Would you say it was like a formula—you had for formula for each 
page—that sets it up and from then on you could waver any which 
way. 

Exactly. 

I like that concept because I feel like I haven’t really read any, dare 
I say, literary work that kind of exhibits those traits. I’ve read 
poetry where they will have a common line but it is kind of like 
combining war journals—well not war but kind of militaristic in a 
recording sense—in that it’s a uniform formula which is used to set 
the scene.

You framed it that way in the blurb you wrote about the book, 
which was interesting as it made me see the work as journalistic, 
as a kind of reportage on listening and trying to record places. I 
like the way you place this work as organised and strict—
militarized—as I was often making very objective observations 
about how I was hearing a place, but then the scenes would shift 
and open up fictional or fantasy sound events. 

Well there is that specific opening line, and then you set the scene 
with the second line, and everything that is said after that is 
sometimes I guess up to the reader to make judgements upon 
because it’s not very specific in terms of the way that you 
conceptualise it in your head—which is part of what I like about 
the work. 

Great, I hope that is what the reader does! You’re right, it allows 
the reader to decide what's actually trying to be captured in 
terms of the sound—they fill in the blanks. In a way, perhaps, 
this work is about prompting the reader to try and listen, to try 
and hear something which is actually them trying to hear what I 
am trying to listen for.
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You’re overestimating your reader in a sense that you’ve made your 
notes and then you’re taking certain things away to give them the 
act to engage with your work which is what people have to do 
when they also listen to sound recordings to deduce meaning. 
When people listen to music you have to consider what the sound 
is, where it comes from and how someone would be making that 
sound. When they read the book it’s arguably similar in a way 
because although it's not sound, the words are establishing a scene 
and then deviating from the fact. People need to consider what it is 
that you may be saying because it’s not laid out clear for them to 
interpret. And that's a good thing. 

I agree. Some of the pieces contain questions for the reader; 
asking them what they think they heard or if they can hear 
anything at all, which speaks directly to what we just discussed
—the question of what someone might be hearing prompts them 
to decide or give up. It's almost like I’m trying to confirm what I 
think I’m hearing by asking them if it is what I think it is? 
Hopefully this strategy sets it up for the reader so that we come 
to some sort of arrangement where I am nudging them to think 
about what it is they might be hearing outside of the text. 

I think because the book is also a reflection on the process of 
working, the questions reveal the fact that there is a lot of 
confusion and choices that you have to make when you are 
working on a creative project and there is often a lot of confusion. 
Basically, when a work is complete, it is the result of removing as 
many questions as possible so you’re reflecting on your process.

The questions are meant to present that kind of confusion—
trying to grapple with the sense of what it is I’m trying to 
capture. In a way, the questions and confusion produce the 
work. ‘Why can’t I record what it sounds like exactly?’ and ‘what 
is it I’m not hearing? or ‘what am I trying to hear?’ These are 
essential questions for this work to be made, but also to be read, 
as broad as they are. I think there is a confusion or conundrum 
of what I am trying to capture in all the pieces, which is 
governed by these broad questions. I have many doubts about 
the ability of an artists to capture what they are hearing as it’s 
always more than the sounds of the environment itself that 
shapes the sonic mood of a place. But I think one can transcribe 
a hovering between the desire to hear something and the 
realisation of never being able to fully tune into it. 
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Sounds are very visceral in the sense that they connect with 
people’s emotions and they connect with us in a different level to 
text. 

Trying to describe what one can’t hear or wanting to hear or 
waiting to hear is a difficult thing to put into words. But it is an 
emotional and visceral process, you’re right. I think it’s very 
hard to just talk about sound as a thing—an object or thing that 
can witness or know—it seems so much more elusive than that 
in terms of its character. But I think you can know its mood, it’s 
shifting character. It seems difficult to me to describe an 
atmosphere when listening without using descriptions of how it 
makes me feel emotionally. 

But that's what you’re doing in a way—it doesn’t seem like you are 
writing it from an emotional standpoint. You’re trying to write 
about it in a functional way yet documenting the frustration of 
that task because it's something that can never really be completed. 
Although the work is short, you could write a 10,000 word book 
and still not do a sound justice. 

The whole thing is about trying to apprehend the confusion of 
not being able to grasp and relay this desire/disorder about 
listening through language. I was trying to capture this in short 
poetic pieces that allow enough emotion but are not saturated in 
it. I’m not sure if I was successful at this though!

It is an almost impossible task that you’ve set upon to write about 
and that's why you could effectively continue writing this book 
forever and it would never be the same.

That's true, it's nice what you said before about the formula, as 
that allows for more to keep coming. It can be a bit negative in 
the sense that the confusion becomes a bit exhausting and 
defeatist. You're meant to feel a bit worn out from attempting to 
listen and being constantly ready to record. Because each piece 
returns to the same beginning line of ‘Upright in the field’, the 
absurdity of the task is established and that is intentional. This 
hopefully leads the reader through an increasingly fatigued 
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process of trying to figure out what the field is and what sounds 
might occur there. 

But it's still a formula in the sense that you’re describing posture 
and a setting.

Yes, a relationship to the ‘field’, whether or not you are willing 
to be there and listen to it, or just frustrated by being there. But 
you persist in trying to be there and listen to the field somehow. 
Hopefully that is what the reader does. 

I feel like if we gave your book to somebody on the street they 
could read it and perhaps not know it had anything to do with 
sound. I would actually be very curious to know what they would 
think about it and what they thought you could be referring to. 

I really like books that reflect upon a creative process and I feel 
like there are not many out there. There is this really good book 
about Chinese artist Li Mu and it's called A man, A village, A 
museum. He makes replicas of famous artworks and puts them 
around his village in China. The entire book is his personal diary 
of the process and emails and other correspondence with his 
curator and his friends and the shopkeepers in the village. The 
book isn’t really about the finished work. It's about negotiating the 
work. It’s about process. 

Wow, that book sounds great. The process of trying to hear a 
place and document it through words is riddled with confusion 
and the inability of being able to accurately capture a sense of 
place—that is the process.  

And that process becomes the work itself in a sense.

Absolutely. And I think I gravitate towards works like this—in 
several forms/media—anything where the process that the 
person has gone through is the work. 
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Well it's more about daily rituals and things like that.

It has to reflect the tasks the person went through—not just a 
finished ‘work’ but their labour. I enjoy works where the making 
is the work itself.

It demystifies the creative work which, importantly, makes it 
accessible. I kind of hate the notion of the ‘masterpiece’.

It’s like Beckett’s idea of there being nothing to express but also 
some sort of obligation to express. I think the desire to 
document and expose the attempt to express, especially if it 
doesn’t work out, is far more interesting than something 
presented as ‘finished’. Nothing came of most of the sound 
recordings involved in the process of writing the book. Nothing 
happened to the recordings other than that they inspired the 
writing. 

Really?

Yes. I was working on different recordings and thinking about 
ideas for recorded compositions, but most ended up as half-
finished ideas and never really got used or put in the trash. But 
I like that about it because the work itself required the activity 
of making the sound recordings for the writing to unfold. 

But what is the work then? Is the work the leftover notes or is it 
the recordings? 

The writing is the work. The end result is a sound recording in a 
sense—it’s just that words and paper are the recording device 
rather than microphones and audio recorders. The audio 
recording process was a necessary activity for the writing to 
happen, but it gets removed in the end.

If I think back into my own personal history to say, 8 years ago, I 
could think wow, that was a huge waste of my life and time. Just 
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whatever I was doing at the time. I shouldn't have been focusing 
my attention on that. But with this book, you can kind of read it 
and surmise that you’re trying to work on something. I’m not sure 
exactly what it is but you’re documenting the process.

Do you ever write notes when you’re making music?

I don’t think I’ve ever written a single word. But it's good to. 

Maybe it isn’t?

We should all be documenting things more, in every facet of our 
lives. I wish I had a field journal for when I went to the bathroom, 
when I cooked a meal, when I’m catching the bus to work and I 
can make notes about the people. I care—in this strange way—
about the people I see every morning on the same bus. 

It’s incredibly lonely in a way—you have these long commutes to 
work and there are people you see every day that are familiar 
and sort of part of your life, but you’ll most likely never say one 
word to them.
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W
Aisyah is the author of The Naming (Subbed In, 2017). Photo by Tiyan Baker. 

hen and why did you start writing?
Aisyah: I started writing when I was five,
stapling together a little story about an apple tree

give to myto  kindergarten teacher. I kept going because she liked it.
This really could be the theme of my writing “career”—support from
my teachers.

What does poetry mean to you?
Beautiful, rhythmic writing that bears witness to life. Usually
written in stanzas.

If the year consisted of only one season, which would you
choose?
Autumn.

What was the most surprising thing you experienced in
publishing your book, The Naming?
How loved I felt at the launch. I was a ball of nerves leading up to
it, but seeing so many people gather to celebrate the poetry of
people they knew (and didn’t know!) was so warm. Reading my
first book review was another thrill.

When writing poetry, where do you start?
By reading. I underline lines I love, jot down little thoughts next
to it, then grab my laptop and start writing.

Interview: Aisyah Shah Idil
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Can you describe a time when you broke something expensive?
Is $40 expensive? It was a T2 cup my friend bought me as a 
birthday present.

If the core of the Earth had to be one giant fruit, what fruit 
would you want it to be?
Something fiery and exciting. Durian.

Who is one person, writer or non-writer/living or not, whom 
you wish could edit or give you feedback on your work?
I want to edit emerging writers’ works. I feel like that would be so 
rewarding. Otherwise, I’d want Mary Oliver’s feedback on my 
writing and I’d want Sade to turn it into an EP.

Last song you listened to?
Errrr Olivia Newton-John’s I Honestly Love You.

What is the musical soundtrack to your chapbook?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4he2h5o3WQs

Complete this sentence: _ yoghurt __ wind ___ verandah party.

I hope some yoghurt birds wind up at my verandah party.

Have you ever been frightened by what you write?
Yes.

What are the first three animals that spring to your mind?
Quokka, cat, dog.

Outside of social media, what is your most visited website?
The New York Times.

In terms of writing and art, what are you working on at the 
moment?
A well-overdue piece on this year’s TiNA for Runway, and an 
article on what makes a good friend for the Ethics Centre.

Have you ever been in a helicopter? If not, what would you say 
to someone if you had to lie to them about a time you rode in a 
helicopter?
No, and I wouldn’t lie about that.

What’s the most valuable lesson you’ve learned from writing 
so far?
To fight for it.

What’s the best thing you’ve ever found on the ground?
A scared kitten.

How do you know when a poem is finished?
It really depends. Sometimes it’s obvious, and other times you
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need an editor to tell you when to stop.

Who are some poets you would recommend to people who might
not be very interested in poetry?
Sarah Kay, Alice Walker and Mary Oliver. I’d recommend them some
Regina Spektor songs too.

What’s the best or worst advice about writing you’ve ever heard?
The best advice I’ve heard is to take your writing seriously, invest
time and effort into it, study it and practice it and experiment with it
the way you would any craft, and always be true to it. Integrity
doesn’t always translate into one writing style. And honestly? It
always needs an edit.

The worst advice is often well-intentioned praise that ultimately,
doesn’t help your writing grow. But it feels super nice so never get rid
of it. Enjoy the feeling and take what they say with a grain of salt.

The Naming by Aisyah Shah Idil is available as both a book and
ebook over at the Subbed In shop.

Watch Aisyah reading the fairytale Skeleton Woman over at
Subbed In TV.
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BY MUNAWWAR ABDULLA

Invasion

First, he gave me roses, spoke of
Philosophy, told me
“Look! They beat you down, do they not?
There is freedom in this world and it must be taken!” He 
granted me small comforts
in a land where
I knew there was good and bad but
could not distinguish one from the other—
The sky shone blue with a smattering of rainclouds and 
they all smiled and
they all worked
I could not know who spit in my water
And who did not

Then he whispered in my ears
“We can take back the uneven, we can
redistribute, we can
give freedom to everyone ” and his
eyes twinkled and for a second
So did mine
And the sky shone a brilliant blue
“Equality?” I asked, hesitantly
“Yes! Equality! Justice! Civilisation!”
I was to simply nod and
He would do the rest so
I nodded
Yes

So he broke down my pillars and
Built me skyscrapers

Invasion • Borderlines
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Crushed the old poplars and
Built me roads and
Rails and
Sent all the “evil” to camps
And replaced them with his people
And the sky blazed red with industry

I worked
He worked
Everyone worked
For everyone
Just to live, no reward.
“The reward is in knowing we are all equal!”
He said, as he pushed baijiu towards me
I did not drink
This was not me
“Drink! You can do it now – drink!”
This was not me

The days passed and he entered my home.
One day
Two days
Three
The limit had been reached
“sorry, but—”
“There you are my lovely! Make us some tea
We have guests!”
And they poured in like
rancid alcohol and I
poured them tea so that I may speak
as they drank.
But they sat and they laughed
And laughed until the twilight hours
And waiting, I had fallen asleep
Sleeves punching vertical bars into my face
Leaning against the stove
Flushed from the dying embers
Breathing in methane

I had forgotten how a blue sky once shone

“Look, dear. Can’t you see I am doing this for you?
Can’t you see how much more
Civilised you have become?”
he says. I am struggling to find the words to speak
As he no longer tries to understand mine
and I must learn his tongue
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It is the nation’s language, you see
I cannot get ahead
Without him
“un—unfair”
Smack!
I lie sprawling on the floor and wonder
If the “evil” ones before
Would have done the same
And
If this was my fault
My fate

I try to stand but his hands
Are around my throat
He is crying
“This is for you! If I gain then you gain!
We got rid of the backwards faith!
We got rid of the backwards tongue!
We got rid of the backwards culture!
Look! You still have your silk and your hair and
your art and your music – but better!
All better! Because of me!”
And I choke

I want to fight him but
He has not fed me for three days and
He tells me I cannot live without him

His arm reaches out with
A plastic cup held to my
Mouth. I sip
And as the light reflects off the water
He must have seen a twinkle in my eye
He sighs
Shakes his head
Pokes a fat finger at mine
Hard

I go to bed

The sky stays black.
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Borderlines

I live on borderlines and subliminal spaces,
a scion of life on the edges,
or perhaps a central intersection
jealously defined as peripheral

My home is where my heart is and
my heart is scattered through the sands
of a desert I have never seen and
the algorithms where I can never be.
My heart is a light fractured
into the colours of a rainbow,
split across the edges of the world where
the blood of my ancestors coursed with power, and
familiarity.

Home is a travelling being;
where I am light, she is music.
Where I am colour, she is the cry of happiness,
that shades my hues into tides,
sometimes peaceful, other times frightful,
but always magnificent.

Yet, all the while
I walk the lines between
societies, between tongues,
and bridge those countless hyphens
and wonder why
the turmoil of self-identity has been thrust into a spotlight
Could we just be, without identifying?
How many schemas must I fill before
I become my own?

I live on borderlines and peripheries
A descendent of transference
and the welcoming of difference
An omnidirectional white light
Where home calls
in the form of
every stretched horizon
and every playful whirl of the wind
I breathe in
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To the crips I love and who love me in return
from a distance or intimately close during
long nights where neither of us can sleep for pain
waiting for morning and the pain that morning brings
I am here for you.

To the crips who have been crips for longer
than I have been on this earth and who
welcomed me with open hearts and fire
of loving purpose in ancient battle
I am here for you.

To the crips who taught me power
comes from pride and pride comes from practicing
until you are proud (and that you don’t get proud
by being shit: you get proud by practicing)
I am here for you.

To the crips who do not know that they are crips
but know only that they hurt that their bones ache
that their muscles are heavy and that their eyes sting
in sunlight after another unhelpful appointment
I am here for you.

To the crips institutionalised and imprisoned
whose first crime was living and continuing to live
abused and neglected in homes that are not homes
trapped not in their bodies but by bar and mortar
I am here for you.

LOVECRY/
BATTLESONG

BY ROBIN M. EAMES
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To the crips who sleep overnight
in desk chairs and wheelchairs
in the offices of politicians bedecked with banners
reading FREE OUR PEOPLE
I am here for you.

To the crips that have houses but not homes
or homes but not houses or neither home nor house
forced to live on the kindness and sideways glances
of strangers on public transport
I am here for you.

To the crips whose lands have been stolen
whose waters have been stolen
whose children have been stolen and whose lives
continue to be stolen
I am here for you.

To the crips who dislocate their hips
doing full service sex work to pay for medical bills
incurred from dislocating their hips
while doing full service sex work
I am here for you.

To the crips fighting to love each other
and to have their love recognised on equal terms
with all who are in love without penalty or price
or public stigma or getting bashed on street corners
I am here for you.

To the crips fighting to love themselves
after being unloved by those who should have loved them
or after being hurt by those who professed their love
but only when it was convenient
I am here for you.

To the crips who are drowning
in cold oceans seeking refuge or drowning
on dry land as their lungs fill with fluid
while emergency registrars do not watch
I am here for you.
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To the crips who are burning
who have burnt out and from the ashes
are rising again charcoaled and brittle
and bold and battle-hardened
I am here for you.

To the crips who died
after living and loving and fighting
and then falling
to be remembered with love and fight
I am here for you.

To the crips who aren’t dead yet
living and fighting and fighting to live
and loving each other and fighting
for each other
I am here for you.

To the young crips, the old crips, the
queer crips, the trans crips, the brown crips,
the black crips, the proud crips, the tired crips,
the warrior crips, the poet crips, the dead and alive crips,
I think of you
I love and fight for you
I am here for you.
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BY MIRA SCHLOSBERG

An anti-imperialist pop star and a billionaire with plans to colonise 
space walk into a bar
Or rather, he slides into her dms because who meets irl anymore 
Within a month they are somehow at the Met Gala together 
They step inexplicably onto the red carpet
A Tesla logo strapped to her neck
A reporter holds a microphone out to them asks them something 
cliché about their outfits
And then Elon’s jaw dislocates and you’ll never guess what’s 
inside!!!!!!!!!
Just kidding he’s a man and that’s as bad as it can get

My internalised homophobia and the man who is seeing the 
woman who I am seeing walk into a bar
He is such a bad man
Which is to say he is so good at being one
My friends say yes we know he did such and such [cruelty] to so-
and-so [women]
But have you ever had an email exchange with him?
He is sooooo charming!!
My internalised homophobia makes me a nice gift
A nice little dream where I touch a woman on the shoulder and 
she is so angry with me she vomits all over

He could take her to the moon
I mean he really has the money and the resources they can go into 
orbit for the weekend
Sunday morning in the rocketship they have breakfast in bed 
The coffee floats up out of the fancy space china and he licks it off 
her nose
I don’t have much to offer besides being a sensible person
Who understands the nuances and dangers of space colonisation

Met Gala 2018
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The hottest girl in school and my deep deep teen repression walk
into a bar
Just kidding it’s prom 2010 I was a prudish teenager and never
drank
My repression and I watch the hottest girl in school sip a bright
red mocktail
As Elon grins maniacally in the corner
His body growing larger and larger looming over the function
room
He has done it he has found a way to manipulate time
We are spinning back back cycling through this moment
indefinitely
My repression and Elon Musk are grinning at each other
And Elon puts his arm around the waist of the hottest girl in
school
His fingers clutching pink taffeta
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Neapolitan

BY JONNO REVANCHE

Not many boys truly know cathection / When they
see resolve / they talk it in
diagonal parables.

Neapolitan cuts are their go-to. They dribble the
ideological ice-cream down their
shirtfronts / lose emotional understanding—strong
fists curl into offerings, intent
slick from taught faces; we wonder why every
sentimental girl keeps a box of ex
lover tokens under her bed / collecting depth and
bringing it into the material,
hopefully

adding dust. That’s enough momento to convince
that men have their best
interests at heart / A bespoke theatre for those
interested. If there is proof to
string together a sentence, fit the shoe to the legend,
maybe vulnerability just isn't
enough?

Like a series of Roman noses unidentified with their
owners / Like a specific
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Listing stories, once valuable, strung together.
Reciting lines can’t give way to a
real person / under all that messiness—it’s just
automation / I hope you keep
watch over unforgiving terrains.

How poorly made we are—we require paper notes
and evidence to keep us from
neurosis—arms, ligaments, and torso / all
insufficient. But I envy the receiver. I am
a slip that happens between coins.

Where chests get totally stripped and prided open
with jerry cans / searching
for an entrance to the real. An iridescent beetle / in a
botanical garden / finding its
home among other heart shapes. Some similarly
glamorous and museum-worthy
insects / like a circus trick that ends

with a murder. An alloy plan revealing a great
absence where there was
potential, a spiritual loss. They all look spectacular
together, maybe
even—dare I say—Instagram worthy / There are surely
other things

that matter. Every practitioner / another name cut
from the team, leaving
you only the result. Something kept too long in time
/ An ongoing litany
of disappointments. Kept last on your lips.
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Now that the men are 
dead

BY HANNAH WILLIAMS

Now that the men are dead we have stopped saying how much how 
much how much. For weeks we repeated their words like chattering 
magpies, whispering it for each stroke of the hair brush, each stir of the 
pot. When we were finished we could not remember what it was that 
we had once said, looked at each other in amazement, smiled.

Now that the men are dead we lisp through sentences. When we say 
“soft” we are content with the manner in which it comes out of 
mouths, thick and furred. We nurse it with milk, swaddle it with 
cloths.

Now that the men are dead we braid the children’s hair, push petals 
into the folds.

Now that the men are dead we look at the dirt under our fingernails 
joyfully. We say, good. We say, yes. We gather handfuls of leaves, 
throw them onto the fire in the centre of the camp.

Now that the men are dead we sleep closer to each other. The night is 
full of the sounds of babies gurgling, of the moans and murmurs of 
women, but no voices. No screams.

Now that the men are dead we bathe in the cold water, unknot each 
other’s hair. Sometimes we float on our backs, arms outstretched, eyes 
closed.
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Now that the men are dead we sit in the moonlight, pale as ghosts,
show our milky scars. We only nod.

Now that the men are dead we eat silver and pink fish. We stand in
the river with our skirts blooming around us, hands submerged.
We eat oranges, the membrane covering our hands, our lips. We
are greedy; we eat the rind, too.
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D ear Able-Bodied Nerd,

I first suspected something was up when my cybernetic leg braces
started playing “These Boots Are Made For Walking” by Nancy
Sinatra every 100 steps I took. My suspicions were confirmed
when, to add insult to injury, my cybernetic leg braces started
playing “These Boots Are Made For Walking” by Jessica Simpson
(as recorded for The Dukes of Hazzard soundtrack) every 500
steps I took.

Hacked. Me. One of Australia’s most beautiful cripples. Well the
buck stops here, nerd.

Where do you get off messing with the legs of a lame person? Oh,
and not lame in the way you’re probably lame, nerd, but lame in
the cool way -- like a horse that needs to be euthanized.

My particular form of TTN-related muscular dystrophy is
exceptionally rare -- and that makes me an important, unique
person. You on the other hand? I don’t fully understand what
cryptocurrency is, but I can only assume you’re a boring loser
with zero cool diseases who has sex with cryptocurrency and is a
virgin with humans.

Open Letter To Whichever 
Able-Bodied Nerd Hacked 
My Cybernetic Leg Braces

BY ALISTAIR BALDWIN
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The music was only the start of it. Don’t think I didn’t realise it
was you catfishing me on Grindr as Seann William Scott (from the
movie The Dukes of Hazzard). How else could he be 0 feet from
me at all times, no matter where I walked, unless you were
hijacking my leg braces’ data to play geolocation trickery on me.

Well, your devious plan didn’t account for one thing - what would
Seann William Scott be doing in Australia, or indeed any country
at all, in the year of our lord 2018?

And then there was yesterday. Violating my human rights in ways
remarkably similar to the plot of Wallace & Gromit: The Wrong
Pants, you took remote control of my legs and steered me to an
anti-vax rally before making me ‘check in’ to the event on
Facebook in order to implicate me as problematic.

While there was a brief silver lining that for once in my life
people assumed I was an unvaccinated man with polio (rather than
the product of second cousins and/or a witch’s curse), this small
saving grace did not outweigh the hours of damage control I had
to do reaffirming my pro-vax stance for my fans, followers and
friends.

For the first time in years, I found myself longing for the old days
of lo-fi, analogue leg braces -- like the ones Forrest Gump wears
in the first ten minutes of Forrest Gump.

But that moment of longing lasted mere seconds. I can not, will
not, regress to the non-speaking role of a vintage cripple adding
background texture to an Agatha Christie novel. Time marches
forward, and I look too good as a non-speaking background role in
Blade Runner 2049 to stop serving these cyborg looks.

So I have taken measures to stop your interference in my life once
and for all.

It seems when I first got these cybernetic leg braces I disabled the
security software -- “disabled” being a hilarious play-on-words
that a humourless nerd like yourself could never have thought of.
Well, I’ve reactivated the Norton Anti-Malware program. I’ve also
done a hard reboot of my legs, and painted the walls of my
bedroom with lead paint to block out your frequencies. I’m smart
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like that.

In the immortal words of Jessica Simpson, “One of these days
these boots are gonna walk all over you”. Well that day has finally
come. Nerd.

Sincerely,
Alistair Baldwin
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BY PAULA ABUL

ravel rousers
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BY DAN HOGAN

L ooking for a public holiday read this
Anzac Day but already finished the
latest ALDI catalogue? Australian

efenceD Minister, Christopher Pyne, really
really really really wants you to peep his brand
spanking new catalogue of war machines.

At a tantalising 96 pages, the Australian Military 
Sales Catalogue presents a fierce literary nugget of
alleged peacetime intrigue. The e-pamphlet is free to
download in an ideal PDF format, perfect for any
device. Australian Military Sales Catalogue can
be read in one sitting with an estimated reading
time of 120 minutes (including time for short
breaks to unfocus your eyes and stare despondently
at the palms of your hands, become lost in a vortex
of existential dread, and experience spasmodic
bursts of dissociative fugue).

Anzac Day is tomorrow. As is usual, the air is rife
with misguided moral panic and irony while culture
warriors ready their cheeks with fuel to mist the
flames stoked by a naysaying unbeliever or
wanderer away from the Gallipolised status quo.
With less than 12 hours until dawn service and as
politicians and staffers scurry to polish up their
Anzac Day hootsuites,

Review: Christopher Pyne's 
Australian Military Sales 

Catalogue
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we too take a finger and thumb and pinch-to-
zoom on Australia’s very own (and very bizarre)
military-industrial complex - as presented by the
Hon. Member for Sturt, Christopher Pyne.

Here is a totally normal video of a politician
doing the totally normal thing of trying to sell
arms to, well, as Chris puts it: “every defence
minister in the world.”

And what’s the underlying impetus for the
Australian Military Sales Catalogue? Jobs and
growth, jobs and growth, mate.

Take a look.

Christopher Pyne
@cpyne

Today the Government released
the Australian Military Sales
Catalogue to promote the
products and services produced
by Australia’s defence industry
internationally. Find out more at
defence.gov.au/casg/AMSC
#auspol #ausdef

46 2:19 PM - Mar 20, 2018

194 people are talking about
this

Released in late March, Pyne seems to take
elocution notes notes from The Price is Right-era
Larry Emdur as he grins through a minute long
sales pitch for washing machines and a cruise war
machines. Flanked by a twitter avatar in which
Pyne cuddles a puppy, he barrels
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through a list a of weapon-building contractors
with the kind of polite cadence usually reserved
for actors in commercials for funeral services.

Pyne flaps the catalogue in his right hand as his
monologue is carried on the upbeat wings of an
encouraging instrumental soundtrack; a short
tune that blends the thrumming pulse of an
electronic bass drum and distant yet optimistic
guitar notes. Think Angels and Airwaves but
without the nasally croon of Tom Delonge or the
love songs of seminal post-rock outfit, Explosions in 
the Sky. To the Government’s credit, they have used
the taxpayer’s dollar not only to build and export
death robots but also achieved a sound design that is
subtle and complementary of Pyne’s enthused
delivery. The guitars are the last thing to fade; the
heartbeat of the kick drum arresting just as Pyne
caresses his audience with one final pitch and
cheshire cat grin:

"So do yourself a favour and go out and get the
Australian Military Sales Catalogue."

Fade to black.

To remember or to forget: Pyne-ing over the military-

industrial complex

~Spoiler alert~

The contents page for the catalogue reads like a
poetic ode to the golden age of of remotely
orchestrated bloodshed. The reader skids into
this accidental list poem right off the back of a
foreword in which Pyne brags about the
Bushwalker - an armoured vehicle whose main
selling points include a high level of
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“survivability” and a diverse range of mission
profiles.

Among military-grade sunglasses, warships,
outdoor fridges, rocket launchers, war dog
transporters, weaponised drones, ammunition,
and fully-fitted military ambulance vehicles, the
catalogue also boasts the T40. Sounding eerily
referential to the T-series robots of the Terminator 
film franchise, the T40’s main selling point is
“[increased] realism in live-fire training by
mimicking human appearance, motion, and
behaviours.”

Also you should know that the T40 looks like
this:
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That hat. That body. That ~human~ appearance.

People pay their Anzac Day respects in myriad
ways. Dawn service, two-up, donating money to
veteran services, and so on. The Government is
using the catalogue to sell war machines to any
country keen to get their war on; or - as the
Hon. Member for Sturt and Defence Minister,
Christopher Pyne puts its:

“I want to see [the Australian Military Sales 
Catalogue] on the desk of every overseas defence
minister.”

So however which way you are paying respects
this Wednesday, do yourself a favour and
remember Australia’s military-industrial
complex is grinning all the way to the bank, lest
we forget.
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RE: The Apocalypse

BY KENJI KHOZOEI
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We stockpile supplies at our meager campsite:
pears, preserves, snapper. We craft lattice
walls and lace them to brittle hedges. I tell you
it’s to stall the new winds from the Hollow
but really, it’s for our protection.

Soon, the peaches are slush and attract
purring fruit flies. We eat them in a sweet
stew with fruit beetles and ground butterfly
wings to taste.

You tell me: last night I heard the intimacy of a 
mouth, its slick and swallow, just outside
the walls. I tell you the village has already fallen.
Yet, I’m unsettled.

Next night, I head to shore
with my fishing rod and boning knife.
I should tell you when I leave camp
but I get a seductive thrill from wandering
on my own at midnight.

I perch on the rotting pier
and cast out. The salt-shaken breeze
shudders my spine. I look over my shoulder
more than once.

Hours pass before I feel a tug. As I reel
her in, I contemplate the lost days of breakneck
fishing and enough mackerel to feed

Sabbatical

BY RAE WHITE
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us for weeks.

I slop the catch at my feet. Moonlight
blotches putrid remains: clumps of purple
fur clinging to pitted flesh. She’s not good
for eating. I use the toe of my pumps to nudge
the cat back with a slosh.

Poet's note: This is an apocalyptic response poem to the game
Animal Crossing: Pocket Camp.
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BY GILLIAN KAYROOZ

⟰

Gillian Kayrooz, $kimmed Milk, Video, 2017, Single Channel HD, 
Colour, Sound, 16:9, 7:30 mins

$KIMMED MILK
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BY JINI MAXWELL

sonogram

over the balcony, my neighbours have replaced their leeks
with tomatoes; an aeroplane unhinges a piece of the air

and cigarette ash floats past the railing and gets lost

lately I am transfixed by the potential sound of falling
a passing train, the hum of old pipes, everything gets transposed

into sky. Or, I think about how falling happens
all over the place, a warhead,
an unexpected furrow in the road

like how leaves do, for no reason except it’s time,
surface to air inevitably coming to surface again

it’s so much easier to picture the fallen,
as we hold the picket-line between normal and tragedy,

but even then everything normally stumbles on,
for example, my friend died, but I still drink pepsi
and wonder whether or not to close the backdoor

north korea could attack at any moment
and I don’t even know what I’m listening for
will it be whistle? Or a roar? The same domestic kind of silence?

sonogram • the bricklayer • 
projective geometry
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the bricklayer

two days after, he frees the snake
he found trapped in chicken wire
carving out the lip of bush.
this way, he says
it will be too tired to fight.

i come to hate this unyoked patience
turning up everywhere:
untethered borrowing,
crystal magic, the son
forever in the other room.

grief can’t melt steel beams.
i won’t coax
a cut snake from the wires,
a squabble of hippies in a church

but there’s always
something rising in the distance:
smoke, or a memory around it,

white ox filtered only
by the eucalypts.
a balcony, christmas day,
and the sound of irish fiddle in the trees.

⟰

projective geometry

this feels like: doodling through high school geometry
then failing a perspective drawing class

i don’t know the prime factors of 58 008
but if you hold it upside down, you’ll see
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i’ve written boobs on this calculator

i guess everything is connected: maths and drawing,
a butterfly flaps its wings in the amazon
then one thursday i can’t rediscover the angle
that made you seem kind anymore

I may only see things one-point at a time
but if this is the vanishing point, baby, I can’t categorically say
i like the life i’ve drawn in your direction

still, to gain any kind of perspective on this
i have to imagine myself as some cuck with a VR headset
looking at a demo build of us, saying

these guys are so toxic together

i can’t tip this upside down to turn it into a joke

when you and i are still shuffling the feet of our silence
leaving scuffs all over our shared room
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BY JESSIE PERRIN

I want to want to go to the party, but I do not want to go. I
know I will not enjoy it. I will meet people who will tell
stories that are slightly better than my stories. There will

be people who will describe their lives - lives slightly better than
mine. There will be people who have hair with fewer split ends.

I want to be a person who does not care about these things – who
can go to parties and just enjoy the drinks and balloons and
admire people’s haircuts. I think that the only reason I do not want
to go to the party is because I am a person who cannot, and I want
to be a person that can – a person who can see a good haircut and
not see it as a better haircut than mine, just see it as a haircut on
that head and mine as a haircut on my head.

Instead of going to the party, I want to eat the pistachio cake with
lemon frosting in the fridge. I do not want to want to eat it. I want
to be a person who wants to eat steamed broccoli when they are
sad that they do not want to go to the party even though they want
to want to go. But I am not, so I go to the fridge.

The pistachio cake with lemon frosting is not in the fridge.

I sit down on a kitchen chair. It feels uncomfortable and platey. I
get up and realise that this is because there is a plate with
pistachio cake crumbs and swipes of lemon frosting on top of the
chair. I guess I would make me uncomfortable too if me sat on I.
The plate seems to have acted fairly, unlike my housemates. They
must have eaten all the pistachio cake with lemon frosting before
they left for the party. I had my right ear to the door of my
bedroom, but I only heard laughing, no cake-eating. They must

Split Ends
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have chewed with their mouths closed because I am usually very
good at hearing food-related activities. For example, I always
know when someone is eating chips and not only from the
crackling foil either - but even from the much quieter crunching
mouths.

I think it would have been nice if they had left a piece for me
though. I want to not care about this - to be a person who can
brush off their housemates not leaving them a piece of pistachio
cake with lemon frosting, like a hair dresser brushes the cut split
ends off someone’s shoulders. But I am not. Because I am not, I
want to be a person who can talk to them tomorrow about why I
think that eating all the pistachio cake with lemon frosting is
inconsiderate. I do not even want to bring the fair-minded plate on
the kitchen chair into it.

It would be even better if one day my hairdresser gave me a really
good haircut. Then I would want to go the party and things like
disappearing pistachio cakes with lemon frosting would not bother
me anymore.
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Stepping in to sex work 
history through the archives 

of Roberta Perkins

BY KATE ISELIN

While Roberta Perkins may not have household name recognition, her
work is undoubtedly among the most important and influential research
and activism in Australia's modern history. After completing her
doctoral dissertation at Macquarie University in 1981 she wrote her first
book, The Drag Queen Scene: Transsexuals in Kings Cross, which led
to her receiving a grant to open Tiresias House (now The Gender
Centre), a refuge for homeless and at-risk transgender youth in inner-
city Sydney. She was also a founding member of the Australian
Prostitutes Collective, an advocacy group whose submissions to the
Select Committee on Prostitution became the primary source of
information on the lives of sex workers in New South Wales, and
contributed hugely to the decriminalisation of sex work in 1995.
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"Roberta Perkins lived and worked at the intersection of sex worker 
rights and transgender rights for more than three decades,” read an 
obituary prepared by Scarlet Alliance and the Sex Worker Outreach 
Project of New South Wales. “[Her] impact on the lives of sex 
workers and trans people cannot be overstated.”

Roberta Perkins died in June this year at the age of 78. During a 
period of ill health she had been cared for by a number of friends 
who were later tasked with selling her flat, and organising the 
possessions therein, upon her passing. Among those possessions 
were her archives: boxes upon boxes of research, grant 
applications, submissions, audio tapes, and correspondence 
collected over the course of her life and work. The archives 
containing her work and activism within the transgender 
community were donated to the Australian Gay and Lesbian 
Archives; while the material covering sex work was placed in the 
care of broadcaster and academic Eurydice Aroney, and donated to 
SWOP NSW.

Eurydice met Roberta as a student, when she was doing volunteer 
outreach work with the Australian Prostitutes Collective. “I think I 
was given that job because Roberta was such a fast driver and 
nobody else wanted to go in the car with her,” she recalls. “But I 
was thrilled and awed to be with her.” They became fast friends, 
visiting inner-city brothels and strip clubs together and educating 
sex workers about health and wellbeing, and their rights when it 
came to dealing with the police. Sex work was not yet 
decriminalised, and many workers and brothels had a tenuous 
relationship with the law: a hand-drawn cartoon from within 
Roberta's archives shows a judge frowning across his bench at a 
young woman in fishnet stockings and high heels. 'Do you know 
the law, miss?' he asks, to which she responds, 'No, is he one of 
my customers?'.

It was Eurydice's loungeroom that Roberta's archives wound up in after
they left the flat, and it didn't take long for Eurydice to begin looking
through the boxes on her floor. “I had been to international conferences
where sex workers and activists were, and they always asked how New
South Wales managed to decriminalise sex work,” she told me over the
phone. “Even though I had lived through that period, I don't think I
really knew the extent of what happened. People and laws came and
went, HIV and AIDS came and went, there was a lot happening
within the movement and also internal battles occurring within the 
movement. So getting these archives and seeing it all there in one 
place gave us an opportunity to do some historical investigation
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and answer some questions about the past: what did sex workers do, 
what did we know, what went wrong, and what went right?”

Eurydice has referenced Roberta's work in much of her own: an 
interactive timeline on the Whores of Yore website exploring the road 
to decriminalisation between 1979 and 1995 in New South Wales, and 
an upcoming episode of The History Lab podcast, co-produced with 
Joe Koenig. But searching through each document in each folder in 
each box of the archives was too big a job for one person alone, so 
Eurydice placed a call-out: for those sex workers in the community 
who wanted to learn a little about their occupation's history, and help 
out with a project, they could come along to a meeting room at 
SWOP and play a role in cataloguing the contents of Roberta's 
extensive collection.

I accepted the open invitation, and a few days later found myself in a 
warm, sunny meeting room with a small handful of other sex workers 
and activists. In groups, we each took a box and withdrew a handful of 
files from it, then got working: we opened envelopes and sorted the 
correspondence within, we arranged grant applications and submissions 
chronologically, and we flicked through half-filled notebooks and 
diaries before tying them up with string in piles according to their 
contents. Brittle old faxes were singled out to be copied and scanned, 
and shopping bags full of miscellaneous personal items—matchbooks, 
nail files, weathered old train tickets—were sorted through and 
wrapped up gently before being tucked away.

The process was overseen by Nick Henderson, a curator and archivist 
working with the Australian Lesbian and Gay Archives. “I know of no 
other Australian sex worker collection that covers activism and 
research in such detail,” he said. “While there is an industry collection
—the EROS Foundation Archives at Flinders University—and 
government archives relating to criminalisation and decriminalisation, 
I don't know of another similar community activist collection.” Once 
the archives have been organised and catalogued, they will hopefully 
be accepted by a large library or museum and made available to 
academics, activists, and—crucially—sex workers who want to access 
them.

Included in Roberta's archives are the interviews she conducted with 
workers across New South Wales: some are recorded on audio tapes, 
others are typed out on paper. There are hours upon hours of them, 
warts-and-all discussions with workers of all genders and ages, 
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conducted in the back rooms of brothels and bedrooms of terrace 
houses across Sydney. They detail a working life that sometimes 
seems so different to our modern experience of sex work; but at other 
times the conversations recorded wouldn't seem at all out of place in 
the dressing room of a brothel today.

Many of the concerns and frustrations the workers have are almost 
identical to those of myself, my friends, and the other workers at the 
table with me, and some are addressed in a little information booklet 
Roberta wrote while working with the Australian Prostitutes Collective: 
The Healthy Hooker's Handbook. It's a hand-written first draft and it's 
touching to see the chapter titles there, written out carefully in green 
and black pen and worn with age: 'The Law And You', 'Going For A 
Check-Up', and 'Where To Go For Help, Advice, Comfort' are just a 
few of them. 'We understand how alone you can feel at times on the 
job,' Roberta wrote, in the introduction to the booklet. 'We hope this 
little book will help you, make you feel a little less alone, and bring you 
a lot of comfort.'

“Marginalised histories are often hard to access,” Nick says. “The 
archival source material, even the published documents, aren't often 
readily accessible. Ensuring that Roberta's archives are processed to a 
high degree means that young LGBTQI people and sex worker 
activists, as well as the broader public, can recover and write their 
histories, and hopefully bring a bit more balance to the historical 
record.” As a sex worker myself, I can see how many parts of our 
history get hidden away and swept under the rug: while sex work has 
been decriminalised in New South Wales for over twenty years, the 
heavy stigma still surrounding the industry means that sex workers 
who do speak openly about their jobs often face discrimination in 
their personal and professional lives for doing so.

With this in mind, it's no surprise our history is often recorded 
privately, tucked away with the hopes that one day experiences of the 
person recording it won't have the potential to invite undue judgement 
or opinions. Roberta's archives don't only detail how decriminalisation 
was won for sex workers in New South Wales: they do offer comfort, 
and the knowledge that even in an occupation that can feel intensely 
isolating at times, we are never alone. There are people who fought as 
hard as they could for our rights, and even though they may no longer 
be with us, we can still feel and see them now, looking back forty 
years in to the past.
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BY CADE TURNER MANN

I see you’re admiring our latest range. Burnished steel. Perfect for 
a little extra… flair.

You see crucifixion is back in a big way. It used to be we simply 
left people to rot in cells of iron and stone, but that was before the 
dark times. Failing natural resources, increased crime rates, blah 
blah blah. It’s great for the economy, this crucifixion thing, and 
even better for me.

You see the great thing about crucifixion is you can make a cross 
from just about anything. My company makes a killing sourcing 
out our sustainable, up-cycled crosses to the federal government. 
We even get consciously minded families through, looking for that 
perfect cross for their convicted loved one. Our market research 
shows that for children, twelve and under, families tend to favour 
our recycled marble crosses. For adults, a sleek piece of adorned 
pinewood is generally requested, however trends show a move 
towards aluminium. So, what are you after?

Well, let me ask you another question. How old is your loved one?
Fifteen hmmm. Ok.

Well our marketing department hasn’t quite hit upon the perfect 
cross for such an age. Hormones and such, you know. They’ve got 
very specific tastes. So how about this piece. A simply marvelous 
statement of smoked Tasmanian oak. Yes, of course. Sourced from 
renovated kitchen benches. No harming the environment here. This 
piece says: the All-Australian larrikin. Now we can also stain the 
wood, or leave it in a natural finish.

Terror Australis
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Let me tell you a quick story about these pieces. I recently
attended the crucifixion of a nephew of mine and the family could
not have been happier with this one. We had it stained to burnt
umber, he was quite a brooding young fellow you see, and his
father was positively weeping at the beautiful wood-tones when
they began hammering in the nails. It was like an orchestra, hand
to heart. Drowned out the screams nearly perfectly. What was he
convicted of did you say? Disgusting crime really. Jay-walking.

Not really your style, hmmm? Well that’s fine, I’m sure we’ll be
able to find something in our stock for you. What is your loved
one interested in? Hobbies? Anything? What did they want to be
when they grew up? An architect? I’m sure the world is going to
lose one of its brightest. I only wish he could live to work with us
here. We are always looking for people with a flair for design.

Ok. Well how about this little number. Sleek art deco. One of my
first designs. I’ve always loved the grandiosity of the 20’s myself.
Now the wood is teak, sourced from a period building. The design is
pure, inspired by Metropolis. We create our own gold leaf here from
smelted jewellery, so you can be assured that everything is recycled. I
have one of these put aside for myself. Naturally, I can’t know
whether I will ever be executed—but it can’t hurt to be prepared.

Follow me this way, if you would. I’ve got a new range in
development and perhaps if your child has a little time, we could get
one ready for their execution. It’s great PR for our company, you
know. Free advertising really, not to take away from the tragedy at
hand. All being said, I’m not much in favour of capital punishment
myself. But a man must make his living. Come, come. Just down here
and through the doors. One moment. I need to put in the security
code. Can’t be too careful. There are other companies constantly
nipping at our heels. Can you hear that sound? That is the sound of a
hundred happy workers. They love to sing while they work.

How did I get into this business? Ahh here are the doors. I love that
smell of sawdust.

Truly. Now, how did I get into this business? Well. My father
founded our parent company in the early 2010’s. Started out as private
gas installation, then was contracted to the supermax out past Broken
Hill in the 2020’s. You may be too young to remember, but the laws
on capital punishment were changed not
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long after Western Australia seceded and we became a republic. 
Someone had to do the job and it just so happened to be our 
company. My father had the great honour of being the first person 
to conduct an execution in the United Australian Republic. The 
convicted? A politician I believe, who had be vocal in his 
opposition to the Republic.

Anyway, gas was on the way out. U.N. Treaty 3667-F: On the 
Preservation of Natural Resources killed the industry. My father 
didn’t see a future for his company. He killed himself in 2027. 
Turned on all the gas bottles in the warehouse and lit a cigarette. 
He always loved a good performance. I inherited the ashes, so to 
speak. Haha.

I did a lot of research in those early days. Attending executions 
from Darwin to Adelaide,to Sydney to The Kimberley Obelisk. 
Sweating in the desert. It all seems very barbaric now.

Primitive firing squads – who would even consider wasting metal 
like that now – hangings and lethal injections. So very wasteful. 
Even the hangings. Slaughtering innocent brumbies for their horse 
hair ropes. Very distasteful.

I came up with the crucifixion thing and there you have it! A 
whole corner of the market all my own – at least in the first few 
years. Many have tried, and failed, to get in on the action. But it’s 
all about branding, you know and we’re the best name in the 
business.

Ahhh, here we are. Now, please don’t take offence, but you are 
Aboriginal correct? Yes. I thought so. It is a sad fact, but there are 
nearly twice as many executions of Indigenous people as white. I 
don’t claim to understand the system. Hell, I don’t believe it’s 
right. But it is a fact. We have developed these with our First 
Nations people in mind. A simple design of eucalypt and ochre. 
Your choice of dreamtime story, painted on commission by 
incarcerated Indigenous people of the Northern Territory. Part of 
our commitment to the current government’s policy of 
reconciliation. I see you are shocked and amazed. I agree. Our 
company is set apart by its standards of equality and non-
discrimination.

Now here is the prototype I have been working on in my own time. The 
pièce de résistance of this collection. Something so
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truly remarkable, it is sure to bury all our competitors. Here we
have it. I’ll just pull back the curtains. Ta-da! It looks like the
standard model yes? I see you’re a little confused. Let me just
point out the feature. Here is magnesium sourced from old cars.
Do you notice the pattern? Yes! It’s the Southern Cross! Now what
we do is that upon the execution of your loved one, we set fire to
the crucifix and the magnesium burns and glows like stars! I call it the
Terror Australis! I’m also producing another model in the shape of the
Eureka Stockade flag. A stroke of genius! I’m sure you’ll agree.

Now this has been trialed in absolute secrecy on a few locally sourced
homeless people. We had them tranquilized, of course. And can I just
suggest that if you go with this product, an evening execution is highly
recommended. The glow of magnesium against a clear night sky is
quite a sight to behold. We have the forms in the office to make such a
request of the system, and let me say, my signature can almost
guarantee your request is granted. Now there are a few kinks to iron
out, but we predict they’ll all be sorted within the fortnight.

I see you’re a little hesitant. It’s understandable. Any decision with a
death in mind is sure to be difficult. But let me just say that we have
financing options if you are unable to pay upfront. Times are tough.
And if you consider using this piece, as thanks for the opportunity to
advertise via your child’s execution, we can knock 25% off the price. A
great deal if I do say so myself, not to mention the fact that your child
will have the unprecedented opportunity of being the first person
publically crucified on the Terror Australis. It’ll go down in history as a
game-changer, like the iPod, or Vegemite Classic!

So, how about it?

Yes?

Excellent!

Now that’ll be $2999.99 minus 25%. So $2249.99. You know what.
Let’s just round it out at $2200. Shipping is normally $150, but we’ll
waive that.
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Now let me just get you set-up with my assistant Sophie here.
She’ll sort you out and get you those request forms. Now you can
pay cash, card, or sort out financing options with her. And let me
just say, thank-you for trusting us. Now we don’t shake hands
here. Much too formal. Here let me give you a hug. I am so sorry
for your imminent loss.

…

…

Excuse me sir. I see you are admiring our latest range.
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tw: sexual assault, violence

The girl of your dreams
finds

the g
 
od of death on the toilet

Men won’t admit they hate me
so easily. That, I must work for.
So I suspect, but never ask:

it spoils the fantasy. The feinting
violet of club lights. The glitter way
our eyelids shimmer, like angels’

skin. What’s your name? What
do you do? Wow—you must
be smart! our siren’s dishonesties

a polyphonic jumble off the walls.

Must every girl who peddles her ass
be in college? Fine, then she’s in college.

Brown liquor has dutifully shaved its
shreds out of my stomach. The last

The girl of your dreams 
finds the god of death on 

the toilet • I boast about my 
strip club earnings just 

before I cry (Ghazal-esque)

BY RAX KING
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whiskey ginger my mother ever drank

cheese-graters down my throat
and burns in my gut. Coke, too,

to make things worse. Heroin,

but never enough. What’s your name?
What do you do? Wow—you
must be smart! not every dissonance

clangs like dissonance. I promise
my father the men here can’t treat me
with violence. I do not tell him

about the man who screamed at me,
shake that cellulite! and his friends
all laughed cacophonous, and

we begged that they be
removed, and they were
not removed.

⟰

I boast about my strip club
earnings just before I cry
(Ghazal-esque

My job is ‘most beautiful thing in the room.’ He
hates me most after he rents my ass.

He crows me through nightclubs, restaurants, Mykonos
and he hates my ass. He buys me prime rib and wants me dead.

The oldest woman warns me: tell him nothing. She
would know, her lips pulled tight by the gray thread of age.

After a couple rounds of his heavy sarcophagus love, I
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stop struggling. His mass isn't dangerous until it is.

My real name spoken for the first time would uncurse the opaque 
magics of my life, the one I love, the place I hide his money.

If he sees the blood in my sick, he doesn’t console me for it. I am 
the dream, the prize for the rightest man with the best money.

I am the set-dressing of his life lived smartly. I know
there is no room for mash-vomit, vinegar-tears, hairy cunt.

I let him spend one uninsured medication refill’s worth
of money on lingerie he knows I’ll never wear again.

The never-wearing-again is the point. He says so
in his meaty sweat, the crackle in his lip, the paws on my neck,

the angry way he pig-squeals it, Lola, Lola, and like prey
I lie possum-dead, think, Rax, Rax.
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BY SARA SAVAGE

after Akasegawa Genpei 

You might say this place is fenestrationally challenged
The only thing more futile than a sealed-off window is the eave
left above it, estranged
A sequence of portholes now
the skins of architectural ghosts
An emplastered door breathes through a snorkel

(Remember that sea foam on the Sunshine Coast?
They called it chocolate mousse
Likely an emulsion of crude oil,
raw sewage and stormwater runoff)

At a rest home in Pakuranga, bedside
I invoke what I know of shemira
Tending to the dead is a favour
A good deed of truth, I’m told
A good eave protects
Shelters
No eating
No drinking
Definitely no durries
Cover up all the mirrors and
don’t discuss frivolous matters
in the presence of the body

It’s okay to read New Idea though
And when the rains come,
leaden and fat with promise
Just keep her legs straight
and the water off the walls—

The Hisashi
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BY GEMMA MAHADEO

(on reading James Franco’s ‘Acting Tips’)

Po-et-tree.

Let me tell you a story:
no show & all tell,
just like everyone ever
told you never to do.

“ There’s never been a book quite like this” Frank Bidart & “ We 
leave the movie theater a little wiser” Anne Waldman endorse
James Franco’s $em-$eff-$ay

body /
(of work)

$that could do$
$to have its auteur$
$read more, ‘n’ edit harder$

I bemoan these poets
worth their salt;
but guess we’ve all got bills
to pay.

– do you reckon he likes Bukowski,
asks bestie;

the MFA circlejerk 
cycle
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– lolololol only w/ loaded fries
probs eats cheezels out of
martini glasses, my smartarse answer;

we all were aching to be stylish, once.

want ‘Acting Tips’, James?
Harold and Kumar did love each other. It
doesn’t matter what label that love has –

we all still love them.
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BY TEGAN WEBB

The next train to depart 
Ibis House
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BY JENNIFER NGUYEN

A
Alternate title: Don’t always choose death

friend’s father’s moonshine rearranges my insides,
makes me vomit up the sun. Things I don’t
understand frustrate me. Things I don’t understand

acate mpl e. World peace was not achieved just because one side
said ‘I quit’. Mercy in practice is a spectrum. I mean, a spectacle.
The best and worst case scenario is not the same for me as it is for
you.

I was hungry so I baked shoestring fries with kimchi, jalapeños
and low-fat mozzarella cheese. I ate some and despised myself. A
diet tip I received (but never followed) was to eat a donut while
facing a mirror.

Once, an apple I bit into had a worm and my Uncle said that’s how
you know it’s healthy :) Once, I had a dream where every nerve in
my body unravelled to make a giant worm made up of thousands
of worms stuck together, human centipede style.

My Doctor sighs when he sees me because of my long list of
things wrong with me and the fact that his appointments are

The other day I saw an old 
friend. She said, ‘How are 

you?’ I said, ‘I’m good. How 
are you?’ She said, ‘I’m good, 

too.’ Then we went our 
separate ways.
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backed up by an hour meaning he ll either have a late lunch or miss
it altogether. I ask the receptionist if I can see a female doctor
instead and she scoffs rolls her eyes saying, ‘It was a male doctor
that delivered all four my children. What are you, embarrassed?’ Not
at all, I say. It’s true I’m not. I tell her, I’m simply looking for
someone to understand all the bad poetry I write. She says that’d make
a good Tinder bio. I tell her that’s where I got the line from and that
actually, it makes a terrible Tinder bio. Afterwards I got in my car and
drove home not crying but also crying a little.

I cannot look at myself in the mirror for fear of seeing a hair where
society deems hair shouldn’t be. Someone in my creative writing class
states they will not eat anything that is shaped like a circle. I wondered
why that might be. I thought about the things I refused to eat and
found the list to end before it began, mostly for fear of getting my ass
handed to me by my Mother. My shellfish allergy is strangely quiet
especially when guests are around and she is showing off her lobster,
abalone and oyster recipes.

Here is the list of things I’m supposed to eat that I looked up by
googling ‘What to eat if you have PCOS’: dark, leafy greens, soy milk,
tofu, nuts and seeds, healthy fats and oils, fish, meat, veggies and other
unrefined foods.

McCain recently brought out a new frozen pizza. Sourdough.
$3.75 though I swear the other day day the sign read $3.50. I cooked
some up and told my current friend with benefits that I ordered Gradi
off Uber Eats. She believed me, but when she took a bite I saw in her
eyes she knew it was all lies.
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BY JASON GRAY

WHITENESS
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olleiflex may have once been a brand name that held a
lot of resonance within the sphere of photography, but
the lay of the land is rather different now. For one,

 
R
now boomer analog professionals are rightly disdained by a much more
sensible cohort of their younger constituents, and are contested in
private Facebook groups. Relics are relics are relics -Rolleiflex may be
shorthand for relic, but that means nothing to you unless you are
unretractable but still blithely enthusiastic, like a niche photographer
interested neither in subject or composition about the total hypothetical
of it. We can all pretend that we somehow bypass waste and
appreciate useless things, and this thing I’m talking about - an exigent
metal body that feels weighted in your hands, but ultimately lacks

The poetics of looking, 
truth in film and 

Heath Ledger as the 
heterogenous invisible 

heart-throb boy

BY JONNO REVANCHE
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serial relevance, what was once peak of the analog market, now
becomes associated with an inheritance. They are ultimately
burdensome. There are much better things to give as gifts - a name, a
letter, a worn-out book with dog ear creases across the crucial pages -
even something as sundry as a spa treatment voucher, which at least
has a utilitarian use.

Maybe it would be benevolently gifted from your grandparents or a
distant uncle, and accepted gratefully through squashed vowels, and a
pained type of face “:)”, perhaps still reluctantly - maybe it now lies
forgotten, rather than it being of use in the means of the markedly
practical. A standard tradition of Italian Australian families is to re-gift
presents with the exact same efficiency that we do rumours. You can
pass on a pannetone, but you can't re-gift a vintage camera. It acts as an
irremediable offering for a mantelpiece. You refer to it sometimes in the
presence of visitors, and you both stand in respectful silence looking
toward it, as if willing its uncontained meaning or history to wash over
you, eliciting generic but appreciated responses of “wow” “amazing”.
You make small talk, and prime yourself for the inevitable rupture in
your bluff; you smile nervously, wide and uncanny, the edges of your
lips crack like you know the sourdough you’re baking is burning and
you have to act like that was, in fact, your intention all along. And yet,
beyond this particular strand of anemic sentimentality, the Rolleiflex
had its prime.

The brand name refers to a sprawling series of large, medium film
devices envisioned by Franke & Heidecke in Germany, popular
particularly in the 60s and 70s, when digital expertise was far beyond
the photographer's field of vision, and the tactility of photography was
what held it steady, what kept the business alive. Every Rolleiflex hosts
a Twin-Lens Reflex (TLR), and they sit directly on top of the other:
more like a prototype of an international town clock than what we
would typically associate with the contemporary cameras wielded by
tourists, fashion photographers, and photojournalists. The sense was
that you would recognise the sensibilities of the user as soon as you saw
them holding it: this is a Rolleiflex user, and they are different to these
other men. They are of a specific build and temperament, they wake at
certain hours of the day and know exactly when to retreat from public
life into darkrooms. You could recognise the kind of people they marry;
the way they divide their weekends, their strenuous flows of
conversations with acquaintances which are always intended to pick at 
philosophical tears as if in weighted collaboration not connection; and 
the kind of attention they hold on strangers, as if contemplating whether 
their nature would translate to a still photograph.
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You can see the familiar, compact frame of the Rolleiflex in supremely
dated photos of James Dean. His body angled into the wedge of two
parallel concrete walls, in such a way that you can imagine him mid-
fall, although the exact geographical location is distinctly unknown. He
grips the device and angles it outward despite its unwieldiness. The
photos taken in this time seem to hover in purgatory, their ambiguity
compelling. They are resonant on the notion that they existed then but
they do not now, but there is nothing more, and nothing ever will
transpire again, because James Dean himself is time: he occupies so
much of it, even post-death. And the nagging question of “which era?”
that blurts out in query is suddenly irrelevant, or so it goes.

You can see Dean again: in photos of him behind the scenes of major
movies, preoccupied with the camera’s mechanics, the legs of
production assistants skitter around him, suggesting a blur of frenzied
movement, but he is held silent, caught away from panic, brows
furrowed ever so slightly. Photos were taken differently once the
Rolleiflex interrupted the large format film market - the generous spread
and benefaction of it, desirousness of authenticity, the objectively
faithful quality of 120 film became that much more vital, even
accessible. They pull you in and hold you steady, those rich, deepening
captures. Medium format is objectively absorbing in every way. It still
remains unmatched by developments in digital photography and leaves
evidence in post-production: it can’t be deleted. And it ultimately came
to be associated with an editorial, newspaper style professionalism, thus
severing the divide between the hobbyist and the professionalist;
granting agency to the taker who understood the necessity of equipment
and ethics, but wanted just that much more.

It’s the recurring motif of this camera in the hands of a promising young
actor that ties the documentary/eulogy I Am Heath Ledger together
more than almost anything else. Why the filmmakers chose to centre
around this facet of his craftmanship makes sense. It shows a “flipside.”
His acutely nimble movements and technical abilities frame the
countenance of a boy, who promised platitudes with his hands and
serrated jaw, but who passed away at the specific age where his talents
should have been most realised. The choice of Rolleiflex is somehow
meant to suggest truth and deliberative thought, though I’m not so sure
if that always translates. It’s trite, and He was taken too soon always
feels flat on the page, unsatisfactory, because we needed to know him
before

we could make those evaluations. But even if knowing is never the
goal, it carries here because it echoes a shared belief.
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Ledger’s taste for the antique are suggestions of a precise man,
with discreet ambitions, and sophistication, more reserved even
than someone might have given him credit for. He transcends the
role of the subject, becomes an active participant, and that time
period throughout his career infancy - in the 90s and early 2000’s - is
most of the ground covered in the film. If nothing else, I Am Heath 
Ledger mostly functions as a juxtaposition between these photos he’s
taken, a veritable array of video snippets clipped together from home
footage, and interviews conducted in a studio with Heath’s loved ones.
These are frank and detailed accounts from people who knew him from
birth, people he became close to through his work, and other people
from remarkably different contexts who found an intimacy with him as
a person. Despite all this, it’s the insight into his creative process rather
than the finished product that is pushed to the forefront, often
alarmingly so. Perhaps this is done in the hopes that it will reveal more
about him than first-hand accounts from family and friends, but what it
does instead is highlight a sizeable gap between his internal life and the
widening berth from his reality; how others perceived him, the things
that were only whispered and the things that were left unanswered.

The interplay between viewer and viewed is one of the film’s best, 
most illuminating aspects - it’s a shame that isn’t seized more expertly.
In one account from one of Heath’s first girlfriends, a model, she says
with shuddering candidness that when Heath photographed her she felt
like he really “saw her.” It’s clearly the most Oprah moment of the
whole movie, and gives rise to the ideal we all had of Heath Ledger:
just within reach, someone with new age sensitivity and humility, a
tenderness and delicateness, but who slid into a model of manhood that
so many people valorised but simultaneously could not comprehend.
He walked a very fine line between this kind of liquid ideal we all bear
witness to in some way or another that feels close to the heart of
Australian culture but has a worldwide outlook, meeting at the tail end
with an American trope of idealism. This mix must have granted him
unparalleled attention as much as I assume that it restricted him, and
defined him, more than he/we could possibly understand.

✳ ✳ ✳

There is a boy I’m thinking of, who lived down the street from
you, and it was very possible sometimes that you only made him
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live there because you imagined it. He, who called your name out of the
side of his car and waved to you as you walked to the bus-stop in the
morning, had never been seen without chipped fingernails or tears in
xyz clothing item/sports equipment. You picked out a name, aptly
decided to call him hell boy, obviously because of the startling case of
rosacea, but also because sometimes - it was arguable - he looked like
he was made to play a Marvel character in a B-grade comic book
adaptation. You met when you were both babies, gurgling and prostate,
swapped and nursed by mothers with coiffed hair-dos and wearied
spirits typical of post-partum endurance, introduced to each other while 
you sported watery doe eyes and sun bleached wispy hair. They looked
down on you in delight as you made incomprehensible sounds.

Later on, long after you had developed beyond the mandatory hell of
early teenagedom, you saw him intermittently around the bend of
streets, like a scarecrow’s head peeking out behind the corner of
houses. You saw him out of the side of buses up until you both entered
adulthood, the newest and most exquisite of cults. He came around to
your place after your graduation, once. It had been a year of silence, but
you spent all that time slowly accumulating, piecing together fantasies
of him that you would never go on too long to make them feel too
desperate. He smelled distinctly himself, too, like an experimental
combo of smoked honey and toothpaste. Maybe it was closer to a
Korean prototype fragrance mixed with B.O. and the suspect brand of
sex wax you saw sitting on the shelves at Quiksilver stores - but
anyway it was hot, remember it was the early 2000s - maybe these
things were a given. He delivered you native flowers, selected with a
curious understanding of your taste. This is not a Taylor Swift video 
protagonist and he is not Channing Tatum, nor is he signed to 
Wilhemina models; he is a boy who was particular in the way he 
addressed another, like it had been practiced and was interested in the
details of it, involved in the methodology of noticing, who had a reason
not to attend to his quarter, auburn locks, straggly bunches of hair that
always fell and bounced in a specific way like it was meant to be
recorded, a vintage mambo tee and DYI shorts, the daggiest style
envisionable in your locale. But he swapped characters at unpredictable
times. When studies show that inattentiveness to formality is reflective
of the liberal view, you picture him in place of a stand-in, and the
features on his face become smooth over and homogenised like a
mannequin.

The boy who lived next door to you, of course, looked like Leonardo
DiCaprio, because that is the script, and his appeal rested on the 
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assumption that he would be easy to love, and consumable, and starring
in feature films playing near you, but this one was somehow
incomplete. You totally realised all his absences yourself, yes, but he
was heartfelt, sometimes distant, understood himself well enough in
new and ostensibly difficult ways. Part of you wanted to frame him as a
spectre, and hang him on the walls of your rooms because of the
slippage, and the echoes wrung from his body; the body that was never
there and that needed evidence; a ghost that appears when his light is
haunted and illuminated by streetlamps and by inopportune moments
by Bic lighters, the headlights of old Toyotas as they rest amongst
gravel, in the crust of a human shape.

You found him one night, when mosquitoes had multiplied beyond
expectation and the night was heavier than usual, drowsy and full of
moisture, and you wanted to risk their bite rather than stay any closer to
your parents after the usual heated argument. At the playground across
the road he perched on the end of a deftly painted day-glo plastic slide,
and he suffocated a durry before you even knew what that really meant 
in the tradition of standardised teenage procedures. There was an
element of cinema to the exchange. Some of that conversation was
forgotten, and it was the tiny spectacle you wanted part in, not just the
movement of emotional affluence. You had the sense that what he
spoke of didn’t immediately contract with the world outside of him -
instead of trying to find that meeting point, endeavouring for the apex,
he continued on in this way, absolving himself of conduct and
materiality, never truly making contact.

✳ ✳ ✳

Joan Didion’s vision of John Wayne shares parallels with my
understanding of Ledger, he was the perfectly untouchable man
that fit every marketable narrative, because “in a world we
understood early to be characterised by venality and doubt and
paralysing ambiguities, he suggested another world, one which
may or may not have existed ever but in any case existed no more;
a place where a man could move free, could make his own code
and live by it.” She writes that

“It was in the summer of 1943 while the hot wind blew
outside, that I first saw John Wayne. Saw the walk, heard the
voice. Heard him tell the girl in a picture called War of the
Wildcats that he would build her a house, 'at the bend in the
river where the cottonwoods grow'. As it happened I did not
grow up to be the kind of woman who is the heroine in a
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Western, and although the men I have known have had many 
virtues and have taken me to live in many places I have come to
love, they have never been John Wayne, and they have never
taken me to that bend in the river where the cottonwoods grow.
Deep in that part of my heart where the artificial rain forever falls,
that is still the line I wait to hear.”

She goes on:

“I tell you this neither in a spirit of self-revelation nor as an
exercise in total recall, but simply to demonstrate that when
John Wayne rode through my childhood, and perhaps through
yours, he determined forever the shape of certain of our
dreams. It did not seem possible that such a man could fall ill,
could carry within him that most inexplicable and
ungovernable of diseases.”

It would be easy to continue in this way, pontificating about Heath 
Ledger as a far-away conceptual figment and eternally at-ease 
with his likenesses, as if he was not bags of bones and skin 
transformed into a figurine, of how beauty becomes ineffable 
through masculinity, and slips through historical borderlines to 
reach out and offer a possibility to us, an acquisition which is 
ultimately of connection, a connection which is never met in our 
dialogue with men. Of how affronted and moved I felt in that 
inexplicable way as a child - perhaps unaware of the power of 
boys - by his visual and semantic presence and then his death; 
how sad I am, and was, but instead I simperingly push on past 
these mythologies, the same ones that purportedly made it more 
difficult for him to find himself amid a given throng of celebrity. 
It's an appeal I see in my friends’ obsession with boy bands, 
objectification that works to protect. Acting as a placeholder for 
the real thing, and as a retreat from fast action tinder swiping, and 
bump-ins at parties, and speed dating, and underwhelming 
sexuality where maleness refuses to budge, and instead becomes a 
funnel - for all of our spirituality and generosity. He is dead, and 
he is not really anyone’s boyfriend anymore. Heath Ledger 
became the stalemate, a place to fall into, not just a person, and 
therein lies the secret.

Everyone has met a Heath Ledger, or has their own person - who 
walks with an interrupted gait and sees himself only through the 
hall of mirrors which is his world. The person who becomes this 
vacuum as if it’s expected of them, an artist/actor/photographer 
who shielded themselves from vulnerability through creativity and 
work instead of using it as companion to that same frailty. Maybe 
this is what makes I Am Heath Ledger so affecting, troubling and 
saddening; it offers an insight into how he had different planes that
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he was forced to operate on. This is not the soft boy, but it's a precursor.
Ledger’s craft is the offering, and was, perhaps, this deeply involved
because he “really wanted to be famous” as Matt Amato claims in the
documentary. Perhaps he thought that ultimate mastery of his work was
the way forward. Although, partly it feels like it stems from an indebted
feeling towards his country - something more Australian celebrities
internalise than some would admit - as well as towards his family and
some unspoken debt to them which is never articulated, some unseen
driving force. His death still rattles us. It remains impactful, and
resounding, and we know why: it was grotesquely drawn out and built
upon by the horror of speculative coverage. Heath Ledger was the
imaginary potential boyfriend that flipped; became whisked away by a
tragedy of chance and never manifested into our lives, because we
didn’t will it hard enough, but also because we didn’t want that to
happen as much as he should have been a day-dream above it. The face:
more specifically, the galaxy of freckles: more specifically, the slightly
lopsided wide-framed smile, densely populated across billboards: the
overall oddly alluring features and demeanour were a parcel of traits
that spun a unique brand of lovability; became his own personality as
far as we were concerned, and captured the attention of every second
teenager between Australia and America. We claimed him, in all of his
uncertainty, boyish charm, and imperfection; his wavering but highly
relatable ambition and gorgeousness. But the pressure that came from
that suggested fatalism.

Heath Ledger’s stance and expression - the way he conducted himself -
looks of concern and throwing of hands, tilting of heads and his vigor,
the shuffling and directivity and pleading, the way he balanced certainty
and uncertainty like they were siblings that had experienced a spell of
separation - was something he arguably took from dance. He was as
disciplined as one, too. The documentary shows him as someone who
passed himself off as an effortless and amiable talent but spent days and
months in a state of hyper-awakeness, focusing all of his attention on
roles and character. It’s a classic narrative and it’s not any surprise that
this took hold of him and wore him out until the stakes became that
much higher. One of the most heart-warming parts of I Am Heath 
Ledger reveals this in some behind the scenes footage of the dance he
conducted in A Knight's Tale, where the unlikely peasant Heath engages
in a coquettish and heat-fuelled romance with a beguiling noblewoman,
played by Shannyn Sossamon. Seeing the actors in this unedited
framework is as wrenching as anything in the original movie, although
it’s difficult to discern the reason for this. Perhaps because it’s a stern
reminder of what we lost from Heath’s passing, or reflective of what he
offered but did not receive, the thing that we might not have at
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once recognised. Heath s older sister, Kate, inspired a love of acting in
a young Heath and was responsible for introducing those early
influences, including a far-reaching admiration of Gene Kelly. Zadie
Smith wrote:

“Fred Astaire represents the aristocracy when he dances,”
claimed Gene Kelly, in old age, “and I represent the
proletariat.” The distinction is immediately satisfying, though
it’s a little harder to say why. Tall, thin and elegant, versus
muscular and athletic ... the aristocrat and the proletariat have
different relations to the ground beneath their feet, the first
moving fluidly across the surface of the world, the second
specifically tethered to a certain spot: a city block, a village, a
factory, a stretch of fields.”

Heath’s performance style echoes Gene Kelly’s relation to the 
common people, who we can envision as being at one with the 
way Australians see themselves - somehow both underdogs, and severe, 
free-spirited, yet ribboned to hard yakka, whether that is pertinent or 
whether that just a safe house. Heath’s articulation was one of relating 
back to his audiences; they were in the alleys and backseats listening in, 
whether that was noted beyond the roles he played or in courtesy of his 
emoting, the way he burst with candour and empathy on screen. In I Am 
Heath Ledger there is a moment where you realise, perhaps even 
collectively with other viewers strung along on the chase, that this 
might not have been as easily accessible in his day-to-day life. Heath is 
depicted as endlessly giving. His friends and extended acquaintances 
take sanctuary within him; staying in his London apartment while he is 
shooting, he orders in food for them even while far away. This breadth 
of uncommittal acceptance, the using of his money in the way that one 
would when they recognise it’s true power - to supplement, to offer 
opportunities and tools to loved ones that they would not otherwise 
have had. In an interview in the film, Ben Harper relates a story of how, 
after playing piano together one night, he woke up to removalists at his 
door, that same grand piano in tow. Without much thought, Ledger had 
simply passed on this asset to someone who perhaps could have better 
benefited from it. His depiction in the documentary is of someone who 
was relentlessly selfless in some ways and as detached from the self in 
others - maybe so much so that he never developed the ability to ask for 
anything in return, to expect anything, and thus escaped true intimacy in 
the process.

✳ ✳ ✳

The dark always settled early over the awning of our house 162
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especially in summer, as the end of the school year seemed to zip
shut like metal teeth that became caught on denim and then
suddenly ripped across it. The sky began to bleed its republican
dark blue, and the margarita sunset was only visible for a few
moments. It was always by the time that I had reached for my
hiptop that it would vanish again. I had time to be interested in the
phenomena of walking, of synthesising reality with body and of
movement, of in-betweenness. I rarely felt rushed and when I did
there was enough buoyancy in it to be protected.

Our once congested household had been extended out, and all the
buildings around us that comprised a neighbourhood attempted
similar renovations. I had moved into my own room for once. I
loved the smell of night-time then because I knew I could rely
upon the heat extracting fragrance from weeds and flowers to
bloodlet the atmosphere, act as an anxiolytic. I appreciated these
things because I wanted to be sophisticated. I told myself this
anyway, I envisioned a life beyond my labourer family, my
brother’s filthy ute and my mom’s calloused hands and stiff neck
from hours of overtime typing. But I had a degree of safety in the
neighbourhood ticks and noises. I need to smell these specific
smells to know that I am living in this same place and that my
body is the same one that I used to walk through this place. They
had all started as buds of potential and now housed fully fledged
families, with cars and occupations and drove new roads, ones that
lead beyond the suburb.

In my new room I flicked between channels until I found him. His
heaving body, recovering from methamphetamines. The sweat
coated him like an amphibian’s slime, his torso like that of a hungry
adventurer. The first time I watched Candy, I was wearing barely any
clothes and kept experiencing a new unfamiliar feeling in my midriff,
and my breathing was heavy. There was nothing sexy about him then,
but Heath Ledger somehow swallowed my whole body and beckoned
me into the violent image on the television screen.

Candy Heath Ledger was different to A Dark Knight Heath Ledger.
But they are both hollowed out until the point that their identity is
split. For posterity, imagine these versions of Heath Ledger smacking
each other with unrelenting force, unravelling into a brawl like the
Kylie Minogue Did it Again video.
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In the classic knowledge that what lies unexpressed becomes fully and 
covertly expressed, I Am Heath Ledger asks as many questions as it 
answers. For all of the testimonials of close friends, family members, 
ex-girlfriends and creative partners, the insight into his personal 
universes seems unsatisfying and incomplete. What we do see is often 
in the form of previously unshown footage he took of himself, mostly, 
on camcorders and what one must assume were the beginnings of 
digital recorders. He speaks into them and for them, grounding himself 
in his world. The gaze upon the camera is so gripping that you really 
believe that his emotional commitment to acting was as real as his 
artistic endeavours and relationships. He often talks to himself like one 
would pen a diary entry: uncertain at first, but ritualistic and dedicated 
enough to be of significance. There are photos, too, like the ones taken 
on the Rolleiflex but also others, of his co-stars and friends, which 
reveal more about his yearning for understanding that never totally 
seems to eventuate. In many of the videos he holds the recorder at arms 
length and points the lens back at his face, and starts spinning. 
Watching this made me more and more anxious as the footage 
continued, even as other viewers in the cinema laughed. Heath looks 
distracted, not calm or level-headed, and as the spinning continues for 
minutes upon minute, the obvious becomes clear. Everything is moving 
too fast, and there is someone who might not know how to handle that.

One big takeaway from the film is that he was exceedingly generous, 
and eager to connect and engage with those that he loved, but 
simultaneously unable to in a way that satisfied or resolved. He was 
heartfelt and child-like in the carefullest of ways and the worst of ways, 
and deeply affected the lives of everyone he came in contact with, 
people who were mystified and compelled by his nature. His charity 
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and care were as conflicted by his imposter syndrome, or as his ex-
partner Naomi Watts says in the film, an internalised “tall-poppy
syndrome.” The character that the Australian public had painted of him
gave him a semi-legendary status situated in a unique humility and
wholesomeness, but Ledger’s presence suggests that maybe he burnt
out on those expectations.

What some of us begin to learn over time is that sometimes
“closure” has become obsolete - all that is left is the recognition of
what has stayed with us from someone’s love and association, of their
presence and the ever-transforming attachments they gifted us. Heath’s
eulogisation stands as an effort of his close friends to bring his likeness
into the ether once more, with the promise that something can be
realised. Even though his family were not directly involved, their
presence still rings the most significant. It is dire to realise that
someone could grow up and away from you so quickly only to be
vanished away like he was. When we realise that, I Am Heath Ledger
can stand as its own love note, and not as a cautionary tale, as a hesitant
viewer-to-be might have expected.
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BY MADELEINE DALE

These are the embraces we must now put away: like regret-patterned china,
like a sense of order in a mass evacuation

like a coil of gold uniform braid, discharged to a peace-time tailor’s,
like cooking madeira, poured from the glass back to the bottle, untouched –

how I would have put away the first moments of your coming back to me,
every touch catalogued and filed in a large box marked absolutely not.

Adoration is a non-linear inheritance, like your recessive night-blindness, it skips the
kids
and lands flat-footed on the sprung-parquet floor of some demolished dance hall

in steel-tipped double sorrows. The third step in every minuet is grief, your shoulders
spinning away from me some obvious autumn morning. Affection doesn’t live well

outside the body, it must be preserved. Like hand-stich in the industrial revolution,
or historical revisionism in the face of recently discovered letters, which I had stored

safely at the back of the bureau.

The Third Step in Every 
Minuet is Grief
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BY BRIDGET LUTHERBORROW

Like most stupid ideas it starts with wanting

a search with my mouth
through a snowdrift
for something firm

I want her like Napoleon wants chickens

like Neopolitan ice cream
one flavour at a time
and all at once

I want her like Elena Ferrante’s
popular Neopolitan novels

fiercely anonymous

claiming genius for women

like a sparkler held against the gas burner
to light the mosquito coil outside
white wine drunk
the bottom of my glass a star
bursting from my eye

I’m lukewarm water
and she’s the bottom of a bathtub

I’m binoculars
and she’s a view clear through
to the neighbours’ house
where some anonymous fuckboy
is lifting weights with the blinds open

Yes
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I’m a bright spiral of biro
asking questions
and she always answers

a flick of the tail

//

I want him like certain wooden things I can’t name
dusting up my grandparent’s garage
hand-lathed and lain out on towels among the oil stains
where the car has been parked

I want him like
I want to disappear
to get a regular amount of sleep
and eat my greens
breathe deep from my lungs

the full amount, the whole iceberg

I want to disappear

home brew puttering in the corner
a small motored boat
hung in the roof

his hands down my pants
as waves thrash below

I can’t help but look over my shoulder

//

I want them like
of course

my dog’s eyelashes

the warm press of shoulders side by side

a piece of toast landing face up
or the feeling of finally replacing the vacuum bag

a parrot with the gams of an angel
kicks its high heels off for the crowd
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why wouldn’t you want this?

I don’t understand the lines
we draw around love

a hand tracing a hand tracing a handjob

I watch a skywriter spell out ‘NO’
on its blue canvas
imagining the next word will be ‘YES’

do you like me?
circle one
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Typeface 
Truths

BY JORDAN ROUX
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poem i enjoy more than i do
him

i want you to think i am proximate to magic if not magic herself
i am so mutable i believe i have come the closest i can
i have run out of tricks to surprise you with
i wish i would stop being tender & easily imprinted upon

because my body is a byproduct of reactions   i have adopted
make me feel as my anthem
the biggest turn on lies      in reciprocity
i begin to trust you with fragments of my poetry but i
overestimate a man’s capacity at desire       you end

with my body i earn a whiplash & a blush
i want to ask      what will you do to me
& be honey in your hands but
these sag thighs don’t chase

part for pleasure
cure a bitterness with chai sweetened lips
fold    spread      pucker
i enter myself before you      i must love you

⟰

h d

poem i enjoy more than i 
do him • parched

BY ZHI YI CHAM
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parched

looking for something to pacify me from being idle so
i cut up a papaya & slot a wobbly orange unit into my mouth,
suckle
i may only have two mouths, one for eating & the other
for this precise amount of ambiguous

liken dried flaked skin round edge of
lip to desiccated coconut
because even the lack of
moisture can be a revelation

i am resistant to veganism
the same reason
a white person
might reject the concept of

race: the desire
to participate in

tradition

for a snack crunch a sheet of roasted laver
in folding between fingers then wrap
tongue around, give water
this

is how it feels
to at once be exalted
by salt & devastate
the most delicate
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1.
Our people are an unpleasant people, my mother told me. She 
chopped onions with a knife between her teeth. Don’t cry over 
war, she barked at my milky-white father. He collected the 
newspaper every day, even though he had not been trained to do 
so. I sat on the kitchen floor and pecked at it like a lyre bird –
We’ve survived worse than this! We’ve survived worse than this!
In the mornings, my little brother watched Japanese cartoons on 
the television, and sometimes, my mother would look up in love, 
and wave her fleshy-pink stumps at him.

2.
In school I was the playground queen. It was the surprise of the 
century. But I was not a disruptive influence. One afternoon, it 
rained the heaviest it had since we’d begun to exist. Our sweaters 
turned black and clung to our bodies. We were like giant crows in 
the mist. I clung to a snail I'd found drowning in a puddle. The 
large and wheezing Mrs. Johnson screamed and tossed him on the 
heater where he sizzled for three days.

After we did fractions, I lost all interest in my education.

3.
When I was twelve, we went on holiday. We crossed the equator in 
a caravan, and experienced tropical luxuriance. My brother learnt 
to whistle, and I bought a diary to make origami giraffes out of the 
pages.

The big event of that summer was that my father took to tailored suits. 
At first, we indulged him. But then he expressed a desire to cultivate 
pistachios. Well, my mother was no well-behaved import. Eventually, 
she told us, we had no choice but to donate him to a kind and wealthy 
family.

Childhood; a history

BY VIDYA SAI RAJAN
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BY MARLEE SILVA

CW/TW: rape mention, racist violence 

The first time I saw a spoken word poet
- in ‘real-life’ I mean - not on YouTube I mean -
the first time I saw a spoken word poet, I realised they’re
full of shit.

This dude - hunched and heavy with the weight of his drama -
shuffled into my uni lecture and spluttered - stu t t t tered and said
salt-salt-salt-salt- sixty times in sixty-salt-seconds-salt.
And they let him-salt-make-a-salt-book-salt.
A book for salt? A real-salt-book, with his-salt-name on it.
A real book for a dude straight up full of salt.
I mean shit - full of shit.

Is the criteria for entry into a poetry slam - into all slams -
must have experienced trauma ⃰questionmark ⃰
Genuine question ⃰questionmark ⃰
Trauma ⃰questionmark ⃰
Rape ⃰questionmark ⃰
Depression, oppression, discrimination ⃰questionmark ⃰
Discrimination - great word.
Nation. Australia - what a nation.
Kamilaroi. Dunghutti. Nations.
My nations.
My people, ancestors, culture.

Light-Black and Full of Shit 
- I mean, Salt.
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Surprise!
Light-coloured girl in front of you is actually
Light-black.
Black where it counts, I say.
Black IN my body
IN my ability to make white-white men uncomfortable -
am good at that
(must put on resume).

Light-black when white-white girls asks why Dad is black-black
in year seven. TICK.
Light black when I trip on my tongue and bite back tears
when I can’t remember the words to explain to white-white
classmates why
Abo feels like - like - prodding hands in an open wound. TICK.
Lighter-black when they tell me I’m a liar
- not really black at all with that skin -
even though right there I’d never felt blacker
‘cause I know in this nation, black - light or other -
always comes after white-white. TICK.

Just black when white-white animals growl
Abo-tits at me and my shirt printed with my flag. TICK.
Black-black when my poetry tutor tells me my work sounds
too intelligent, to be the voice of an Aborigine. TICK.
BLACKEST when I still top his class with a poem written in
language. TICK.
BLACKEST when I top all of my classes. TICK.
BLACKEST when I get that job,
when they call me CEO,
when I sit across from that white-white politician man
in his white-white office in Canberra
and I tell him
I am black
I am proud
I am woman.
And I’m coming for his power.
TICK. TICK. TICK.

You know they want us now, right?
The white-white want the non-white.
Wanna write the non-white,
wear the non-white, be the non-white.
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Why?
I guess there’s a reason we use vanilla as a synonym for boring.

White has been painted on to all that the age of discovery stole
- it’s blaring and everywhere -
and let’s be real. Non-white has always been cool.
Surviving against the odds has always deserved a spot in fashion
week.
A front cover, a proliferation of popular art -

Dear white-white people,
you’re late to the party.
Fuck your cultural appropriation.
Take a step back and come second, for once.

My mum’s cousin decided he was black last year -
My mum is where I get my light in my black from.
And this cousin is full of salt - I mean shit.
He decided he is black and he thinks this makes him cool
⃰questionmark ⃰

Get’s government handouts ⃰questionmark ⃰
Uses the made up black as an excuse for his unaccomplished life
by
the poverty line, cause that’s what black looks like right
⃰questionmark ⃰

Blackness is a responsibility.
Blackness does not give you a new level of cool -
in Australia - what a nation - blackness gives you…
heart disease, obesity,
a ten year shorter life span,
a lower rank on the socio economic scale,
a one in four chance of having a mental health problem,
a greater chance of seeing the inside of a gaol cell over a
university hall -
Oh Australia - what a nation.

Hey there full of salt - I mean shit - cousin!
You don’t want to be black -
you can’t handle the responsibility of carrying on the
sixty-thousand year long story
of the strongest and oldest surviving culture
in the history of the world.
What you want is to be cool.
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But listen, dear white-white person, let me correct myself,
you’re not invited to this party.

The first time I saw a spoken word poet - in real life I mean -
I realised we’re all full of shit.
I am full of salt - I mean shit.
I have a good life - I have not suffered.
But I guess a salt-white-white dude in my lecture
hunched with the weight of his drama, pisses me off because
he can locate his sadness in a lived event.
I am jealous because
a pro can pinpoint that moment
work with him through it -
work him towards healing.

What do you prescribe to a depression rooted in family history
⃰questionmark ⃰

A sadness born before my conception.
A darkness written on to my future genes,
when my great-grandmother miscarried in her husbands arms
when an ambulance refused to come on to the mission where they
lived.
Tattooed on my grandmother as she had her black-black skin spat
on
by classmates
every single day of high school.
When she and my grandfather lost their first son
because of a polio vaccine he was denied.
Cemented in every fibre of my fathers hurt -
that’s something I simply cannot speak.

How do I unwrite it ⃰questionmark ⃰

How can I fix me ⃰questionmark ⃰
Us ⃰questionmark ⃰

I guess I’ll just have to learn to survive - as they did -
as something full of salt -
I mean salt.
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BY SHEENA COLQUHOUN

At the Opening

at the opening
I crane my neck
around until
my head
snaps clean
off all the
supermarket
aisles start to
bend as though straight
lines are going out
of style cracks
start to
show in the living
room from the
heaviness
of nostalgia a
humming in
my infected ears
caused by looking
directly at people
I know only
indirectly a
person I well
know tripped
on my head
in the way people
walk backwards into
sculptures a

At the Opening • Pantoum 
for Roadkill
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string of men
wearing uniform
waltz into a cafe
called commons
while the
mice slip by
unnoticed

⟰

Pantoum for
Roadkill

Spend my days peeling stickers from glass
My eyes green spies when rash
I am only on call for collision
My throat hoarse in frozen protest

My eyes green spies when rash and I ask you
Photograph my hands in steering
My throat hoarse in frozen protest and see me
I the backup dancer

Photograph my hands in steering you see
I chroma keyed out of the scene
I the backup dancer who needs
I speed to stop for stop signs

I chroma keyed out of the scene you see
Fine young cannibals drive me crazy
I speed to stop for stop signs alas
I steer my leadfoot grave way

Fine young cannibals drive me crazy or I’ll
Spend my days peeling stickers from glass
I steer my leadfoot grave way away
I am only on call for collision

I collide.
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